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4Abstract
Quantum entanglement is the key property that makes quantum information theory different
from its classical counterpart and is also a valuable physical resource with massive potential for
technological applications. However, our understanding of entanglement is still far from com-
plete despite intense research activities. Like other physical resources, the first step towards
exploiting them fully is to know how to quantify. There are many reasons to focus on the en-
tanglement of continuous-variable states since the underlying degrees of freedom of physical
systems carrying quantum information are frequently continuous, rather than discrete. Much of
the effort has been concentrated on Gaussian states, because these are common as the ground or
thermal states of optical modes. Within this framework, many interesting topics have been stud-
ied and some significant progress made. Nevertheless, non-Gaussian states are also extremely
important; this is especially so in condensed-phase systems, where harmonic behaviour in any
degree of freedom is likely to be only an approximation. So far, there is little knowledge about
the quantification of entanglement in non-Gaussian states.
This thesis aims to contribute to the active field of research in quantum entanglement by
introducing a new approach to the analysis of entanglement, especially in continuous-variable
states, and shows that it leads to the first systematic quantification of the (local) entanglement
in arbitrary bipartite non-Gaussian states. By applying this local approach, many new insights
can be gained. Notably, local entanglements of systems with smooth wavefunctions are fully
characterised by the derived simple expressions, provided the wavefunction is known. The
local (logarithmic) negativity of any two-mode mixed states can be directly computed from the
closed-form formulae given. For multi-mode mixed states, this approach provides a scheme that
permits much simpler numerical computation for quantifying entanglement than is generally
possible from directly computing the full entanglement of the system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite the recognition of quantum entanglement as the most profound feature of quan-
tum mechanics in the early 20th century, it is only in the last dozen years that scientists
started to recognise the possibility of exploitation of quantum entanglement for practical pur-
poses [BBPS96, BDSW96, BBP+96]. The various proposals of technological applications,
such as quantum computing [Deu85], quantum cryptography [Eke91] and quantum telepor-
tation [BBC+93], have fuelled the rapidly growing interest of quantum entanglement as a topic
of research. Partial but significant progress has been made, amid the intense research activities,
in our knowledge of this intriguing and immensely deep phenomena of Nature but a complete
theory of quantum entanglement is still years away, and far more questions and puzzles still
wait to be answered.
Entanglement is the capacity of quantum states to exhibit correlations that cannot be ac-
counted for classically. A pure state of a pair of quantum systems is called entangled if it is
unfactorizable (inseparable) into a product of states of its subsystems. A mixed state is entan-
gled if it cannot be represented as a mixture of factorizable (separable) pure states. For practical
purposes, it is not enough to only know if quantum states are entangled, one of the main tasks of
quantum information theory [NC00,Ved06] is therefore to quantify the amount of entanglement
that quantum states possess.
For pure bipartite states, the extent of entanglement is simply given by the von Neumann
entropy of the reduced state [DHR02, Vid00, PR97]. As for mixed states, the entanglement be-
come much more complicated and is still not completely understood. Much work still needs
to be done in order to characterise and quantify entanglement of bipartite systems, not to men-
tion the extention of these investigations to multipartite systems, where even less is known (for
example, necessary and sufficient criteria for separability are still lacking).
Apart from the key role that quantum entanglement plays in the advancement of quan-
tum technology, the research of entanglement merits particular attention for the sake of purely
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scientific curiosity. Most interacting systems exhibit the natural occurrence of entangle-
ment, and their ground states are generally entangled [Nie98, Woo02a, Woo02b, OW01, ON02,
OAFF02, BR01]. Although no one has yet proposed a universal and easy-to-compute en-
tanglement measure which can quantify entanglement of any quantum system in any con-
text, by using suitable entanglement measures, the study of entanglement properties of a
number of physical models, including spin chains, coupled fermions and harmonic oscilla-
tors [ON02, OAFF02, VLRK03, LRV04, JK04, ZW02, MD, AEPW02, PHE04, Ved03] has not
only uncovered many interesting aspects of entanglement in spatially extended many-body sys-
tems but also often lead us to a much deeper insight of the fundamental properties and behaviour
of these systems. Therefore, studying quantum entanglement is not only interesting in its own
right but also important for its usefulness to other fields of physics.
1.1 Motivation
Quantum information can be carried by either a discrete (finite-dimensional) system like a two-
level atom or an electron spin, or by a continuous-variable (infinite-dimensional) systems such
as harmonic oscillators or light modes. The underlying degrees of freedom of physical sys-
tems carrying quantum information are often continuous, rather than discrete, this justifies the
focus on continuous-variable states. The research of quantum information theory and applica-
tions with continuous variables is a flourishing field that brings us new and exciting perspec-
tive [BP03, BvL05, CLP07].
The special class of Gaussian states (i.e., states whose Wigner function is a Gaussian; ex-
amples of Gaussian states include coherent, thermal and squeezed states of a optical mode)
plays a very important role, especially in quantum optics. These Gaussian states can eas-
ily be produced and manipulated experimentally. Moreover, without the need of a descrip-
tion that is complicated by the overly complex technicalities of infinite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces, their useful properties (for example, entanglement) can be completely determined by
the (relatively small) finite-dimensional covariance matrix of two-point correlations between
the canonically conjugated quadrature operators (position and momentum) [EP03]. Within
this framework, many interesting topics have been studied; for example, entanglement dis-
tillation for Gaussian states [DGCZ00, ESP02a, Fiu02, GC02], multipartite entangled Gaussian
states [vLB00, GKLC01, ASI04, ASI06] and entanglement measures, such as entanglement of
formation [GWK+03,WGK+04,Shi04] and logarithmic negativity [AEPW02,APE03,VW02].
However, many physical realisations of quantum information processing, for example,
electron charge qubits and superconducting charge (or flux) qubits, are based on continuous-
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variable states in condensed matter systems, where states are generally non-Gaussian. Much
less is known about the entanglement of these non-Gaussian states in view of the fact that the
lack of knowledge about how to quantify it has proved to be a major obstacle.
1.2 Overview
I therefore present a new approach to the analysis of quantum entanglement of general quan-
tum states, especially continuous-variable non-Gaussian states. The focus is on entanglement
localised near particular regions in configuration space (the local entanglement), which we anal-
yse via a thought experiment in which the entangled state is first measured to localise it. This
corresponds to a particular type of projective filtering, used to identify the distribution of entan-
glement in a state which has a pre-existing bipartite structure. I will demonstrate that this local
approach leads to, among other results, variable-resolution mapping of entanglement distribu-
tions and to our knowledge, the first efficient method to quantify aspects of quantum entangle-
ment in arbitrary bipartite continuous-variable (non-Gaussian) states.
The thesis is organised as follows: the theoretical background is briefly sketched out in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. A brief but just sufficient introduction of the fundamentals of the
quantum information theory is presented in Chapter 2, and then in Chapter 3, the essential
knowledge of quantum entanglement that forms the basis of the research is provided. A mathe-
matical formalism of the local approach to quantum entanglement is laid out in detail in Chap-
ter 4 while examples of its application to the analysis of entanglement in discrete-variable sys-
tems are also given. Next, the attention is fully turned to continuous-variable states. First,
the question “how is quantum entanglement distributed in configuration-space” is addressed in
Chapter 5, and the results are then compared with the classical correlations [LF07a]. In the
limit of the size of the preliminary projective measurement being very small, surprisingly many
interesting results can be derived, and the rest of the thesis will be made up of discussions
of these . Chapter 6 is concerned with arbitrary smooth two-mode continuous-variable states,
and it is shown how by using our local approach, the (local) entanglement can be analytically
quantified from simple expressions, whether the state is pure or mixed [LF07b]. The results
are then generalised to arbitrary smooth bipartite multimode pure states in Chapter 7, and again
the (local) entanglement can be computed directly and explicitly via simple expressions, with-
out the time-consuming numerical evaluation of the full entanglement generally inevitable for
high-dimensional continuous-variable states [LF08]. Many particles in interacting systems are
indistinguishable; the problem of indistinguishability has so far been ignored in the thesis but
will now be worked out in Chapter 8. Finally, a brief summary of significant results of each
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chapter is given in Chapter 9, and conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of Quantum Information
2.1 Classical Information
The rapid development of computer science in the twentieth century has provided us an entirely
new way of thinking about physics that physical systems are simply computers. A physical
system evolves from a initial state to some final state just like a computer, after given an input,
performs computations to give out an output. In other words, the evolution of a physical system
is equivalent to information processing of a computer and that the values of the physical at-
tributes of the system can be thought of as information held by the system at a given moment in
time. Consequently, the laws of physics completely govern the laws of information processing.
As its name suggests, classical information theory assumes that information evolves ac-
cording to the laws of classical physics. The cornerstone of classical information theory is the
formulation of the Shannon entropy.
2.1.1 Shannon entropy
Shannon developed his theory of information in 1948, which answered an important question
of information processing: How can information be quantified?
He proposed that any measure of information I should satisfy the following three require-
ments:
1. The amount of information I in an event i must depend only on its probability p.
2. I is a continuous function of the probability.
3. I is additive.
These lead to a unique measure of information, called the Shannon entropy. For a random
variable X that has a probability distribution, p1, . . . , pn, of the different possible values the
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random variable takes, the Shannon entropy is defined as
H(X) ≡ −
∑
i
pi log2(pi). (2.1)
The Shannon entropy ofX can be viewed as quantifying either the amount of uncertainty before
we learn the value of X or how much information gained after we learn the value of X.
The importance of the Shannon entropy to classical information theory can not be over-
stated but the discussion of this will be beyond the scope of this thesis. However, we will
introduce here some relevant measures of information that can be defined through the Shannon
entropy.
2.1.1.1 Relative entropy
The relative entropy measures the difference in information between two random variables X
and Y , and is defined as follows:
H(X ‖ Y ) ≡ −
∑
i
pi log2(qi)−H(X) (2.2)
=
∑
i
pi log2
(pi
qi
)
, (2.3)
where pi and qi are probability function for random variables X and Y respectively. The relative
entropy is always positive, and when X = Y , the relative entropy between X and Y vanishes.
The Shannon entropy is a special case of the relative entropy since the Shannon entropy
of a random variable is the entropy relative to a definitely known state, i.e. qi = 1 so that
H(X) = H(X ‖ Y ).
2.1.1.2 Joint entropy
The joint entropy measures the combined information in two random variables X and Y , and is
defined as the entropy of the joint distribution of X and Y :
H(X,Y ) ≡ −
∑
i,j
pi,j log2(pi,j), (2.4)
where the events of X and Y are labeled by i and j respectively. The additive property of the
Shannon entropy gives that
H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y ) (2.5)
only if X and Y are independent events.
2.1.1.3 Conditional entropy
The conditional entropy measures the information contained in one random variable given that
the outcome of another random variable is known, and is defined as
H(X | Y ) ≡ −
∑
i,j
pi,j log2
(
pi,j
pj
)
. (2.6)
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The conditional and joint entropies are related by
H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y | X). (2.7)
2.1.1.4 Mutual information
The mutual information between two random variables X and Y is the differences between the
amount of information required to express X and Y separately and as a joint distribution:
I(X : Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y ). (2.8)
If X and Y are independent, the mutual information between them is zero. On the other hand,
if X and Y are completely correlated, then the mutual information between them is the same
as the information contained in X (or Y ).
2.2 Quantum Information
2.2.1 Quantum mechanics
The theory of quantum mechanics developed in the early 20th century gives us a complete
new understanding of Nature (in contrast to the classical Newtonian physics), and provides the
foundation for the latest developments in quantum information and computation.
2.2.1.1 The postulates of quantum mechanics
There are four postulates of quantum mechanics, which are all we need in order to describe any
quantum system, expressed here in terms of pure states for simplicity:
1. States of physical systems are represented by vectors in Hilbert spaces.
2. Observables are represented by Hermitian operators, which have real eigenvalues.
3. If |φ1〉, . . . , |φn〉 are orthogonal states, then a measurement of a quantum state |ψ〉 can
be made by use of a projective measurement operator Pi = |φi〉〈φi| so that the state |ψ〉
collapses into the state |φi〉 with a probability | 〈φi | ψ〉 |2.
4. When no measurement is made, a closed quantum system evolves according to a unitary
transformation so any change can be expressed by the action of an unitary operation. A
operation U is unitary if it can be written as
U =
∑
i
|ψi〉〈φi|, (2.9)
where both ψi and φi form orthonormal bases.
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2.2.1.2 Quantum measurements
Quantum measurement are described by a set of measurement operators Mi, that act on the
state space of the measured system and satisfy the completeness relation,
∑
i
M †iMi = 1, (2.10)
where 1 is the identity operator. The probability of the outcome “i” occurs after measuring the
initial state of the quantum system |ψ〉 is given by
pi = 〈ψ|M †iMi|ψ〉, (2.11)
and the state of the system after the measurement is
Mi|ψ〉√
〈ψ|M †iMi|ψ〉
. (2.12)
The projective measurements described in Postulate 3 are a special class of measurements.
Projective operators Pi not only satisfy the completeness relation but also are orthogonal pro-
jectors so that they are Hermitian and PiPi′ = δii′Pi.
Measurements are irreversible processes because the quantum system “loses” the informa-
tion that we gained from the measurements whereas a unitary evolution of a quantum system is
fully reversible, which means that the dynamics of an isolated system is reversible in the same
way as classical Newtonian dynamics, since no information about the system is gained or lost.
2.2.1.3 The density operator
The density operator ρ of a mixture of states, in which a state φi, not necessarily orthonormal
with respect to the other φi’s, occurs with probability pi, is expressed as
ρ =
∑
i
pi|φi〉〈φi|, (2.13)
and we call ρ a mixed state. When a state |ψ〉 occurs with certainty, i.e. ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, it is called
a pure state.
There are infinitely many equivalent ways of writing down the same density operator, and
given any mixture of states, we can always diagonalise the density operator of the mixture as
ρ =
∑
i
pi|i〉〈i|, (2.14)
where the pi’s are positive eigenvalues and the |i〉’s are orthonormal.
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2.2.1.4 The trace operation
The trace of a density operator ρ is
Tr(ρ) =
∑
n
〈n|ρ|n〉 (2.15)
and is independent of the choice of the basis set |n〉. The trace of a pure state |ψ〉 is always
1 if the state is normalised. It follows the trace of a density operator ρ =
∑
i pi|i〉〈i| is also
always 1, provided all the states and corresponding probabilities are normalised; this simply
arises from the fact that all the probabilities for various outcomes should add up to 1.
The trace operator can also be used to distinguish between pure and mixed states. Because
the square of the density matrix ρ is
ρ2 =
∑
i
pi|i〉〈i|
∑
j
pj|j〉〈j| (2.16)
=
∑
i
p2i |i〉〈i|, (2.17)
where |i〉 and |j〉 are orthonormal, the trace of the density operator squared is given by
Tr(ρ2) =
∑
i
p2i . (2.18)
∑
i p
2
i = 1 if and only if ρ is a pure state. For mixed states, Tr(ρ2) < 1.
2.2.1.5 The reduced density operator
Suppose Alice and Bob share a composite quantum state ρAB with the joint orthonormal basis
|iA〉|jB〉 in the Hilbert space HA ⊗HB, where A and B indicate the subsystems belonging to
Alice and Bob respectively, Alice’s reduced density operator (also called the reduced density
matrix) is defined by
ρA ≡ TrB(ρAB), (2.19)
where TrB represents the partial trace over Bob’s subsystem and is defined as
TrB(ρ
AB) ≡
∑
j
〈jB |ρAB |jB〉. (2.20)
The reduced density operator describes a subsystem of a composite quantum system, and
its importance draws from the fact that many important properties of a quantum system are
completely determined by the eigenvalues of the reduced density operator of the system. Ad-
ditionally, it also completely determines the outcome of any measurement performed by Alice
only. These points will become clear in the later analysis of quantum entanglement.
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2.2.1.6 The Schmidt decomposition
A pure bipartite quantum state ψAB can be written as
ψAB =
∑
i,j
αij |iA〉|jB〉, (2.21)
where |iA〉 and |jB〉 are any fixed orthonormal bases for systems A and B respectively, for
some complex number αij . There exist orthonormal states |ψAi 〉 for system A and |ψBj 〉 for
system B such that we can find the Schmidt decomposition of ψAB written as
ψAB =
∑
i
λi|ψAi 〉|ψBi 〉, (2.22)
where λi are non-negative real numbers satisfying
∑
i λ
2
i = 1 known as the Schmidt coeffi-
cients. Note that the sum now goes over only the i’s rather than both the i’s and j’s. There is no
analogue of Schmidt decomposition for mixed states, however.
By the Schmidt decomposition, we can immediately trace out each subsystem separately
to obtain reduced density operators ρA and ρB :
ρA =
∑
i
λ2i |ψAi 〉〈ψAi | (2.23)
and
ρB =
∑
i
λ2i |ψBi 〉〈ψBi |. (2.24)
The eigenvalues of ρA and ρB are identical so many of the properties of the quantum state ψAB
can be determined by either reduced density operator.
2.2.1.7 Quantum entanglement
The most intriguing phenomenon arising from quantum mechanics is quantum entanglement,
which is the central theme of this thesis and will be described in detail later. In essence, en-
tanglement is the quantum correlations between two or more quantum systems that can not be
explained by classical physics, and is the fundamental resource that makes quantum computa-
tion and communication differ from their classical counterparts.
2.2.2 Quantum operations
The quantum operation formalism is the key tool for the description of the dynamics of open
quantum systems [NC00]. A system, which interacts with some other system –its environment
– whose dynamics we wish to average over, is an open system. Real systems are never perfectly
closed, and the mathematical formalism of quantum operations can be used to describe a wide
range of physical scenarios, namely closed systems that are opened suddenly and subject to
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measurements, nearly closed systems that are weakly coupled to their environments, and sys-
tems that are strongly coupled to the environment. Its usefulness in quantum information theory
draws from its suitability to describe the transformations between an initial state ρ and a final
state ρ′ without the complexity arising from explicit continuous-time consideration:
ρ′ = E(ρ), (2.25)
the map E is a quantum operation that describes the dynamical change to a state after some
physical process.
A map from an “input” set of density operators to an “output” set of density operators and
satisfying the following three properties is defined to be a quantum operation E:
1. E should preserve the normalisation of the initial state ρ:
Tr[E(ρ)] = 1 if Tr[ρ] = 1. (2.26)
2. E should be linear:
E(
∑
i
piρi) =
∑
i
piE(ρi). (2.27)
3. E is a completely positive map. If E only acts on the system S and we introduce an extra
system (the environment) E, with ρ being any possible joint density matrix of E and S,
then the result of the composite operation (I ⊗E)ρ is another positive operator, where I
denotes the identity map on the environment E.
A quantum operation E is written as
E(ρ) =
∑
i
EiρE
†
i , (2.28)
for some set of operators {Ei} on Hilbert space, and
∑
iE
†
iEi ≤ 1. This is known as the Kraus
representation or operator-sum representation of the quantum operation, and the operators {Ei}
are known as the Kraus operators.
Unitary transformation, E(ρ) ≡ UρU †, and measurements, Ei(ρ) ≡ MiρM †i , are two
examples of quantum operations. The state of the quantum system immediately after the mea-
surement is
Ei(ρ)
Tr[Ei(ρ)]
(2.29)
with the probability that the outcome i occurs being pi = Tr[Ei(ρ)]. The dynamics of a closed
quantum system are described by a unitary transformation. However, unlike unitary evolutions,
which are reversible, quantum operations are, in general, irreversible.
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2.2.3 Qubits
The basic unit of classical information is called a bit. In quantum information theory, the
corresponding concept is termed a qubit (short for quantum bit). Whereas a classical bit only
has either 0 or 1 as its state, a qubit is a two-dimensional quantum system, whose state |ψ〉 can
be written as superpositions of computational basis states, |0〉 and |1〉 (arbitrary orthonormal
states):
|ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉, (2.30)
where α and β are complex numbers such that |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.
In classical information theory, bits can be perfectly copied. However, the quantum no-
cloning theorem [WZ82] states that cloning of quantum bits is impossible and implies that the
knowledge we can learn about an unknown quantum state is limited.
2.2.4 Von Neumann entropy
Just as classical information can be quantified by using the Shannon entropy, there is a unique
measure of quantum information, the von Neumann entropy Sv. The von Neumann entropy of
a density operator ρ written in diagonal form, equation 2.14, is defined as
Sv(ρ) ≡ −Tr(ρ log2 ρ) (2.31)
= −
∑
i
pi log2(pi). (2.32)
The von Neumann entropy is a continuous function of the probabilities pi of outcomes of
measurements made on a quantum system and is additive so that
Sv(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2) = Sv(ρ1) + Sv(ρ2) (2.33)
for two uncorrelated systems ρ1 and ρ2.
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Chapter 3
Introduction to Quantum Entanglement
Quantum information theory opens up the possibility of utilising quantum entanglement as a
physical resource for applications which are not possible classically. The study of quantum en-
tanglement is therefore one of the most important and interesting topics in the field of quantum
information processing.
3.1 What is an Entangled State
3.1.1 Local operations and classical communication
The ability to perform local operations and classical communication (LOCC) is essential for
many quantum information processing protocols. LOCC means that if Alice and Bob share
a quantum system, they can perform quantum operations only on their own subsystems and
communicate only classically.
The concept of LOCC operations also plays an important part in the study of quantum
entanglement. It can be used to distinguish quantum correlations that can occur in many-party
quantum states from classical correlations. Classical correlations can be defined as those that
can be generated by LOCC operations. LOCC operations alone, however, are not enough to
simulate quantum effects in a quantum system. Therefore, these quantum correlations that can
not be created by LOCC operations alone are what we call quantum entanglement. It follows
from this definition of quantum entanglement that LOCC operations cannot increase the degree
of entanglement in quantum states.
Any LOCC operation can be written in the form of a separable operation:
∑
i
ρi =
∑
i
Ai ⊗BiρA†i ⊗B†i (3.1)
such that ∑
i
A†iAi ⊗B†iBi = 1⊗ 1 (3.2)
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where Ai is an operator acting on Alice’s subsystem, Bi is an operator acting on Bob’s, 1 is the
identity operator, ρ is the initial state and ρi’s are possible operation outcomes that occur with
probabilities pi = Tr(Ai ⊗BiρA†i ⊗B†i ). The form A⊗B shows that Alice and Bob perform
their operations locally so they can not interfere with each other’s subsystem while the same
index i means that their operations are classically correlated due to classical communications
performed. Note, however, that not all separable operations can be implemented by using LOCC
[BDF+99].
The LOCC operation does not necessarily correspond to a measurement; this is only true if
Ai and Bi are Hermitian and positive. For general measurements, where the post-measurement
state is not necessarily known (unlike projective measurements), they are best described by
the POVM (positive operator-valued measure) formalism. The POVM operators are always
positive. However, if the measurement outcome i is found to occur with certainty, equation 3.1
becomes
ρi =
Ai ⊗BiρA†i ⊗B†i
Tr(Ai ⊗BiρA†i ⊗B†i )
. (3.3)
3.1.2 Separable states
A state ρAB shared by Alice and Bob is said to be separable [Wer89] if it can be written in the
form
ρAB =
∑
i
piρ
A
i ⊗ ρBi , (3.4)
where pi is a probability distribution.
Separable states are the most general class of states that can be prepared perfectly from
scratch by LOCC operations; Alice simply prepares a state ρAi with some probability pi and
informs Bob (by telephone, for example) to prepare the state ρBi . Therefore, separable states
contain no entanglement.
Separability of a state is used to define quantum entanglement: All non-separable states
are entangled. For example, if a bipartite pure quantum state ρ is entangled, doing a partial
trace over any one of the subsystems leads to a mixed state, i.e. Tr(TrB(ρ)2) < 1. In contrast,
if the pure state is separable, ρ = ρA ⊗ ρB, we will still be left with a pure state, either ρA or
ρB , after tracing out Bob’s or Alice’s subsystem respectively.
3.1.3 Positive-partial-transpose-preserving operations
Even though the very notion of quantum entanglement is defined by LOCC operations, un-
fortunately it turns out that there is no unique entanglement measure under this set of opera-
tions [VC01, HSS03]. This leads to the consideration of a more general and closely related
set of operations, the positive-partial-transpose-preserving operations (PPT operations). These
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operations are defined as those that map any state which has positive partial transpose (for the
definition of the partial transposition, see Section 3.2.3.5) into another state with positive partial
transpose. Research in this direction so far has indicated the possibility of a unique entangle-
ment measure under PPT operations [APE03], but further research is needed before it becomes
clear whether this view is true.
3.1.4 Maximally entangled states
Entanglement does not change under local unitary operations, so two states related by local
unitary operations have the same amount of entanglement. For a bipartite d-dimensional system
(called a qudit), any pure state that is local unitarily equivalent to
|ψ+d 〉 =
|0, 0〉 + |1, 1〉 + . . . + |d− 1, d − 1〉√
d
(3.5)
is maximally entangled because any pure or mixed state of bipartite d-dimensional systems can
be prepared from such states with certainty by using only LOCC operations [PV07].
For multi-partite systems, the situation is more complex, and there is no equivalent and
unique concept of a multi-partite maximally entangled state.
3.1.5 Examples of entangled states
3.1.5.1 Bell states
An well-known example of entangled states is the Bell states (also called the EPR states or EPR
pairs); the Bell states are four orthogonal two-qubit maximally entangled states:
|Φ±〉 = |00〉 ± |11〉√
2
; (3.6)
|Ψ±〉 = |01〉 ± |10〉√
2
. (3.7)
3.1.5.2 Werner states
The Werner states are defined as a mixture of Bell states:
ρW = F |Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 1− F
3
(
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ |Φ+〉〈Φ+|+ |Φ−〉〈Φ−|
)
(3.8)
=
4F − 1
3
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|+ 1− F
3
1, (3.9)
where the parameter F determines the degree of “mixedness” with 0 ≤ F ≤ 1 and 1 is the
identity operator. The Werner states are entangled for F > 1/2.
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3.1.6 Pauli matrices
Three matrices are extremely useful in the study of quantum information; these are the Pauli
matrices (also known as the Pauli operators):
σx ≡ Xˆ ≡

 0 1
1 0

 ; (3.10)
σy ≡ Yˆ ≡

 0 −i
i 0

 ; (3.11)
σz ≡ Zˆ ≡

 1 0
0 −1

 . (3.12)
One or more of the Pauli matrices can be applied locally to change between any of the Bell
states; for example, by applying the Pauli X-matrix to the first qubit while doing nothing to the
second qubit, the state |Φ+〉 is converted into the state |Ψ+〉:
(X ⊗ 1)|Φ+〉 = 1√
2


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0




1
0
0
1


(3.13)
=
1√
2


0
1
1
0


(3.14)
= |Ψ+〉, (3.15)
where 1 is the identity operator.
3.2 Quantification of Quantum Entanglement
3.2.1 Pure states
For pure states, the amount of entanglement E in a quantum state ρ can be completely and
uniquely quantified by calculating the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density operator of
ρ (for any of its subsystem). The entanglement quantified this way is sometimes known as the
entropy of entanglement.
For example, the reduced density operator of the Bell state |Φ+〉 for the first qubit is
ρQ1 = TrQ2(|Φ+〉〈Φ+|) (3.16)
=
|0〉〈0| + |1〉〈1|
2
. (3.17)
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We can then calculate the von Neumann entropy (equation 2.31) to quantify entanglement:
E = Sv(ρQ1) = 1. (3.18)
This shows that the state |Φ+〉 is fully entangled. Note that E is completely determined by the
Schmidt coefficients, which do not change irrespective of which subsystem the partial trace is
over (see Section 2.2.1.6), i.e. Sv(ρQ1) = Sv(ρQ2). For a two-qubit system, the entropy of
entanglement goes from 0 for an unentangled state to 1 for a maximally entangled state.
3.2.2 Mixed states
Quantification of entanglement in a mixed state, however, is not as straightforward as in the
case of pure states because the Schmidt decomposition only works for pure states. Consider the
following example:
ρE =
1
2
(|01〉〈01| + |01〉〈10| + |10〉〈01| + |10〉〈10|) = |Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|; (3.19)
ρS =
1
2
(|01〉〈01| + |10〉〈10|) = 1
2
|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+|+ 1
2
|Ψ−〉〈Ψ−|. (3.20)
Both states have the same entropy of entanglement according to the von Neumann entropy of
the reduced density operator for each. This is clearly wrong. The state ρS is an equal mixture
of two maximally entangled Bell states and is separable (equation 3.4). ρS therefore contains
no entanglement whereas the state ρE is a maximally entangled Bell state. The von Neumann
entropy therefore cannot be used to quantify the amount of entanglement in mixed states.
There is currently no definite and unique way to measure the entanglement of mixed states,
and many entanglement measures have been proposed , each with some advantages and disad-
vantages [PV07,BBPS96,Rai99,HHT01,BDSW96,Woo98a,Woo01,VPRK97,VP98,VPJK97,
CW04]. Here, only some of the entanglement measures relevant to our purpose will be intro-
duced.
3.2.3 Entanglement measures
3.2.3.1 Properties of entanglement measures
There is no unique entanglement measure for mixed states and different measures do not all
possess the same properties [VPRK97,DHR02]. A good entanglement measure E should satisfy
the following desirable conditions:
1. For arbitrary bipartite systems, E(ρ) of a state ρ is a mapping from density operators into
positive real numbers.
2. E(ρ) = 0 if the state ρ is separable.
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3. For any state ρ and any local unitary transformation U , the amount of entanglement
remains unchanged, that is,
E(ρ) = E(UA ⊗ UBρU †A ⊗ U †B) (3.21)
for local unitary transformation on both Alice’s and Bob’s parts.
4. The expected entanglement does not increase under LOCC operations:
E(ρ) ≥
∑
i
piE(Ai ⊗BiρA
†
i ⊗B†i
pi
), (3.22)
where pi, Ai and Bi are as defined in equation 3.1.
5. The entanglement measure reduces to the entropy of entanglement for a pure state ρ =
|ψ〉〈ψ|
E(ρ) = Sv(ρA), (3.23)
where ρA is the reduced density operator of ρ.
Different entanglement measures are the most appropriate under different contexts, and not all
postulated measures possess all the above desired properties. Any function E that satisfy the
first four conditions is called an entanglement monotone.
3.2.3.2 Entanglement of formation
The entanglement of formation of a mixed state ρ, shared by Alice and Bob, is defined by
[BBPS96, Woo98a]
EF (ρ) ≡ min
∑
i
piSv(ρ
A
i ), (3.24)
where Sv is the von Neumann entropy. The minimum is taken over all possible pure-state
decompositions of the state ρ =
∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi| and ρAi = TrB(|ψi〉〈ψi|) is the reduced density
operator for Alice’s subsystem. If we consider infinitely large number of copies of ρ, we can
further define the regularised or asymptotic version of the entanglement of formation:
E∞F (ρ) ≡ limn→∞
EF (ρ⊗n)
n
. (3.25)
There is a closely related measure of entanglement, namely the entanglement cost EC . The
entanglement cost is defined as the asymptotic number of maximally entangled states that are
required to create a given mixed state by LOCC operations, and equals the regularised entan-
glement of formation [HHT01]. However, it is currently unknown whether the entanglement
cost is equal to the entanglement of formation generally, even though the yet proven additivity
of the entanglement of formation would imply that EF = EC .
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For a pure state |ψ〉, the limiting ratio limn→∞m/n, which represents the minimum num-
ber m of maximally entangled states required in order to obtain a certain number of high-quality
copies n of the (nonmaximally entangled) state ψ by LOCC actions only, is its (regularised) en-
tanglement of formation EF (|ψ〉〈ψ|). This provides the operational interpretation of EF .
Apart from cases of low dimensionality and some cases with high symmetry [VW01,
MV00, EFP+00], it is usually extremely difficult to solve EF analytically. In practice, one
must apply numerical methods to evaluate EF for general states [AVM01]. However, in the
case of a two-qubit system, there is an exact formula for the entanglement of formation via the
use of the concurrence [Woo98a, Woo01].
3.2.3.3 Concurrence
For a bipartite mixed state ρ, the two-qubit concurrence is defined as
C(ρ) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4}, (3.26)
where λn (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the square roots of the eigenvalues in decreasing order of the
product matrix ρρ˜. Here ρ˜ is the “spin-flipped” state and is defined by
ρ˜ = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗ σy), (3.27)
where the complex conjugate is taken in the standard basis, which for a pair of spin-1/2 particles
is {|11〉=|↑↑〉, |10〉, |01〉, |00〉=|↓↓〉}, and σy expressed in the same standard basis is a Pauli
matrix (equation 3.11). The eigenvalues λn are real and non-negative, and the value of the
concurrence ranges from zero from an unentangled state to unity for a maximally entangled
state.
The concurrence can then be used to calculate the entanglement of formation of a two-
qubit mixed state ρ:
EF (ρ) = h
(
1 +
√
1− C2(ρ)
2
)
(3.28)
with
h(ǫ) ≡ −ǫ log2(ǫ)− (1− ǫ) log2(1− ǫ). (3.29)
There is one-to-one correspondence between the two-qubit concurrence and the two-qubit en-
tanglement of formation. For higher dimensional systems, there is no unique definition of the
concurrence.
3.2.3.4 Entanglement of distillation
The entanglement of distillation ED measures the rate at which a noisy mixed state can be
converted into a maximally entangled state by LOCC actions alone [BBPS96, Rai99]. This has
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the opposite operational interpretation to that of the entanglement of formation EF . Distilling a
number m of maximally entangled states from an initial number n of copies of a nonmaximally
entangled state ρ by using only LOCC, the limiting ratio limn→∞m/n is defined to be the
entanglement of distillation of the state ρ, ED(ρ).
The ability to know how much entanglement in a given state is distillable is very important
for quantum information processing but computation of ED in general is exceedingly difficult
and little progress has been made. The entanglement of formation provides a upper bound on
the entanglement of distillation [DHR02, PV07]
EF ≥ ED. (3.30)
For pure states, the entanglement of distillation and the entanglement of formation are exactly
the same, and both equal to the entropy of entanglement.
There are entangled states from which no entanglement can be distilled, these are the so-
called bound entangled states. Consequently, ED = 0 for all separable states but the converse
is not true.
3.2.3.5 Negativity
If Alice and Bob share a bipartite mixed state ρ, described by the Hilbert space HA ⊗HB , its
matrix elements are given by
ρmµ,nν = 〈m| ⊗ 〈µ| ρ |n〉 ⊗ |ν〉 (3.31)
in a local orthonormal basis (the Latin letters describe Alice’s subsystem while the Greek letters
describe Bob’s). The partial transposition of the state ρ with respect to Bob is defined as
ρTB ≡
∑
m,µ,n,ν
ρmµ,nν |m〉〈n| ⊗ |ν〉〈µ|, (3.32)
such that
ρTBmµ,nν ≡ ρmν,nµ. (3.33)
The form of the operator ρTB depends on the choice of local basis, but its eigenvalues do not and
are independent of whether the partial transposition is taken over Alice’s subsystem or Bob’s.
The Peres-Horodecki criterion is a well-known technique to detect entanglement: the
positivity of the partially transposed density operator of a state is necessary for separability
and is sufficient to prove that a given state ρ has no entanglement of distillation ED(ρ) = 0
[Per96, HHH96, Hor97, HHH98].
The negativity N of a mixed state ρ is defined as [VW02, EP99, ZHSL98]
N (ρ) ≡ ‖ρ
TB‖ − 1
2
, (3.34)
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where ‖X‖ ≡ Tr
√
X†X is the trace norm. This is an entanglement monotone [Ple05, JLL00,
VW02] that attempts to quantify the “negativity” in the spectrum of the partially transposed
density operator ρTB , and therefore we can also define N as the sum of the absolute values of
the negative eigenvalues λi of ρTB :
N (ρ) =
∑
i s.t. λi<0
|λi|. (3.35)
The negativity N coincides with the entropy of entanglement for maximally entangled states
but not for any other entangled pure states.
3.2.3.6 Logarithmic negativity
Another entanglement monotone [Ple05] can also be defined via the partially transposed density
operator ρTB : the logarithmic negativity which is defined as
EN (ρ) ≡ log2‖ρTB‖. (3.36)
In contrast to the negativity N , EN has a nice feature of being additive by construction and has
an operational interpretation as the PPT-entanglement cost for exact preparation of a quantum
state under the set of PPT operations [APE03].
EN is an upper bound to the entanglement of distillation ED [VW02]. However, unlike ED
and EF , the logarithmic negativity does not reduce to the entropy of entanglement for all pure
states.
3.3 Continuous-Variable Systems
So far the description of entanglement has mainly been formulated for bipartite systems with
finite dimensional constituents. However, quantum information can be carried by either finite
dimensional systems like electron spins, or by infinite dimensional systems such as harmonic
oscillators. The finite dimensional setting is often also referred to as discrete, whereas the
infinite dimensional setting is described as continuous-variable because in this case pure states
are simply described by wavefunctions in continuous position or momentum variables. There
are many reasons to focus on the entanglement of continuous-variable states [BvL05, BP03,
EP03, CLP07], since the underlying degrees of freedom of physical systems carrying quantum
information are frequently continuous, rather than discrete. Many experimental realisations of
quantum information protocols are based on continuous-variable systems so it is not surprising
that the study of entanglement of continuous-variable systems is a very active and important
research area.
The quantification of entanglement of continuous-variable systems is as difficult, if not
more, as the quantification of entanglement of discrete quantum states. Most attention has been
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turned to a simple class of states, the Gaussian states, since these are common (especially in
quantum optics) as the ground or thermal states of optical modes, and a significant amount
of knowledge has been gained [WGC06, Sim00, DGCZ00, WW01, GKLC01, GDCZ01, EP02,
ESP02a, GC02, GECP03, ESP02b, GWK+03, WGK+04, Shi04, APE03, AEPW02, PEDC05a,
CEPD06].
3.3.1 Gaussian states
Any quantum state described by a density operator ρ can be equivalently represented by a
Wigner function in phase space; the Wigner function is defined as [HOSW84]:
W(x,p) = 1
(πℏ)N
∫ ∞
−∞
dNy〈x-y|ρ|x+y〉e 2iℏ p·y, (3.37)
where N is the number of the variables of a mixed quantum state ρ and x, p and y are N -
dimensional vectors. The integration is over all components of y. However, the Wigner function
is generally not a probability distribution since it can be negative-valued. Quantum states of a
system consisting of N degrees of freedom are called Gaussian if it has a Gaussian Wigner
function (always positive definite in this case), or equivalently its characteristic function is
Gaussian [Hol82, EP03, ADMS95, BP03].
The displacement operator (also called Weyl operator) is defined as
W = eiξ
T σR (3.38)
for the 2N -dimensional vector ξ ∈ R2N , where the canonical coordinate operators
(R1, . . . , R2N ) = (X1 . . . , ,XN , P1 . . . , , PN ), and the symplectic 2N × 2N matrix is given
by
σ =

 0 1N
−1N 0

 . (3.39)
The characteristic function [Sch01, WM94] is defined as the expectation value of the displace-
ment operator:
χ(ξ) = Tr(Wρ). (3.40)
It is also the Fourier transform of the Wigner function with respect to both position and mo-
mentum variables:
χ(ξ) =
∫
dx
∫
dp e
i
ℏ
(ξ1P1...+ξNPN−ξN+1X1...−ξ2NXN )W(x,p). (3.41)
If χ takes the form,
χ(ξ) = χ(0)eiξ
T σd− 1
4
ξTσT γσξ, (3.42)
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the characteristic function is a Gaussian function in phase space. As a consequence, a Gaussian
characteristic function (and hence a Gaussian state) is characterised by the displacement vector
d and the covariance matrix γ.
d and γ are respectively the first and second moments of a quantum state. The first moments
are the expectation values of the canonical coordinates, dj = 〈Rj〉ρ = Tr(Rj ρ), and they can
be made to vanish by means of unitary translations so they do not affect the entanglement of the
state in any way. The second moments are defined as the expectation values 〈RjRk〉 and can
be embodied in the real symmetric 2n × 2n covariance matrix γ, whose elements are given by
γjk = 2ReTr
[
ρ(Rj − 〈Rj〉ρ)(Rk − 〈Rk〉ρ)
]
= Tr
[
ρ
(
{Rj , Rk} − 2 〈Rj〉ρ 〈Rk〉ρ
)]
, (3.43)
where {} denotes the anticommutator. Any real symmetric matrix γ satisfying the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle [SSM87, SMD94, Ser06]
γ + iσ ≥ 0, (3.44)
where iσ is the canonical commutation relation [Rj , Rk] = iσjk, represents a valid quantum
state. Equation 3.44 is also a consequence of the positivity of the state ρ.
The covariance matrix and the uncertainty relation provide a necessary condition for the
separability of Gaussian states. A bipartite Gaussian state of arbitrarily many modes is separable
if the covariance matrix corresponding to its partially transposed state satisfies equation 3.44
[Sim00, DGCZ00, WW01, GKLC01, GDCZ01]. The use of the positivity of the convariance
matrix of the partially transposed Gaussian state is similar to the use of the positivity of the
partial transpose of a finite-dimensional state discussed earlier in Section 3.2.3.5.
3.3.1.1 Entanglement of formation
The entanglement of formation of Gaussian states can be defined either with respect to decom-
positions in pure Gaussian states (therefore called the Gaussian entanglement of formation) or
with respect to decompositions in arbitrary pure states (see equation 3.24). The Gaussian entan-
glement of formation is an entanglement monotone under Gaussian operations. Gaussian op-
erations are those quantum operations (completely positive maps) that map all Gaussian states
onto other Gaussian states. For two-mode Gaussian states, the Gaussian entanglement of for-
mation can be explicitly computed; furthermore, if the state is also symmetric, both definitions
of the entanglement of formation coincide [GWK+03, WGK+04].
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3.3.1.2 Entanglement of distillation
Unlike the entanglement of formation, the entanglement of distillation cannot be defined with
respect to Gaussian operations only [ESP02a,GC02]; one must consider general quantum oper-
ations. Computations of the entanglement of distillation are extremely difficult. However, some
other measures of entanglement (for example, the logarithmic negativity [VW02]) may be used
to find its upper bounds.
3.3.1.3 Logarithmic negativity
In contrast to most other entanglement measures, for a bipartite Gaussian state, the logarithmic
negativity is completely determined by the covariance matrix of its partially transposed state,
and hence can be computed easily [AEPW02].
For a system of n = nA + nB harmonic oscillators in a Gaussian state described by the
covariance matrix γ (there must be no correlations between positions and momenta, such that
the covariance matrix is a direct sum of a position part γx and a momentum part γp, γ =
(γx ⊕ γp)/2), the entanglement between the two groups of oscillators as quantified by the
logarithmic negativity is
EN = −
2n∑
k=1
log2
[
min
(
1, 2
∣∣∣λk(iσ−1γTB )∣∣∣)] , (3.45)
where {λk}, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n, are the eigenvalues of iσ−1γTB , σ is the symplectic matrix. The
partial transpose of the covariance matrix γ is
γTB = ΓγΓ (3.46)
with
Γ = Γx ⊕ Γp (3.47)
and
Γx = 1n. (3.48)
Γp is a n×n diagonal matrix. If the j-th diagonal element of Γp belongs to group A, (Γp)j = 1.
Otherwise, (Γp)j = −1.
3.3.2 Non-Gaussian states
Even though there has been significant progress in the quantification of entanglement in Gaus-
sian states, especially bipartite ones, we should remember that the non-Gaussian states are also
extremely important; this is especially so in condensed-phase systems, where harmonic be-
haviour in any degree of freedom is likely to be only an approximation. Much less is known
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about the entanglement of these non-Gaussian states. This motivates our research that we hope
may shed some light into this direction.
For non-Gaussian states there is some progress in finding criteria for entanglement
[KTSC06, AB05, NK06, HZ06a, SV05, MPHH, HZ06b, SV06, MBZ06], but much less in quan-
tifying it. The common theme of these papers is the specification of sufficient conditions for
entanglement; many of the papers use developments of the technique suggested by Shchukin
and Vogel [SV05], allowing entanglement criteria to be specified in terms of the expectation val-
ues of products of annihilation and creation operators. They are therefore implicitly restricted to
states (albeit non-Gaussian ones) of canonical systems, and by construction they detect the ex-
istence of entanglement but do not quantify it. We on the other hand are mainly concerned with
the quantification of entanglement, and will therefore introduce a new approach to the analysis
of entanglement and demonstrate in the rest of the thesis that it brings a new perspective on
quantum entanglement of arbitrary continuous-variable states.
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Chapter 4
A Local Approach to Quantum Entanglement
4.1 Introduction
We present a thought experiment, leading to a new approach to the analysis of quantum en-
tanglement equally applicable to discrete or continuous-variable systems, based on a particular
type of projective filtering operations, in which one or both parties makes a preliminary mea-
surement of the state with only enough resolution to determine whether or not the particle re-
sides in a chosen region, before attempting to make use of the entanglement. This approach will
be particularly useful for the analysis of quantum entanglement in continuous-variable systems
since it provides the systematic quantification of the entanglement in such states, especially
where other means of quantification is lacking or extremely difficult. What we are concerned
with is the entanglement remaining after preliminary measurements to localise particles in par-
ticular regions of finite-widths , instead of the global entanglement. Quantum entanglement is
inherently non-local so this remaining entanglement is termed the local entanglement, without
causing confusion, to emphasise the distinction between our new local approach and the usual
way of analysing entanglement.
The theory is formulated here in terms of spatial entanglement, which plays a significant
role in many physical realizations of quantum information processing. However our local ap-
proach to entanglement has a wide range of applicability to various types of quantum systems,
and the results can be easily recast in terms of other types of entanglement. We first demon-
strate how to apply our approach to discrete-variable systems by using a spin system as an
example here, and show how the entanglement varies as a function of the parameters of the
initial state. In this case, our results are examples of entanglement distillation and concentra-
tion [BBP+96,BBPS96]. Then, in the next chapter and the rest of the thesis, we will concentrate
solely on continuous-variable systems.
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4.2 Theory
4.2.1 Restricting configuration space by von Neumann measurements
Consider Alice and Bob share a system, each subsystem is described by a single coordinate,
and their parts are distinguishable: let the configuration space of the whole system of interact-
ing particles be described by the coordinates qA and qB, where qA describes Alice’s particle
and qB describes Bob’s. The particles are assumed to be distinguishable, and the effects of
indistinguishability will be considered in detail in a later chapter. We will initially present the
case in which only Alice makes a preparatory measurement on her system; suppose she has
access to some restricted portion A of the configuration space of “her” particle, whose coordi-
nate is qA (alternatively, if only Bob makes a preparatory measurement, he will have access to
some restricted portion B of the configuration space of his particle, whose coordinate is qB). If
she measures her system with just enough accuracy to determine whether it is in region A or
not, but no more, the effect is to localise the wavefunction either inside, or outside, the chosen
region. The restriction to lying inside the region corresponds to the projector
EA =
∫
A
|qA〉 〈qA|dqA ⊗ 1other, (4.1)
where 1other is the identity operation for all the other particles in the system.
4.2.2 The discarding ensemble
Suppose A is of finite extent, and Alice measures the position of her particle with just enough
accuracy to determine whether it is in A or not. If so, she keeps the state for further use; if
not, she discards it (and tells Bob she has done so). Then the density matrix appropriate to the
ensemble of retained systems is
ρD,A =
EA ρEA
Tr(EA ρ)
(4.2)
=
θA(qA) ρ(qA, qother; q′A, q
′
other) θA(q
′
A)∫ ∫
A ρ(qA, qother; qA, qother)dqAdqother
,
where θA is a generalised Heavyside function defined so that
θA(q) =

 1 if q ∈ A0 otherwise . (4.3)
The subscript D refers to the discarding of the unwanted states; we refer to this density matrix
as describing the discarding ensemble. Note that, if the original ρ was a pure state |ψ〉〈ψ|, then
the post-selected density matrix is also pure:
ρD,A =
EA|ψ〉〈ψ|EA
〈ψ|EA|ψ〉 . (4.4)
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In particular this means that even though the system has continuous variables and is therefore
infinite-dimensional, its entanglement ED,A (in the discarding ensemble) is in principle deter-
mined by the von Neumann entropy Sv of the reduced density matrix ρAD,A = TrB(ρD,A):
ED,A = Sv(ρAD,A) = −Tr
(
ρAD,Alog2 ρ
A
D,A
)
. (4.5)
If, however, the state ρ is mixed, the entanglement of the post-selected state ρD,A can still
be quantified by simply choosing other entanglement measures instead, such as the entangle-
ment of formation EF or the negativity N .
4.2.3 The nondiscarding ensemble
On the other hand if Alice chooses not to discard the system when she fails to detect a particle
in region A, the appropriate density matrix is
ρND,A = EA ρEA + EA′ ρEA′ , (4.6)
where the subscript ND refers to “nondiscarding” and the complementary projector EA′ is
defined as
EA′ ≡ 1− EA =
∫
qA /∈A
|qA〉〈qA|dqA ⊗ 1other. (4.7)
Equation (4.6) describes a mixed state in which Alice can (by hypothesis) perform no further
operation or measurements on the component projected by EA′ . It differs from the original
density matrix ρ in that off-diagonal elements of ρ connecting qA ∈ A and qA /∈ A have been
set to zero.
Let pA = Tr(EA ρEA) be the probability of finding Alice’s particle in A. Since the first
and second components of ρND,A can be distinguished by Alice and Bob using LOCC, they
can teleport pAED,A+(1−pA)ED,A′ qubits on average between them. Hence the entanglement
in the nondiscarding ensemble END,A (as quantified by the entanglement of distillation ED) is
not less than pAED,A + (1 − pA)ED,A′ . That is, for any entanglement measure that has an
operational interpretation in terms of resources available for exploitation (for example, ED, the
entanglement of formation EF and the logarithmic negativity EN ),
END,A ≥ pAED,A + (1− pA)ED,A′ . (4.8)
On the other hand, equation 4.6 also constitutes a valid decomposition of the nondiscarding
density matrix ρND,A into orthogonal states distinguishable by local measurements; it follows
that the entanglement in the discarding ensemble END,A ( as quantified by the entanglement
of formation) is not greater than the average entanglement of this decomposition: END,A ≤
pAED,A+(1−pA)ED,A′ . Actually, the prior statement is true for a larger class of entanglement
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measures; provided the entanglement measure is convex (such as EF and the negativity N , but
not EN ), we have:
END,A ≤ pAED,A + (1− pA)ED,A′ . (4.9)
The only way these two observations can be consistent is if the entanglement in the nondiscard-
ing ensemble (measured by the entanglement of formation) is equal to
END,A = pAED,A + (1− pA)ED,A′ . (4.10)
If all the operators available to Alice have support only in region A (i.e. if she can neither
measure her particle’s properties, nor manipulate it in any way, except when it is in A) then
the component projected by EA′ is “out of reach”, and the second component EA′ ρEA′ of the
state ρND,A is functionally equivalent to the separable state (EA′ 1AEA′)⊗ ρ′B , where
ρ′B ≡ TrA(EA′ ρEA′), (4.11)
as far as any operation that Alice and Bob can perform is concerned. It does not possess any
entanglement properties that are useful to Alice and Bob. In that case, equation (4.10) reduces
to
END,A = pA ED,A. (4.12)
This is the useful entanglement in the nondiscarding ensemble. Since only the usable entan-
glement is of any interest, we shall from now on define the entanglement in the nondiscarding
ensemble in terms of the useful part, i.e. equation 4.12, instead of equation 4.10, and focus on
ED,A, noting that END,A can be simply obtained from it.
Both the entanglement in the discarding ensemble ED,A and the entanglement in the
nondiscarding ensemble END,A will be referred as the local entanglements because in contrast
to the global entanglement initially present within the whole quantum system, they represent
the entanglement remaining after one or more subsystems have been localised. The term local
entanglement will make it clear that we take a local view in our analysis, complementary to the
more usual global picture of entanglement, without implying that the entanglement is “local”
(which is impossible).
4.2.4 Precise measurements of position
If, on the other hand, Alice measures the position accurately, but again keeps only those oc-
casions when the results lie within A (of width a), the discarding ensemble’s density matrix
is
ρP =
∫
EQA ρEQAdQA∫
Tr(EQA ρ) dQA
as a→ 0, QA ∈ A (4.13)
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where the integration is over the set A of values of qA located precisely at qA = QA, the
subscript P refers to measuring precisely and EQA is the projector corresponding to measuring
Alice’s particle A precisely at position QA:
EQA = δ(qA −QA)⊗ 1B. (4.14)
Equation (4.13) describes a density matrix that is diagonal in QA; it is a mixed state even if
all the measurements where the particle is not found in A are discarded. Furthermore, unless
there are some additional degrees of freedom of particle A which are not measured, the overall
density matrix can be written as an incoherent sum of product states:
ρP =⇒ ρ(QA, qB ;QA, qB) =
∑
n
pn(QA)ψn(QA, qB)ψ
∗
n(QA, q
′
B) (4.15)
where ψn(QA, qB) is a state in which particle A is located exactly at QA without any informa-
tion about where particle B is and pn(QA) is the probability of QA being the n-th element of
the set A. ρP therefore contains no remaining entanglement with Bob’s particle B.
Note that in the limit of very small measurement regions, the distinction between precise
and imprecise measurements blurs. The case of vanishingly small regions will be investigated
further and surprising results presented in the later chapters.
4.2.5 Measurements by both parties
Exactly analogous formulae can be written down for the cases where Bob makes a preliminary
measurement on his particle, or both partners make a measurement. The density matrix in
the discarding ensemble, after both parties make preliminary measurements to localise their
particles, is
ρD,AB =
EAEB ρEBEA
Tr(EAEB ρ)
(4.16)
=
θA(qA)θB(qB) ρ(qA, qB ; q′A, q
′
B) θB(q
′
B)θA(q
′
A)∫
B
∫
A ρ(qA, qB ; qA, qB)dqAdqB
,
where EB is the projector corresponding to Bob localising his particle to region B of its config-
uration space
EB =
∫
B
dqB1other ⊗ |qB〉 〈qB| , (4.17)
with 1other being the identity operation for all the other particles in the system, and θB is another
generalised Heavyside function defined so that
θB(q) =

 1 if q ∈ B0 otherwise . (4.18)
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It follows from equation 4.12 that for any convex entanglement measure E with an operational
definition, the (useful) entanglement in the nondiscarding ensemble is simply related to the
entanglement in the discarding ensemble by
END,AB = pAB ED,AB, (4.19)
where pAB is the probability of finding Alice’s particle within the region A and Bob’s particle
in the region B.
4.2.6 An inequality for the discarding entanglement
Suppose Alice and Bob divide their configuration spaces into a set of segmentsA and B respec-
tively, and each make a measurement determining in which segment the system is located. In
the nondiscarding ensemble, equation 4.6 generalises to
ρND,AB =
∑
AB
EB EA ρEAEB, (4.20)
where
∑
A
EA2 = 1A,
∑
B
EB2 = 1B. (4.21)
However, this corresponds to a local operation performed by Alice and Bob. Their shared
entanglement is non-increasing under this operation; therefore,
E(ρ) ≥ E(ρND,AB). (4.22)
But, by a straightforward extension of the argument given previously (Section 4.2.3), the entan-
glement in the nondiscarding ensemble is
E(ρND,AB) =
∑
AB
pAB E(ρD,AB), (4.23)
where
pAB = Tr(EB EA ρ) (4.24)
is the probability of finding Alice’s part of the system in A and Bob’s part in B, and ρD,AB is
the density matrix in the discarding ensemble after this measurement result has been obtained,
given in equation 4.16. Combining equation 4.22 and equation 4.23 we obtain the following
inequality for the average of the entanglements in the discarding ensemble over all the partitions
E¯D:
E¯D =
∑
AB
pAB E(ρD,AB)
≤ E(ρ). (4.25)
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4.3 Spin Systems
We can make an exactly analogous theory for the case where Alice and Bob share a system de-
fined on some other state space, for example a spin system—perhaps more familiar in quantum
information theory. We simply replace the projection operator EA by one defined in spin space;
for example, EA might project onto states with a specified spin component in a given direction.
The rest of the theory is then as outlined previously. We now give an example to demonstrate
how this works.
4.3.1 An example of pure spin states
Suppose that both Alice and Bob each possess two spins; the first spins belonging to each of
them are entangled, as are the second spins, and the overall state |ψ〉 of the system is a product
of the state of the two pairs. For example, we could write
|ψ〉 =
(
cos θ1| ↑A1↑B1〉+sin θ1| ↓A1↓B1〉
)
⊗
(
cos θ2| ↑A2↑B2〉+sin θ2| ↓A2↓B2〉
)
; (4.26)
the state is pure so entanglement between Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems is well quantified by
the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix. Suppose also that Alice and Bob
can only handle systems if the total spins Ms available to each party are such that Ms = 0;
perhaps the parts of the state with non-zero moment are lost because of the presence of large
fluctuating fields in the environment. In the discarding ensemble defined by this restriction, the
state becomes
|ψ〉R =
√
2√
1− cos 2θ1 cos 2θ2
(4.27)(
cos θ1| ↑A1↑B1〉 sin θ2| ↓A2↓B2〉+ sin θ1| ↓A1↓B1〉 cos θ2| ↑A2↑B2〉
)
,
again this restricted state is pure but entanglement should become quite different.
This type of measurement is familiar in other contexts—for example entanglement distil-
lation and concentration [BBP+96, BBPS96].
4.3.1.1 Results
We present results in Figure 4.1. For the spin system we consider, the full entanglement present
in the state equation 4.26 depends on θ1 and θ2 with periods of π/2, as shown in Figure 4.1(a).
The maximum entanglement is 2 ebits and occurs (θ1 = θ2 = (2n+1)π/4) when both pairs of
spins are in the Bell state |Φ+〉 (equation 3.6). When θ1 = θ2 = nπ/2, the state reduces to all
spins either all up or down so completely loses any entanglement.
Now if the restricted region for both Alice and Bob is chosen to be the subspace in which
the total z-component of spin takes the value zero, and we work in the discarding ensemble so
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Figure 4.1: Entanglement (von Neumann entropy Sv(ρA)) present in the chosen spin system (a)
when the total spins Ms are unrestricted, (b) in the discarding ensemble when Ms for each party
must be 0. (c) Entanglement differences between the two cases; ∆Sv = Sv(ρAD)− Sv(ρA).
all other states are eliminated, the entanglement properties of the system become very different.
Figure 4.1(b) shows that the entanglement distribution of the restricted state has periods of
π instead of π/2, and the maximum possible entanglement (now 1 ebit since the restricted
subspaces for both Alice and Bob are two-dimensional) is achieved whenever θ1 = θ2 or θ1+θ2
are integer multiples of π so that the restricted state is in the Bell state. Note that there is a
singularity whenever cos 2θ1 cos 2θ2 = 1, corresponding to nodes in the restricted wavefunction
(equation 4.27). Further treatment of nodes will be fully discussed later in Section 7.3.4.
If we compare Figure 4.1(a) and Figure 4.1(b), we see that in some instances the re-
stricted state has higher entanglement. This is indeed the case as shown in Figure 4.1(c), where
∆Sv = Sv(ρ
A
D)− Sv(ρA) is plotted against both θ1 and θ2. This is an example of the familiar
process of entanglement concentration [BBP+96, BBPS96], in which some partial entangle-
ment is concentrated after chosen local measurements. Entanglement is not created on average
in our example because the probability of finding Ms = 0 is not 100%. Therefore the inequality
equation 4.25 is not violated.
Entanglement of a bipartite mixed spin state can also be easily quantified by using nega-
tivity N (ρ) instead as the entanglement measure.
4.3.2 An example of mixed spin states
Consider the mixed state defined by
ρ =
16F − 1
15
|ψ〉〈ψ| + 1− F
15
1, (4.28)
where |ψ〉 is as defined in equation 4.26 (in contrast to the definition of Werner states, this is
not in general a maximally entangled state) and F ∈ [1/16, 1]. Note that when F = 1, the state
becomes pure. Again an example of discarding ensembles can be obtained by projecting the
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state (4.28) onto Ms = 0 subspace and renormalising accordingly.
4.3.2.1 Results
Now we perform a similar calculation for the mixed state (equation 4.28), comparing the entan-
glement (as measured by the negativity) present when the total spins Ms are unrestricted and
the entanglement in the discarding ensemble when Ms for each party must be 0. The results are
presented in Figure 4.2. We choose three values of F for comparison; F = 0.3, F = 0.65 and
F = 1.
In Figure 4.3, we plot the variation of the entanglement, quantified byN , with F by choos-
ing (a) both θ1 and θ2 to be π/4 and (b) both θ1 and θ2 to be 2π/5. The original entanglement
Eo when the total spins Ms are unrestricted is plotted as a red line, the entanglement in the
discarding ensemble ED when the total Ms for each party must be 0 is plotted as a green line,
and the average of ED over all possible values of the total Ms (= 0, ±2, ±4)
E¯D =
∑
Ms
pMsED(Ms) (4.29)
is plotted as a blue line. For both cases, Eo = E¯D. The entanglements in case (a) vanish at the
same point, F = 0.25. This is similar to what we will observe in a later chapter (Section 6.4): in
that occasion, we showed that the entanglement (as measured by the negativity) of a two-mode
Gaussian thermal state vanishes at the same temperature regardless of whether the initial state,
or the post-selected state in the discarding ensemble, is studied. However, this is not a general
phenomenon as it is clear that ED vanishes much earlier than the other entanglements.
We also plot the variation of the entanglement, but this time quantified by the logarithmic
negativity EN , under the same circumstances in Figure 4.4. Again, we see that the entangle-
ments vanish at the same place in (a) θ1 = θ2 = π/4 but not in (b) θ1 = θ2 = 2π/5. In
both Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, the entanglement in the discarding ensemble can sometimes be
larger than the original entanglement, but the average entanglement in the discarding ensem-
ble over all possible partitions is always less or equal to the original entanglement as expected
from equation 4.25. It is important to remember that since both the negativity and the loga-
rithmic negativity do not fully satisfy the criteria for being convex and having an operational
interpretation, E¯D does not give us the entanglement in the nondiscarding ensemble.
4.4 Summary
We have presented a thought experiment that gives an approach to the analysis of quantum en-
tanglement, equally applicable to discrete or continuous-variable systems. It involves choosing
a region of the two-party configuration space and making a projective measurement with only
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Figure 4.2: Entanglement (negativityN ) present in the mixed state (equation 4.28) (a) when the
total spins Ms are unrestricted, (b) in the discarding ensemble when Ms for each party must be
0. (c) Entanglement differences between the two cases; ∆N = N (ρD)−N (ρo). F determines
the “mixedness” of the state; when F = 1, the state is pure.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of the entanglement (negativity N ) with F ∈ [1/16, 1]. F is a quantity
that determines the mixedness of the state as defined by equation 4.28. The red line is for the
original entanglement Eo when the total spins Ms are unrestricted, whereas the green line is for
the entanglement in the discarding ensemble ED when Ms for each party must be 0, and the
blue line is for the average of ED, E¯D, over all possible combinations of Ms (= 0, ±2). Note
that Eo ≥ E¯D always, even though sometimes ED > Eo. (a) Both θ1 and θ2 have been set to
π/4 to produce the plots. (b) Both θ1 and θ2 have been set to 24π/25.
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Figure 4.4: Variation of the entanglement (the logarithmic negativity EN ) with F ∈ [1/16, 1].
F is a quantity that determines the mixedness of the state as defined by equation 4.28. The
red line is for the original entanglement Eo when the total spins Ms are unrestricted, whereas
the green line is for the entanglement in the discarding ensemble ED when Ms for each party
must be 0, and the blue line is for the average of ED, E¯D, over all possible combinations of Ms
(= 0, ±2). Note that Eo ≥ E¯D always, even though sometimes ED > Eo. (a) Both θ1 and θ2
have been set to π/4 to produce the plots. (b) Both θ1 and θ2 have been set to 24π/25.
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enough resolution to determine whether or not the system resides in this region, then character-
ising the entanglement remaining in the corresponding sub-ensemble (the local entanglement).
Our approach is particularly simple to implement for pure states, since in this case the sub-
ensemble in which the system is definitely located in the required region after the measurement
is also a pure state, and hence its entanglement can be simply characterised by the entropy of
the reduced density matrices.
Even though the thought experiment described is based on position coordinates, our local
approach to entanglement is not limited to only the analysis of spatial entanglement. To clearly
illustrate this point, an example of the application of our method to states of a simple spin
system, where Alice and Bob share two pairs of spin-1/2 particles is given here (whereas the
application to the analysis of spatial entanglement is discussed in detail in the next chapter). It
is shown how the amount of entanglement located in the chosen region (in this case the Ms = 0
manifold) varies as the characteristics of the states shared by Alice and Bob are altered. We
presented results for both pure and mixed states, and show how entanglement is affected by
parameters of the states, in this case the “mixedness” F , both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The entanglement in the discarding ensemble ED in some situations can be “concentrated” to
be higher than the original entanglement E(ρ) of the state ρ but the average entanglement in the
discarding ensemble E¯D is always less or equal to the original entanglement (equation 4.25).
We have only discussed systems with discrete variables here but our local approach can also
be used to analyse entanglement arising from continuous degrees of freedom (not only spatial
coordinates), which actually is one of the major strengths of our approach. From this point
onwards, we will concentrate exclusively on continuous-variable quantum entanglement.
Our approach suffers from the disadvantage that there is no sum rule on the entanglements
in the discarding ensemble: the sum of the entanglements from all the sub-regions defined by a
given decomposition of configuration space does not yield the full entanglement of the system.
Instead, the entanglements from the sub-regions satisfy the inequality in equation 4.25. Further
studies will therefore be needed in order to understand in more detail the relationship between
the local entanglement and the global entanglement.
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Chapter 5
Entanglement Distributions: Mapping the
Entanglement in Coupled Harmonic
Oscillators
5.1 Introduction
Studying the entanglement properties of a number of spatially extended many-body systems
including spin chains, coupled fermions, and harmonic oscillators [ON02, OAFF02, VLRK03,
LRV04,JK04,ZW02,MD,AEPW02,PHE04,Ved03] has both given information on the potential
uses of these systems in quantum information processing, and yielded insight into their funda-
mental properties. The ground states of these interacting systems are generally entangled due
to interactions.
In this chapter we address the question: where in configuration space is the entangle-
ment between two particles located? Specifically, we investigate the location dependence of the
ground-state entanglement between two interacting subsystems by applying our local approach,
described fully in Chapter 4. We choose a pair of coupled harmonic oscillators as an example,
since this is a system for which many exact results are available [AEPW02, GWK+03]. We
assign one oscillator to each of the two communicating parties Alice and Bob, but perform
a thought experiment in which one or both of them first measure the system in configuration
space, with just enough precision to localise it in some chosen region, and thereafter are re-
stricted to operations only within that region. We ask how this restriction affects the spatial en-
tanglement available to them for other purposes—for example, for teleporting additional qubits
between them. Our research is concerned with the entanglement between localised particles,
and hence contrasts with previous studies [BR04, PEDC05b, HAV06] of the entanglement of a
finite region of space with the rest of the system.
We shall focus on studying the variations of the entanglement properties with the size of
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the region. For the present the two particles are assumed to be distinguishable. We argue that
the shared entanglement remaining to Alice and Bob provides a natural measure of where in
configuration space the entanglement was originally located. First, we introduce the system of
interest, the ground state of coupled harmonic oscillators, in Section 5.2. Then, two different
ways to numerically compute the local entanglements, allowing mapping of the entanglement
distributions with variable resolution, are described in Section 5.3. Results are presented in
Section 5.4. Particularly, it is shown that the entanglement distributions are very different from
that of the classical correlations. Last, we summarise briefly in Section 5.6.
5.2 Quantum Harmonic Oscillators
Consider a harmonic system with a Hamiltonian (taking ~ = 1)
Hˆ = RT
(
Vmω2/2 0
0 1N/(2m)
)
R, (5.1)
where the vector R of quadrature operators is given by the positions Rj = Xj and conjugate
momenta RN+j = Pj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ N , the positive-definite N ×N matrix V contains the cou-
pling coefficients among the positions, and ω is the natural frequency of uncoupled oscillators
of mass m. For a translationally invariant system the potential matrix elements depend only on
the difference between the indices: Vj,k = v(j−k)modN for 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N . The covariance
matrix γ (equation 3.43) of the ground state is then [AEPW02]
γ =
1
2
( γx
mω
⊕mωγp
)
=
1
2
(V−1/2
mω
⊕mωV1/2
)
. (5.2)
The ground state we seek is an example of a Gaussian state. The density matrix of a Gaus-
sian state for N degrees of freedom can be written in the coordinate representation [SSM87]
as1
〈q|ρ|q′〉 ≡ ρ(q;q′) (5.3)
=
( 2
π
)N/2
(detL)1/2
exp
[
−qTLq− q′TLq′ − 1
2
(q− q′)TM(q − q′) + i
2
(q− q′)TK(q + q′)
]
,
where L, M and K are real N -dimensional matrices with L and M symmetric, while K is
1The density matrix of equation 5.3 describes a centred Gaussian state, i.e. one with 〈X〉 = 〈P 〉 = 0. The
results in this thesis are also valid for displaced Gaussian states since displacements can be implemented by local
unitaries.
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arbitrary. These matrices are related to the covariance matrix γ by
1
2
γ−1 =

 1 0
−K 1


T 
 2L 0
0 12 (L+M)
−1



 1 0
−K 1

 . (5.4)
We note that for a pure Gaussian state,M = 0 andK is symmetric. Since the Hamiltonian given
in equation 5.1 has no coupling between position and momentum variables, γ is block diagonal
and henceK = 0. Furthermore if there are only nearest-neighbour interactions, with a Hooke’s-
law spring constant K, the interaction strength is characterised by the single dimensionless
parameter
α =
2K
mω2
. (5.5)
For the two-oscillator ground state we therefore have only one non-zero matrix (see Ap-
pendix A for details):
L =
mω
4

 1 +√1 + 4α 1−√1 + 4α
1−√1 + 4α 1 +√1 + 4α

 . (5.6)
The one-particle reduced density matrices can then be easily obtained by quadrature; for Parti-
cle 1,
ρA(qA; q
′
A) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dqBρ(qA, qB ; q
′
A, qB)
=
√
2υ1 − 2υ2
π
exp[−υ1(q2A + q′2A) + 2υ2qAq′A], (5.7)
where the state is normalised to unity and the constants υ1 and υ2 are
υ1 = L11 − (L12 + L21)
2
8L22
=
1 + 2α+ 3
√
1 + 4α
4 + 4
√
1 + 4α
mω (5.8)
and
υ2 =
(L12 + L21)
2
8L22
=
1 + 2α−√1 + 4α
4 + 4
√
1 + 4α
mω (5.9)
where {Lij}, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, are the elements of the L matrix. From equation 5.7, we can also
define the Gaussian characteristic length σ which characterises the probability distribution of a
single particle:
σ =
1
2
(υ1 + υ2)
− 1
2
=
1
2
[
mω
( √
1 + 4α
1 + 1
√
1 + 4α
)]− 1
2
. (5.10)
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In the case of the ground state of our system, the entanglement is determined by2
Sv(ρ
A) = − log2 (1− w)−
w log2 w
(1− w) , (5.11)
where
w =
1 + 3
√
1 + 4α+ 2 [α − (1 + 4α) 14 − (1 + 4α) 34 ]
1 + 2α−√1 + 4α . (5.12)
5.3 Method
Because only the ground state is considered here, we can calculate the von Neumann entropy
Sv(ρ
A
D), and hence the local entanglement, numerically by using two different approaches.
5.3.1 Expansion in a complete set
We define an orthonormal set of functions, {φi(q)}, with support in a region A of configuration
space of width 2a centred at coordinate q¯:∫ q¯+a
q¯−a
φi(q)φ
∗
j (q) = δij . (5.13)
A suitable choice is
φi(q) =
√
1
a
cos(
(q − q¯)iπ
2a
) i is odd
φi(q) =
√
1
a
sin(
(q − q¯)iπ
2a
) i is even, (5.14)
= 0 if |q − q¯| > a
We then approximate the appropriate post-selected density matrix by an expansion in a
finite set of the functions defined in equation 5.14; as an example, if only Alice makes a pre-
liminary measurement to localise her particle in the region A, we have the density matrix in the
discarding ensemble as (see Section 4.2.2. For simplicity, we will drop regions “A“ and “B“
from the previously used notation ρAD,AB from here onwards.)
ρAD(qA; q
′
A) =
N∑
ij
ρijφi(qA)φ
∗
j (q
′
A), (5.15)
with ρij given by
ρij =
∫ q¯A+a
q¯A−a
dqA
∫ q¯A+a
q¯A−a
dq′A
φ∗i (qA)ρ
A(qA; q
′
A)φj(q
′
A), (5.16)
where ρA(qA; q′A) is given by equation 5.7. We normalise ρAD(qA; q′A) by its trace and can
then quantify entanglement by calculating the von Neumann entropy from this normalised
2Our derivation is in Appendix A. A similar but much more complete treatment is published earlier elsewhere
so that the entanglement of general pure Gaussian two-mode states is known exactly [RR05].
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ρAD(qA; q
′
A). Unfortunately the quadratures in equation 5.16 must be performed numerically,
making this approach quite time-consuming.
5.3.2 Configuration-space grid
We therefore explored also a direct real-space approach, in which we first discretise the con-
figuration space into a finite number of measurement “bins”, then select only those bins that
correspond to the regions within which Alice’s and Bob’s respective particles localise. For ex-
ample, consider again the case in which only Alice makes a preliminary measurement, if the
region is q¯A − a ≤ qA ≤ q¯A + a, we divide this space into NB regions with NB + 1 equally
spaced points (qA’s) covering the intervals from qA = q¯A − a to q¯A + a. We then build the
(NB + 1) × (NB + 1) post-selected one-particle reduced density matrix ρAD(qA; q′A) by calcu-
lating its elements ρij’s from the one-particle reduced density matrix, equation 5.7:
ρij = ρ
A(qiA; q
j
A) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NB + 1. (5.17)
As in the other approach, we calculate the von Neumann entropy of the normalised ρAD(qA; q′A)
in order to quantify the entanglement.
Note that if on the other hand both parties make a preliminary measurement, we start
from the full 2-particle density matrix and apply Bob’s restrictions with respect to his oscillator
before we reduce it into the one-particle density matrix for Alice’s oscillator.
We compare both approaches in Figure 5.1 by computing the local entanglement (the von
Neumann entropy Sv) in the case described later in Section 5.4.2.1 with varying N , which is the
number of expansion functions in equation 5.15 for the expansion-in-a-complete-set approach
(the blue line) but is the number of bins NB for the configuration-space-grid approach (the
red line). 2a = 4, q¯ = 0 and α = 6 for all the calculations. We find that results from the two
approaches converge to the same value as the number of grid points, or the number of expansion
functions, tend to infinity but the expansion-in-a-complete-set approach is prone to numerical
errors and takes much longer to compute. Therefore, we conclude that the grid-based approach
is superior, and it has been used for all the results presented in this chapter.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 The limit of very small region sizes
For the Gaussian system described in Section 5.2, the entanglement can be evaluated analyti-
cally in the limit of very small region sizes by following the method described in Chapter 6.
Here we briefly describe the relevant results for completeness.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the two methods for quantifying the local entanglement (measured
by the von Neumann entropy Sv) numberically. Method 1 (the blue line) is the expansion-
in-a-complete-set approach (described in Section 5.3.1) while Method 2 (the red line) is the
configuration-space-grid approach (Section 5.3.2). N is the number of expansion functions in
equation 5.15 for Method 1, and is the number of bins NB for Method 2. 2a = 4, q¯ = 0 and
α = 6 for all the calculations.
5.4.1.1 Only Alice’s particle restricted
Suppose only Alice makes a preliminary measurement, and determines that her particle is lo-
cated in a region of length 2a centred at coordinate q¯A, as in Section 5.3: q¯A−a ≤ qA ≤ q¯A+a.
In the discarding ensemble, the entanglement is ED = h(ǫ) in equation 3.29 with
ǫ =
a2(L12 + L21)
2
12L22
= a2mω
α(
√
1 + 4α− 1)
6(1 + 2α+
√
1 + 4α)
. (5.18)
Note that this depends only on a and on the parameters of the underlying oscillator system; it
is independent of q¯. Note also that the entanglement is non-zero for any non-zero α, and can be
made arbitrarily large (for a given very small a) by increasing α.
5.4.1.2 Both particles restricted
On the other hand, if both parties make measurements, thereby also restricting Bob’s particle
to a region of length 2b around q¯B, the entanglement is once again given by h(ǫ) but now ǫ
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becomes
ǫ =
a2b2(L12 + L21)
2
9
=
a2b2m2ω2
18
(1 + 2α−√1 + 4α). (5.19)
Once again, this result depends only on the dimensionless coupling strength α and the fun-
damental length unit (mω)−1/2 of the oscillators; it is again independent of the location of
the centres of the measurement regions (this is the consequence of equation 7.27). Later we
will see that as a and b increase, the entanglement distribution gradually changes so that more
entanglement is located at some parts of configuration space than the others.
5.4.2 Finite region sizes
5.4.2.1 Only Alice’s particle restricted
We will set m = 1/2, ω = 1 and choose the Gaussian characteristic length (equation 5.10) for
an uncoupled harmonic system, σ = 1, as our unit of length.
In this section, we consider the case in which only Alice makes a preliminary measurement
to determine that her particle lies within a finite-size region. Suppose that the size of this region
is 2a and the location of the centre of the region is q¯, the von Neumann entropy Sv(ρAD) depends
on both 2a and q¯. This is shown in Figure 5.2. We look at the variation with q¯ first; Figure 5.2
along the q¯-axis shows some of the examples. For finite a, the entanglement is higher if we
measure around the centre of the wavefunction, where the probability of finding a particle is
highest, than if we take our measurements further away from the centre of the wavefunction
where the chance of finding a particle is very low.
We can understand this variation by examining Alice’s post-selected reduced density ma-
trix in the centre of Figure 5.2 (q¯ = 0) and at the edge (q¯ = ±4). At the edge, the diagonal
elements increase rapidly towards one end; the eigenvalues of this density matrix are domi-
nated by these terms, resulting in one eigenvalue being close to 1 and the other eigenvalues
being very small. The von Neumann entropy will therefore also be small. In contrast, the di-
agonal elements in the centre case, instead of being dominated by a single element at one end,
are approximately constant. The resulting spread of eigenvalues leads to a higher von Neumann
entropy.
We would also expect that as the region size approaches the total configuration space, the
entanglement in the discarding ensemble should tend to the entanglement originally present in
the whole system; this is shown in the upper part of Figure 5.2, where the entanglement rises
with a until it saturates to the peak value of magnitude Sv(ρAD) = 0.702 given by equation 5.11.
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Figure 5.2: Top: Variation of the entanglement Sv(ρAD) with both the width 2a and the centre q¯
of the preliminary-measurement region. Bottom: Sv(ρAD) plotted against q¯ for different widths,
re-scaled such that Sv(ρAD) has the same peak value at q¯ = 0. A plot (the black dashed line)
of the corresponding Gaussian probability distribution for Alice’s particle, with a standard de-
viation σ determined by the coupling strength α, is shown for comparison. The different plots
correspond to two different coupling strengths, (a) α = 6 v.s. (b) α = 0.06. The number of
bins NB used in the calculation was 200 in both cases.
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Roughly speaking, this saturation occurs once the region has expanded to include a significant
portion of the central part of the harmonic oscillator wavefunction.
We have already seen that in the limit of small a the entanglement becomes independent
of position. In fact, even for finite a the entanglement is distributed very differently from the
probability distribution of Alice’s particle. This is shown in the lower part of Figure 5.2, where
the coloured curves show the entanglement (scaled to a common maximum value) as a function
of q¯ for different widths 2a; for comparison, the black dashed plot shows the Gaussian one-
particle probability distribution with standard deviation σ given by equation 5.10. Note that the
width of the entanglement plot varies non-monotonically with a: the entanglement is constant
in the limits of small and large a, and has a minimum width around 2a = 2 (for α = 6). Note
also that Sv(ρAD) is very small but is non-zero even for small α, as expected from equation 5.18.
For comparison, we also present in Figure 5.2(b) results for a much weaker coupling,
α = 0.06 compared with α = 6: for weak coupling, the entanglement has smaller peak values
(= 0.00859 in this case) and its spread is narrower, but the qualitative features are similar in
both cases.
5.4.2.2 Both particles restricted: entanglement distributions
Next we consider the case where both Alice and Bob make preliminary measurements, but not
necessarily in the same way.
We start by considering two different cases; the first (Case 1) is that both parties’ prelim-
inary measurements restrict their particles to regions with identical widths and centres (a = b
and q¯A = q¯B), whereas in the second case (Case 2) the region widths are the same but the
centre of Bob’s region is always fixed around the centre of the wavefunction (a = b, q¯B = 0).
The results, for α = 6, are shown together with the previous result (Case 3; only Alice makes
a preliminary measurement, as shown in Figure 5.2(a)) for comparison in Figure 5.3. The en-
tanglement in the discarding ensemble of Case 3 is the highest out of the three cases; this is as
expected, since the entanglement can only decrease under the additional (local) measurements
made by Bob. When the width 2a is small, the entanglement of Case 1 is higher than of Case 2.
However, as 2a increases, Case 2 converges more rapidly to Case 3 so that its entanglement is
now higher than that of Case 1, until 2a becomes so large that the differences between all three
cases disappear.
5.4.2.3 Both particles restricted: classical correlations
We now compare the entanglement distributions to the classical correlations between the par-
ticles. Suppose that Alice and Bob localise their respective particles to regions with the same
widths but different centres; the entanglement in the discarding ensemble will depend on both
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the two different cases of preliminary measurements done by both
parties together with the case that only one party makes a preliminary measurement. The en-
tanglement Sv(ρAD) is plotted against the centre q¯ of the preliminary-measurement region with
width 2a. (a) For 2a = 0.5. (b) For other larger values of 2a. Red long-dashed line (Case 1):
Both parties’ preliminary measurements localise their particles in regions with identical widths
and centres (a = b and q¯A = q¯B). Blue thick short-dashed line (Case 2): The widths of the
regions are the same but one centre is always fixed around the centre of the wavefunction while
there is no restriction on the other centre (a = b, q¯B = 0). Black thin solid line (Case 3): Only
one party makes a preliminary measurement. In all three cases, the number of bins used in the
calculation is NB = 100 and α = 6.
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q¯A and q¯B. We shall compare the entanglement distribution with the 2-particle probability dis-
tribution P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B), and the conditional probability distribution for Bob’s particle
given the position of Alice’s particle, P (qB ∈ B | qA ∈ A).
The two-particle probability is
P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B) =
∫ q¯A+a
q¯A−a
dqA
∫ q¯B+b
q¯B−b
dqB
ρ(qA, qB; qA, qB), (5.20)
and in the limit of small a, b we have
P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B) = 4ab ρ(q¯A, q¯B ; q¯A, q¯B). (5.21)
The conditional probability is
P (qB ∈ B | qA ∈ A) = P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B)
P (qA ∈ A) , (5.22)
where P (qA ∈ A) is the one-particle probability. In the limit of small a, b this becomes
P (qB ∈ B | qA ∈ A) = 2bρ(q¯A, q¯B ; q¯A, q¯B)
ρA(q¯A, q¯A)
. (5.23)
In each case the small-a, b limit can be easily evaluated: we find
ρ(q¯A, q¯B; q¯A, q¯B) = ζ2 exp(−(q¯A + q¯B)
2
2σ2+
− (q¯A − q¯B)
2
2σ2−
) (5.24)
with ‘classical’ standard deviations
σC+ =
1
2(L11 + L12)
=
√
2, (5.25)
σC− =
1
2(L11 − L12)
= (
2√
1 + 4α
)
1
2 , (5.26)
and
ρ(q¯A, q¯B; q¯A, q¯B)
ρA(q¯A, q¯A)
= ζ3 exp(− q¯
2
A
2σ21
+
q¯Aq¯B
2σ212
− q¯
2
B
2σ22
) (5.27)
with
σ1 =
4
(L11 + υ2 − υ1)
= (
(1 +
√
1 + 4α)(1 + 2α+
√
1 + 4α)
4α2
)
1
2 ; (5.28)
σ2 =
1
4L11
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Figure 5.4: Dependence of the entanglement Sv(ρAD) on the locations of the centres of the
preliminary-measurement regions q¯A and q¯B . (a) the width 2a of the regions is 0.5. (b) 2a = 4.
In both cases, NB = 100 and α = 6.
= (
2
1 +
√
1 + 4α
)
1
2 ; (5.29)
σ12 =
−1
8L12
= (
1√
1 + 4α− 1)
1
2 , (5.30)
where ζ2 and ζ3 are normalisation constants.
For finite a and b we capture the shape of the distributions by fitting the numerically cal-
culated values of P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B), and P (qB ∈ B | qA ∈ A) using the same expressions,
equation 5.24 and equation 5.27, thereby extracting numerical values for σC± , σ1,2 and σ12.
We also use the function, equation 5.24, to fit the entanglement distribution, thereby obtaining
two further parameters σQ± which quantify the extent of the entanglement distribution along its
principal axes.
As before, we take α = 6. In Figure 5.4, we show two cases of entanglement distributions
for different widths (2a = 0.5 and 2a = 4) of the preliminary-measurement regions. We
see that the entanglement distribution with larger 2a is more symmetric. The corresponding
joint probability distributions and conditional probability distributions are shown respectively
in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. (Note that the figures show different range of q¯A and q¯B.) The
classical probability distributions P (q¯A ∩ q¯B) are more localised and symmetric in space than
the entanglement distributions.
In the limit of very small a, Sv(ρAD) is constant everywhere (equation 5.19) so σQ+ and σQ−
must diverge; the results in Table 5.1 show that σQ+ diverges more quickly as a reduces, while
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Figure 5.5: The dependence of the classical joint probability P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B) on q¯A and
q¯B. (a) 2a = 0.5. (b) 2a = 4. In both cases, α = 6.
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Figure 5.6: Dependence of the conditional probability P (qB ∈ B | qA ∈ A) on q¯A and q¯B. (a)
2a = 0.5. (b) 2a = 4. In both cases, α = 6.
α = 6 σQ+ σ
Q
− σC+ σC− σ1 σ2 σ12
2a→ 0 ∞ ∞ 1.41 0.632 0.866 0.577 0.500
2a = 0.5 10.4 2.29 1.43 0.665 0.937 0.603 0.531
2a = 4 3.44 2.10 2.37 2.00 11.0 1.53 2.64
Table 5.1: Table of σ values for α = 6.
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the two parameters become comparable for large a as the entanglement distribution becomes
more symmetric. Indeed, the distributions of the entanglement and the classical correlations
become more alike as 2a increases, because both distributions are flat out to a distance a either
side of the wavefunction’s central peak.
We can also study the effect of varying the coupling strength α for a fixed (small) 2a. We
plot σQ+ and σ
Q
− against α with 2a = 0.5 in Figure 5.7a whereas σC+ , σC− , σ1, σ2 and σ12 in
Figure 5.7b. The entanglement distribution is the most asymmetrical and as α increases, the
difference between σQ+ and σ
Q
− widens. Of the quantities determining the classical probability
distribution, σC+ remains constant with increasing α, but σC− gradually decreases. These trends
arise because the two particles tend to move together when the spring joining them becomes
strong. Therefore, as α increases, the white rod in Figure 5.6 rotates about the centre of the
square from the line q¯B = 0 towards the diagonal q¯A = q¯B. σ1 is always the largest out of the
three parameters for the conditional probability distribution. For weak α, σ12 is larger than σ2
but as α becomes larger, at some point the two plots intercept and σ12 is no longer larger than
σ2.
How in the limit of very small a these quantities (equations 5.25, 5.26, 5.28, 5.29, 5.30)
vary with α is shown in Figure 5.7c. We see that the behaviour of these quantities does not
change much, compared with the previous results when 2a = 0.5, apart from that the intercep-
tion points happen at smaller α. Note that σQ± diverge as a → 0, so these parameters are not
shown.
5.5 Non-Gaussian Mixed States
5.5.0.4 The state
Even though we have so far only considered Gaussian pure states, it is also straightforward to
apply our local approach to map the entanglement distributions of non-Gaussian mixed states,
provided we use suitable quantities as the entanglement measure (for example, the negativity
N ). Here we will provide an example to demonstrate this.
Consider a mixed state that is a mixture of Bell states:
ρe = p|Φ+〉〈Φ+|+ (1− p)|Ψ+〉〈Ψ+| (5.31)
=
p
2
(
|00〉 + |11〉
)(
〈00|+ 〈11|
)
+
(1− p)
2
(
|01〉 + |10〉
)(
〈01| + 〈10|
)
, (5.32)
with a probability p. Note that when p = 1/2, the state ρe is separable. By choosing |0〉 and |1〉
as the ground state and the first excited state of a system with a infinite symmetric square-well
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Figure 5.7: Plots of σ+, σ−, σ1, σ12 and σ2 against α. In the plot legend, Q stands for the
‘quantum’ entanglement distribution and C for the ‘classical’ probability distribution. (a) and
(b): Numerical results: 2a is chosen to be 0.5 for all the cases. (c) Analytical results: in the
limit of very small a.
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potential (from q = −0.5 to q = +0.5) [Zet01]:
|0〉 =
√
2 cos(πq) (5.33)
|1〉 =
√
2 sin(2πq), (5.34)
ρe describes a non-Gaussian continuous-variable system.
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Figure 5.8: Dependence of the entanglement N (ρD) on the locations of the centres of the
preliminary-measurement regions q¯A and q¯B for a non-Gaussian mixed state ρe, described in
Section 5.5. (a) the width 2a of the regions is 0.001. (b) 2a = 0.1. In both cases, NB = 20.
The state ρe with p = 0.2 is chosen as an example. We consider the case where both
parties make preliminary measurements and the rest of the analysis follows from Section 5.3.2.
Note that here the entanglements are quantified by the negativity; the original density matrix
ρe will be discretised instead of the reduced density matrix ρA. The widths of the measured
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Figure 5.9: Dependence of the joint probability P (qA ∈ A ∩ qB ∈ B) on the locations of the
centres of the preliminary-measurement regions q¯A and q¯B for a non-Gaussian mixed state ρe,
described in Section 5.5. (a) the width 2a of the regions is 0.001. (b) 2a = 0.1.
regions are the same for both parties a = b. In Figure 5.8, we show two cases of entanglement
distributions, by moving the centres of the measured regions q¯A and q¯B within the potential
well, for different widths: (a) 2a = 0.001 and (b) 2a = 0.11. The corresponding distribution of
the two-particle probability P (qA ∈ A∩qB ∈ B) (as defined by equation 5.20) is also shown in
Figure 5.9 for comparison; the widths are set to 2a = 2b = 0.1 and the region centres, q¯A and
q¯B, vary from −0.45 to +0.45. Interestingly, the entanglements are not the highest at places
where the particles are most likely to be found in contrast to the earlier Gaussian examples. We
can also see that the entanglements are "concentrated" in particular places, and the entanglement
distribution is broadened out for the larger region.
5.6 Summary
Our local approach to entanglement (Section 4.2) is applied to determine the location in con-
figuration space of the entanglement between two interacting subsystems. Specifically, we
consider states of a continuous-variable system in which Alice and Bob share a pair of coupled
harmonic oscillators is given. The results are presented as a function of the strength of the cou-
pling between the oscillators, as well as of the size and location of the preliminary measurement
regions. In all cases the remaining entanglement saturates to the total entanglement of the sys-
tem as the measured regions become large. For small measured regions the entanglement tends
to zero, but for a fixed region size, the configuration-space location can be varied in order to
give a variable-resolution map of the entanglement distribution. We find that the distribution of
the entanglement is qualitatively different from the classical correlations between the particles,
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being considerably more extended in configuration space than the joint probability density and
becoming more and more diffuse as the size of the regions decreases.
An example is also given to demonstrate that it is straightforward to apply the local ap-
proach to make a variable-resolution map of entanglement distributions of mixed non-Gaussian
states by using suitable quantities (for example, the negativity N ) as the entanglement measure
instead of the von Neumann entropy Sv that is applicable only to pure states. The entanglement
maps show that the entanglements are concentrated at some portions of configuration space and
by increasing the size of the measured region, the entanglement distribution is smoothed out.
The previous Gaussian example shows that the entanglement distribution and the joint proba-
bility distribution peak around the same region of space, but this is not true in this non-Gaussian
example.
We conclude that this approach therefore provides an operational answer to the question of
how much entanglement was originally located within the chosen region. We shall thus focus
on the limiting cases where the sizes of the chosen regions are extremely small in the rest of the
thesis, surprisingly many interesting results can then be derived.
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Chapter 6
Entanglement in General Two-Mode
Continuous-Variable States: Local Approach
and Mapping to Two-Qubit Systems
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we demonstrate how to apply our local approach to the analysis of continuous-
variable entanglement, allowing entanglement to be quantified locally in general (including
non-Gaussian) smooth two-mode continuous-variable states. We follow the approach, laid out
in Section 4.2 and applied to some harmonic system in Chapter 5, but this time we consider
the limit where the sizes of the preliminary regions are supposed to be extremely small. In-
terestingly in this limit, the description of each mode in the continuous-variable quantum state
becomes isomorphic to a single qubit. This enable us to derive simple closed-form formulae for
local entanglements (concurrence and negativity), yielding natural definitions for corresponding
densities in configuration space.
First, we treat the pure states in Section 6.2 by making the low-order Taylor series approx-
imation; the use of the approximation is justified in the small-region limit. Next, the analysis
is extended to mixed states in Section 6.3, where we give the recipe to compute the local con-
currence numerically and derive an analytical formula for the local negativity. We apply our
formula to two-mode Gaussian states in Section 6.4 and show how the two local entanglements
are simply related (differing only by a factor of 2). Some examples of non-Gaussian states are
then analysed in Section 6.5. Finally, we summarise in Section 6.7.
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6.2 Pure States
6.2.1 Preliminary measurement on Alice’s particle only
The localising process is as described in Section 4.2. Suppose the state ρ is pure; so is ρD. It
is therefore straightforward to calculate its local entanglement from the von Neumann entropy
of the corresponding reduced density matrix ρAD = TrB [ρD]. Suppose further that the initial
preliminary measurement is performed by Alice only, by determining whether qA lies in the
region A := {qA − a ≤ qA ≤ qA + a}, and all instances in which this is not the case are
discarded. Now, since a is to be very small, Alice’s original reduced density matrix ρA (be-
fore the measurement) in the neighbourhood of qA can be expanded (provided it is smooth in
configuration space) as 1
ρA(qA, q
′
A) = ρ
A(qA + x, qA + y) (6.1)
= ρA00 + ρ
A
10x+ ρ
A
01y + ρ
A
11xy +O(x2, y2),
where
ρAnm ≡
∂n
∂qAn
∂m
∂q′A
mρ
A(qA, q
′
A)
∣∣∣
qA=q
′
A=qA
. (6.2)
Within region A, ρAD is obtained by rescaling ρA according to equation 4.2, where Tr[EA ρ] =
2a[ρA00 +O(a2)].
Now seek right eigenfunctions φn of ρAD within the region A:∫ a
−a
dy ρAD(x, y)φn(y) = λnφn(x). (6.3)
Expanding φn as a power series
φn(x) = an + bnx+O(x2), (6.4)
the eigenfunction condition becomes a matrix-vector equation operating on the expansion co-
efficients {a, b, . . .}:
1
2a[ρA00 +O(a2)]

a


2ρA00 0 . . .
2ρA10 0 . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

+ a3


ρA20
3
2ρA01
3 . . .
0
2ρA
11
3 . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.






an
bn
.
.
.


≡ M


an
bn
.
.
.

 = λn


an
bn
.
.
.

 . (6.5)
1The low-order Taylor series approximation is well justified. In practice any state that could be prepared would
be smooth and differentiable; in such cases Taylor’s theorem ensures that the expansion we use becomes rapidly
better for small region sizes. Later in this chapter, Figure 6.1 shows explicitly how the local entanglement converges
to our predicted small-region limit as the region size is varied.
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Expanding det(M−λ1) to order a4 and equating to zero, to order a2, the non-zero eigenvalues
are:
λ1 =
a2
3(ρA00)
2
(ρA11ρ
A
00 − ρA01ρA10)
λ2 = 1− λ1. (6.6)
So to the lowest non-trivial2 order (a2), the eigenvalues, and hence the von Neumann entropy
of ρAD, are entirely determined by the quantity
ǫ ≡ λ1. (6.7)
Specifically, the von Neumann entropy in this case is Sv(ρAD) = h(ǫ) in equation 3.29. Note
that if Alice’s state is pure,
ρA(qA, q
′
A) = ψ(qA)ψ
∗(q′A)
⇒ ρA00 = ψ(qA)ψ∗(qA)
ρA10 =
∂ψ(qA)
∂qA
∣∣∣
qA=qA
ψ∗(qA)
ρA01 = ψ(qA)
∂ψ∗(q′A)
∂q′A
∣∣∣
q′A=qA
ρA11 =
∂ψ(qA)
∂qA
∣∣∣
qA=qA
∂ψ∗(q′A)
∂q′A
∣∣∣
q′A=qA
(6.8)
and therefore
ρA11ρ
A
00 = ρ
A
01ρ
A
10, (6.9)
so Sv(ρ
A
D) is zero as we would expect.
To find the leading corrections to this result (equation 6.6), we include all terms propor-
tional to x2 or x′2 in the expansion 6.1 for ρA:
ρA(x;x′) = ρA00 + ρ
A
10x+ ρ
A
01x
′ (6.10)
+
1
2
(ρA20x
2 + ρA02x
′2 + 2ρA11xx
′)
+
1
2
(ρA21x
2x′ + ρA12xx
′2)
+
1
4
ρA22x
2x′2 +O(x3, x′3).
2If the amplitude of the wavefunction (or density matrix) is perfectly constant over the measurement region,
there is no entanglement. Indeed, this is why we find no term in the local entanglement zeroth-order in the region
size. Our point is that by capturing the extent to which the state is not constant (through including the lowest-order
non-constant terms in its Taylor expansion), we extract the most important contributions to the local entanglement
for small region sizes.
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and then carry equation 6.4 to third order:
φn(x) = an + bnx+
1
2
cnx
2 +
1
6
dnx
3 +O(x4). (6.11)
From the eigenfunction condition 6.3, we find the third non-zero eigenvalue to be
λ3 =
a4
90ρA00
2
(ρA01ρ
A
10 − ρA11ρA00)
(
ρA02ρ
A
11ρ
A
20
+ρA01ρ
A
22ρ
A
10 + ρ
A
12ρ
A
00ρ
A
21 − ρA01ρA12ρA20
−ρA10ρA02ρA21 − ρA00ρA11ρA22
)
+O(a6). (6.12)
Therefore, the corrections due to higher eigenvalues, arising from the higher-order terms in
equation 6.1, affect ǫ (and hence the local entanglement) only to order a4. This provides a
measure of the extent of the breakdown of the approximation.
6.2.2 Preliminary measurement on both particles
It is possible to generalise this analysis to the case where both Alice and Bob make a preliminary
measurement to localise their particles, within regions A := {qA − a ≤ qA ≤ qA + a} and
B := {qB−b ≤ qB ≤ qB+b} respectively. In that case one can expand ρ as a joint power series
in {qA, q′A, qB, q′B}, calculate the reduced density matrix ρA (also as a power-series expansion)
and proceed as above. However, further insight can be obtained by an alternative approach.
Define for both Alice and Bob two-dimensional state spaces consisting of
φA0(x1) =
√
1
2a
; φA1(x1) =
√
3
2a3
x1;
φB0(x2) =
√
1
2b
; φB1(x2) =
√
3
2b3
x2, (6.13)
which are orthonormal on the intervals −a < x1 < a and −b < x2 < b respectively; φ0
represents the constant component of the wave function, and φ1 the spatially varying part. So
long as terms varying as x2 or higher can be neglected, a Taylor expansion of the joint state
to linear order (equation 6.1) is equivalent to expanding ψ in the basis (equation 6.13), thereby
reducing the joint system to a two-qubit one. It can be shown (Appendix E) that the third
largest eigenvalue of ρA (corresponding to the extent to which the two-qubit approximation
fails) is now of order (ab)4.
We can now use any of the standard measures of the entanglement of the two-qubit system.
For pure states, the tangle [Woo98c] is
τ =
1
4
(
1
ab|ψ00|2
)2 ∣∣∣∣4a2b23 (ψ00ψ11 − ψ01ψ10)
∣∣∣∣
2
, (6.14)
where
ψnm ≡ ∂
n
∂qAn
∂m
∂qBm
ψ(qA, qB)|qA=qA,qB=qB . (6.15)
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The prefactor in equation 6.14 comes from the normalisation condition
∫ a
−a
dx1
∫ b
−b
dx2|ψ(x1, x2)|2 = 1. (6.16)
The entanglement is therefore
h
(
(1−√1− τ)/2) = h (τ/4 +O(τ2)) . (6.17)
By analogy with the definition of concurrence C = √τ for two-qubit states [Woo98b], we
define the concurrence density c ≡ C/(ab) such that τ = (cab)2; then
c =
2
3ρ0000
[ρ1100ρ0011 + ρ0000ρ1111
−ρ1000ρ0111 − ρ0100ρ1011]1/2, (6.18)
where
ρijkl ≡ ∂
i
∂qAi
∂j
∂q′A
j
∂k
∂qBk
∂l
∂q′B
l
ρ(qA, qB ; q
′
A, q
′
B)
∣∣∣
qA=q
′
A=qA,qB=q
′
B=qB
. (6.19)
For pure states, ρijkl = ψikψ∗jl.
The negativity N , defined by equation 3.34 can also be computed. For pure states, nega-
tivity and concurrence are simply related [EP99, CAF05]: N = C/2.
The accuracy of the two-qubit approximation is guaranteed (for sufficiently small a and b)
by the fact that each party’s reduced density matrix has only two non-zero eigenvalues of the
density matrix to order (ab)2.
6.3 Mixed States
The mapping to a two-qubit system applies also to mixed states, where exact recipes for the
entanglement of formation [Woo98b] and other measures are known. We find that for mixed
states ρ with the rank greater or equal to 4, all eigenvalues µi of ρρ˜ (as defined in [Woo98b],
where ρ˜ is the “spin-flipped” matrix) are at leading order proportional to (ab)2. However, the
rank determines the number of eigenvalues µi that are non-zero to order (ab)2 so the rank-1
states have only one non-zero eigenvalue (µ4) to order (ab)2, the rank-2 states have only two
(µ3, µ4) and the rank-3 states have only three (µ2, µ3, µ4).
The local concurrence is determined by C = max{0,√µ4 − √µ3 − √µ2 − √µ1} so
again there is a well-defined concurrence density c (since the local concurrence C ∝ (ab)).
These leading terms (and hence the concurrence C) can be found by solving a quartic, although
its roots are not simple in general. The solutions for rank-2 states are nevertheless given in
Appendix B.
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6.3.1 Negativity
Particularly simple expressions can be found for the local negativity of a mixed state. The
eigenvalues of the partially transposed density matrix ρˆTA are found to be
λ1 = 1−A1a2 −A2b2 −B1a2b2 +O(a4, b4)
λ2 = C2a
2b2 +O(a4, b4)
λ3 =
1
2
(
D1a
2 +D2b
2 +
√
4C1a2b2 + (D1a2 +D2b2)2
)
+O(a4, b4)
λ4 =
1
2
(
D1a
2 +D2b
2 −
√
4C1a2b2 + (D1a2 +D2b2)2
)
+O(a4, b4) (6.20)
where A1, A2, B1, C1, C2, D1 and D2 are all real numbers. D1 and D2 are always positive
(Appendix C). Only C1, C2, D1 and D2 are important for quantifying the local entanglement3 ,
and their exact expressions are.
D1 =
1
3ρ00002
(ρ1100ρ0000 − ρ0100ρ1000); (6.21)
D2 =
1
3ρ00002
(ρ0011ρ0000 − ρ0001ρ0010); (6.22)
C1 =
1
9ρ00003
(ρ0000ρ0101ρ1010 + ρ0011ρ0100ρ1000 + ρ0010ρ0001ρ1100
−ρ0001ρ0100ρ1010 − ρ0000ρ0011ρ1100 − ρ0010ρ1000ρ0101); (6.23)
C2 =
−1
81C1 ρ00004
(ρ0101ρ0110ρ1001ρ1010 − ρ0100ρ0111ρ1001ρ1010 − ρ0101ρ0110ρ1000ρ1011
+ρ0100ρ0111ρ1000ρ1011 − ρ0011ρ0110ρ1001ρ1100 + ρ0010ρ0111ρ1001ρ1100
+ρ0001ρ0110ρ1011ρ1100 − ρ0000ρ0111ρ1011ρ1100 + ρ0011ρ0110ρ1000ρ1101
−ρ0010ρ0111ρ1000ρ1101 − ρ0001ρ0110ρ1010ρ1101 + ρ0000ρ0111ρ1010ρ1101
+ρ0011ρ0100ρ1001ρ1110 − ρ0010ρ0101ρ1001ρ1110 − ρ0001ρ0100ρ1011ρ1110
+ρ0000ρ0101ρ1011ρ1110 + ρ0001ρ0010ρ1101ρ1110 − ρ0011ρ1101ρ1110ρ0000
−ρ0011ρ0100ρ1000ρ1111 + ρ0010ρ0101ρ1000ρ1111 + ρ0001ρ0100ρ1010ρ1111
−ρ0000ρ0101ρ1010ρ1111 − ρ0001ρ0010ρ1100ρ1111 + ρ0000ρ0011ρ1100ρ1111). (6.24)
The entanglement can be quantified by the negative eigenvalue, and in the effective two-
qubit approximation, there is only one negative eigenvalue [VADM01]. We will now discuss
which λ is negative under all the possible circumstances.
3Local entanglement should vanish when either a or b become zero. If λ1 is negative, the local negativity will
depend on it. In this case, we can always find some sufficiently small values of a and b such that λ1 becomes
positive, whatever the values of the coefficients A1, A2 and B1, to make the local entanglement vanish at some very
small but non- zero values of a and b. Combined with the fact that the partial transpose of a two-qubit density matrix
has only one negative eigenvalue, this implies that λ1 must always be positive.
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We note λ2 and λ4 are invariant under the change of sign of either a or b; provided that
C1 > 0, λ4 is always negative, and it becomes zero when either a or b vanishes so there is
no entanglement (N = 0) as expected. The negativity in this case is second order in a and b.
However, if C1 < 0 and C2 ≥ 0, the state is unentangled whereas if C1 < 0 but C2 < 0, λ2
becomes the only negative eigenvalue, and hence the negativity in this case is proportional to
(ab)2.
It is worth noting that there is also no entanglement whenever C1 = 0. Since the pos-
itivity of the partial transpose of a state is a sufficient condition to prove that the distillable
entanglement is zero, there is no entanglement if either C1 = 0 or C1 < 0 and C2 ≥ 0 is true.
When the initial joint quantum state is pure, C2 reduces to C1, i.e. C2 = C1 for pure states,
while D1 and D2 vanish, and C1 reduces to the same expression for the pure-state concurrence
divided by 2, i.e.4
N (ψ) = C(ψ)
2
(6.25)
as what we would expect (with our definition of negativity) for a two-qubit pure state.
We could not analytically obtain the eigenvalues of ρρ˜ in the most general case but we
found from our calculations that the concurrence is always proportional to (ab) in the leading
order for any smooth two-mode state in contrast to negativity. Therefore, equation (6.25) does
not generally hold for mixed states. This observation is consistent with the prior study [MG04]
on the ordering of two-qubit states with respect to concurrence and negativity: the concurrence
and the negativity are the same for two-qubit pure states5 but for those states with the same
concurrence, their negativity can vary between the maximum and the minimum. In general,
the maximal negativity of two-qubit mixed states with a fixed concurrence can never exceed
that concurrence [VADM01] while the minimum negativity is proportional to the concurrence
squared (for small concurrence) [MG04]. It is not surprising then that the maximal local neg-
ativity is proportional to (ab), like the local concurrence, but the minimal local negativity is
proportional to (ab)2 instead.
Also, the local concurrence depends only on the “area” ab, whereas the local negativity
depends on the “shape” (i.e. on a, b separately) as well. However, if we seek the maximum
negativity while keeping (ab) fixed, we find this occurs when a2D1 = b2D2, to define the
maximised negativity given by (only valid for C1 ≥ 0)
Nmax = (
√
C1 +D1D2 −
√
D1D2)ab, (6.26)
4For pure states, as we will see later, we can apply equation 7.6 to obtain these results.
5They define the negativity in a way that makes it exactly two times larger than our version.
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and subsequently obtain the corresponding negativity density n = Nmax/(ab) given by
n =
√
C1 +D1D2 −
√
D1D2. (6.27)
Here we maximise the negativity by varying the shape (a/b) for a fixed state. Note the contrast
with the approach of Miranowicz et. al. [MG04], where the states are varied so as to change the
negativity while keeping the concurrence constant for a given a and b.
Since the local negativity of two-mode mixed states can be readily determined by our very
simple closed-form formulae, this may lead one to wonder whether this result is straightforward
to be extended to multi-mode mixed states. Unfortunately, this is not the case.6 However, local
entanglement of mixed states of higher-dimensional systems can still be easily computed nu-
merically, provided the state is exactly known and the negativity (or the logarithmic negativity)
is the chosen entanglement measure.
6.3.2 Bound states.
It is known that there is no bound entanglement for a two-qubit system. For (global) bound
states, our local measures will give no local entanglement because there is no distillable entan-
glement N = 0 and it follows that concurrence is also zero in the effective two-qubit approxi-
mation.
6.4 Gaussian States
The characteristic function χ is defined in terms of the Weyl operator W (taking ~ = 1) through
χ(X,P ) = Tr(ρW (X,P )); W (X,P ) = ei(Xpˆ−P qˆ), (6.28)
where the position operator is denoted by qˆ and the momentum operator by pˆ. A state ρ is said to
be Gaussian when its characteristic function is a Gaussian in phase space. This important set of
states includes both thermal and ‘squeezed’ states of harmonic systems and plays a key role in
several fields of theoretical and experimental physics; we use them as an example because their
entanglement properties are better understood than those of other continuous-variable systems,
while recognising that our approach is general. The corresponding configuration-space density
matrix ρ(q;q′) can be written as in equation 5.3. In order for ρ(q;q′) to be a valid quantum
6Later, we will show that the local concurrence and the local negativity differs only by a factor of 2 in the limit
of very small measurement regions for any multi-mode bipartite pure states (equation 7.24) and the squared concur-
rence has a simple summation structure with linear contributions from each mode (equation 7.25). Consequently,
each mode contributes non-linearly to the (non-squared) concurrence, and hence the negativity as well. This non-
linear structure of the local negativity for pure multi-mode states therefore makes the derivation of the corresponding
mixed-state results a non-trivial task.
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state, the parameter matrices must have the following properties: L > 0, L +M > 0 and
M ≥ 0, such that the diagonal elements of the matrices satisfy Lii > 0, (Lii +Mii) > 0 and
Mii ≥ 0 for all i. In contrast to Section 5.2, here we are interested in the Gaussian state in its
most general form so all matrices (L, M and K) are assumed to be non-zero.
6.4.1 N = 2: General states
The density matrix of a general two-mode Gaussian state is written as
ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2) =
2
π
(L11L22 − L212)1/2 exp
[
− (q1L11q1 + q1L12q2 + q2L21q1 + q2L22q2)
−(q′1L11q′1 + q′1L11q′2 + q′2L11q′1 + q′2L11q′2)
−1
2
(q1 − q′1)M11(q1 − q′1)−
1
2
(q1 − q′1)M12(q2 − q′2)
−1
2
(q2 − q′2)M21(q1 − q′1)−
1
2
(q2 − q′2)M22(q2 − q′2)
+
i
2
(q1 − q′1)K11(q1 + q′1) +
i
2
(q1 − q′1)K12(q2 + q′2)
+
i
2
(q2 − q′2)K21(q1 + q′1) +
i
2
(q2 − q′2)K22(q2 + q′2)
]
. (6.29)
In this case, the matrix conditions imply that L12 = L21, M12 = M21. By substituting equa-
tion 5.3 into equation 6.21, equation 6.22, equation 6.23 and equation 6.24, we obtain
D1 =
M11
3
; (6.30)
D2 =
M22
3
; (6.31)
C1 =
1
36
(
(K12 +K21)
2 + 4(2L12 +M12)
2 − 4M11M22
)
; (6.32)
C2 =
1
36
(
(K12 +K21)
2 + 4(2L12 +M12)
2 +M11M22
)
. (6.33)
D1 and D2 are always positive, as expected but note that C2 is also always positive so the local
negativity for two-mode Gaussian states is always proportional to (ab). Therefore, it is possible
for the maximised negativity of a Gaussian state to be simply related to the local concurrence.
We will prove now that this is indeed true.
From equation 6.26, the maximised negativity is equal to
Nmax = ab
6
(√
(K12 +K21)2 + 4(2L12 +M12)2 − 2
√
M11M22
)
. (6.34)
However, in this case, we can also find concurrence exactly; we find all eigenvalues µi of ρρ˜:
µ1 =
a2b2
36
(√
(K12 +K21)2 + 4M212 − 2
√
M11M22
)2
; (6.35)
µ2 =
a2b2
36
(√
(K12 +K21)2 + 4M212 + 2
√
M11M22
)2
; (6.36)
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µ3 =
a2b2
36
(√
(K12 +K21)2 + 4(2L12 +M12)2
−
√
2K212 + 2K
2
21 + 4(2L12 +M12)
2 + 4M212 + 4M11M22
)2
; (6.37)
µ4 =
a2b2
36
(√
(K12 +K21)2 + 4(2L12 +M12)2
+
√
2K212 + 2K
2
21 + 4(2L12 +M12)
2 + 4M212 + 4M11M22
)2
. (6.38)
The matrix conditions ensure that µ4 is the largest eigenvalue so the local concurrence C can be
obtained from
√
µ4 −√µ3 −√µ2 −√µ1 = ab
3
(√
(K12 +K21)2 + 4(2L12 +M12)2 − 2
√
M11M22
)
.
(6.39)
Compared with equation 6.34, we note that the local concurrence C of any two-mode Gaussian
states is always equal to two times the corresponding maximised negativity Nmax. Unfortu-
nately, this is not necessarily true for non-Gaussian states so for these non-Gaussian states, we
have to either resort to numerical analysis or use the negativity as our choice of entanglement
measure.
In addition, by comparing equation 6.32 with equation 6.39, we find that if C1 ≤ 0,
equation 6.39 is zero or negative, and hence there is no local entanglement. It follows, for
two-mode Gaussian state, the local concurrence and negativity both are always proportional to
(ab).
6.4.2 Thermal states of two harmonic oscillators
For thermal states of two similar but distinguishable oscillators each having mass m, angular
frequency ω and coupling spring constant K with corresponding dimensionless coupling α =
2K/mω2, K = 0 and the values of L and M are given by equation A.7 and in equation A.8
respectively in Appendix A. We adopt (mω)−1/2 as our length unit here.
First we consider the ground state. Equation 6.18 becomes
c =
√
2mω
3
√
1 + 2α−√1 + 4α. (6.40)
So, for a given small a and b, the entanglement depends only on α and the fundamental length
unit; it is independent of the location of the centres (qA, qB) of the measurement regions. The
lack of dependence on (qA, qB) is a special feature of Gaussian states (see equation 7.27),
and this result does not hold in general7; note also that the concurrence density can be made
arbitrarily large by increasing α.
7The result that the concurrence density is independent of the region centres may seem obvious to some; they
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Figure 6.1: Entanglement properties as a function of region size for a Gaussian ground state with
α = 10 and m = ω = 1, in the case where both Alice and Bob make preliminary measurements
and the region sizes are chosen to be the same. (a) Entanglement Sv (dimensionless) as a
function of region size 2a (in units of (mω)−1/2; log scale) for two different positions (data
points); the entanglements contained in the effective two-level systems constructed from the
two largest eigenvalues of ρA are also shown (dashed lines). (b) The concurrence density c
(in units of mω), computed from the entanglement of formation by inverting the relation Sv =
h((cab)2/4); note how it saturates to the exact result predicted by equation 6.40 (horizontal
line) for small regions.
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Figure 6.2: Negativity density n (full lines; in units of mω ) and concurrence density c (long
dashes; in units of mω) as a function of temperature T (in units of ω) for a thermal state of the
two-oscillator system discussed in the text having kB = m = ω = 1, and for two different
values of the coupling α. The global negativity Ng [AEPW02] is shown for comparison (short
dashed lines; dimensionless).
Figure 6.1 shows the variation of the local entanglement, measured by the von Neumann
entropy Sv (computed numerically), with the region size. Note how the local entanglement sat-
urates to the full entanglement given in equation 5.11 for large regions, while for small regions
it reduces to the value predicted by equation 6.40. To obtain entanglements of a substantial frac-
tion of one ebit, it is necessary to choose a region size comparable to the fundamental length
unit of the oscillator; around this point the two-qubit approximation is just starting to break
down. Calculation details and full results are presented in Chapter 5.
For mixed Gaussian states, we find that the concurrence density and negativity density are
again independent of position. In Figure 6.2 we plot both quantities as a function of tempera-
ture for thermal states of the two-oscillator system with different coupling strengths (α = 2 and
α = 20). The concurrence density is exactly twice the negativity density as we would expect
may argue that since moving those centres corresponds to acting with local displacements in phase space, which
amount to local unitary operations on the Hilbert space, entanglement is preserved by definition. This is not, in fact,
correct for general states. The argument would hold only if the translation operation were applied to the projected
state - i.e. if both the initial state and the measurement region were displaced by the same amount. In general a
displacement of the measurement region alone will alter the entanglement. That it does not is a special feature of
Gaussian states.
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from Section 6.4.1. We also show the conventional (global) negativity for these states (given
in equation 3.45 and [AEPW02]). Interestingly, both local entanglement densities vanish at the
same temperature as the global negativity, showing that for this set of states, those which are en-
tangled from the global point of view are also entangled by our local measures8. Unfortunately,
this property is not universal as can be seen from a counter-example in Section 4.3.2.1.
Other counter-examples are also easy to set up. Consider an entangled composite quantum
state shared by Alice and Bob
|Ψ〉AB = α|00〉A|00〉B + β√
2
(
|01〉A|01〉B + |10〉A|10〉B
)
, (6.41)
the α-part of the wavefunction is separable whereas the β-part is entangled. If after the prelim-
inary measurements, the state |Ψ〉AB is projected onto the state |00〉A|00〉B , the entanglement
in the discarding ensemble is zero whereas the entanglement of the original state is not. Take
another example, the composite state |Φ〉AB is entangled but the component states {|φj〉} are
non-overlapping:
|Φ〉AB =
∑
i
√
λi|φi〉A|φi〉B , (6.42)
where
〈φi|φj〉 = δij . (6.43)
After measurements, the state |Φ〉AB could be localised to a product state, for example,
|φ1〉A|φ1〉B . Once localised, the entanglement in the discarding ensemble is again zero de-
spite the original state being entangled . Therefore, no entanglement in the discarding ensemble
does not necessarily imply that the original state is definitely unentangled.
6.5 Non-Gaussian States
Although the quantification of quantum entanglement of non-Gaussian states is in general ex-
tremely difficult, our local approach provides a systematic way to analyse aspects of entangle-
ment in such systems since the local entanglement is easily quantifiable, once the exact state is
known. We show an example here to demonstrate the applicability of our local approach to the
analysis of entanglement of non-Gaussian states.
This example is also based on the density matrix ρe, defined in equation 5.31, that is a
mixture of Bell states characterised by a probability p. By choosing |0〉 and |1〉 as the ground
8Some may find it strange to see in Figure 6.2 that the negativity density sometimes exceeds the global negativity.
The suspicion is correct: the entanglement cannot increase under the local projective measurements (a point made
explicitly in Section 4.2.6). The confusion arises because we plot in Figure 6.2 quantities with different dimensions
on the same scale: the negativity density and concurrence density have dimensions, (length)−2, and therefore depend
on the choice of length units, while the global negativity is dimensionless.
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state and the first excited state of a simple harmonic oscillator [Zet01],
|0〉 = 1√√
πq0
e
−q2
2q2
0 (6.44)
|1〉 = 1√√
πq0
√
2q e
−q2
2q2
0 , (6.45)
where q0 =
√
~/(mω) is a constant that sets the length scale of the oscillator and is set to
q0 = 1 here, ρe will describe non-Gaussian continuous-variable states. The |0〉 and |1〉 basis
states used here should not be confused with the ones used in Section 5.5; those are eigenstates
of a symmetric potential well instead of a harmonic oscillator.
6.5.1 Results
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Figure 6.3: The variations of C1 (the red line) and C2 (the black line) with the probability p in
equation 5.31. (a) The centres of the measured regions are both taken to be at the origin q¯A = 0
and q¯B = 0. (b) The centres are not at the origin q¯A = −0.2 and q¯B = 0.1. The two graphs of
(b) are the same plots, but plotted with different ranges for more details.
Fist we plot in Figure 6.3 the variations of C1 (the red line) and C2 (the black line) with
the probability p for two cases: (a) the centres of the measured regions are both taken to be at
the origin q¯A = 0 and q¯B = 0; (b) the centres are not at the origin q¯A = −0.2 and q¯B = 0.1.
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Figure 6.4: The distributions of various quantities: (a) C1; (b) C; (c)N of the state ρe described
in Section 6.5 are plotted by varying the centres of the measured regions q¯A = 0 and q¯B = 0.
The widths of the measured regions are taken to be a = b = 0.0001.
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We find that when both centres are at the origin, C1 = C2 and C1 only crosses the horizontal
axis (C1 = 0) at the point p = 0.5, exactly where the state ρe becomes separable. However,
when the centres are away from the origin, C1 and C2 are no longer equal to each other, and C1
becomes zero at the point p = 0.021 as well as the point p = 0.5. The two graphs in Figure 6.3
(b) are the same plots, but with different plotting ranges. We also see in both Figure 6.3 (a) and
(b) that C1 and C2 are of the same sign so that at these two positions we consider, the local
entanglement is only zero when C1 = 0; that is, we can not make C1 < 0 and C2 > 0 by
varying p. There is another interesting feature of Figure 6.3; namely, for the same state (i.e. p
is fixed), it is possible to change the leading order of the local negativity in the quantity (ab)
simply by moving from (q¯A, q¯B) = (0, 0) to (q¯A, q¯B) = (−0.2, 0.1). For the position chosen,
this happens between p = 0 and p = 0.021. Within this range, C1 and C2 are both negative
when the measurement centres are at the origin so the local negativity is proportional to (ab)2.
In contrast, C1 and C2 become positive when the centres are not at the origin, and hence the
local negativity in this case is in the second order of a and b.
Next, we fix the probability p = 0.2 to find the entanglement distributions. The widths
of the measured regions are taken to be a = b = 0.0001. We plot the distributions of various
quantities: (a) C1; (b) C; (c) N by varying the centres of the measured regions q¯A and q¯B .
All the graphs do not show the whole range of values to make it easier to see the features.
Both C and N are computed numerically from the effective two-qubit density matrix directly
(after substituting appropriate values into it) for comparison with our analytical formulae in
Section 6.3.1. We find that for regions where C1 is negative (black areas in the right graph
of Figure 6.4 (a)), the local concurrences C (plotted in Figure 6.4 (b)) are not zero and are of
the order 10−8 over the whole region (where C1 6= 0). In comparison, the values of the local
negativity N (plotted in Figure 6.4 (c)) in the regions, where C1 < 0, are roughly 10−8 times
smaller than in the regions, where C1 > 0. But note that a(b) = 10−8 in this example so that
the local negativities vary greatly by up to a factor of (ab) from place to place, depending on
the sign of C1. The region sizes are very small and the numerically obtained values of the local
negativity agree with the values given by the closed-form expression (equation 6.20). These
findings are consistent with the earlier analytical analysis.
The corresponding probability-density distribution p(q¯A, q¯B) of the state ρe with p = 0.2
is also shown in Figure 6.5 for comparison. The distribution of probability densities is obtained
from
p(q¯A, q¯B) = 〈q¯A, q¯B|ρe|q¯A, q¯B〉. (6.46)
We see that the entanglement distributions are very different from the probability-density dis-
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Figure 6.5: The distribution of probability densities p(q¯A, q¯B) of the state ρe described in Sec-
tion 6.5.
tribution. Notably, the local entanglements are concentrated along the diagonal q¯A = −q¯B
whereas the probability densities are higher along the other diagonal q¯A = q¯B .
6.6 Extraction of the Local Entanglement.
Methods of extracting the entanglement from a squeezed continuous-variable state into a pair of
two-level system were previously studied in [SKLA02, PSK+04, KC04] Using our mapping to
an effective two-qubit system, we can swap the entanglement in a small region of the continuous
wavefunction to local qubits (i.e. true two-level systems). Remembering that the states φ0 and
φ1 drop to zero outside the region [−a, a] we find that the Pauli operators Xˆ and Yˆ of the
effective qubit can be represented in terms of the canonical position and momentum operators
qˆ and pˆ by (Appendix D)
Xˆ =
√
3
a
qˆ; Yˆ = − 2a√
3~
pˆ. (6.47)
The experiment could be performed as follows: first, localise the continuous degree of freedom
(for example, through a homodyne measurement in the case of an electromagnetic field mode),
then perform a SWAP operation by composing three controlled-X gates [NC00]:
UˆSWAP = exp
[
iπ
4
(σy − 1)(
√
3
a
qˆ − 1)
]
× exp
[
iπ
4
(σx − 1)(− 2a√
3~
pˆ− 1)
]
× exp
[
iπ
4
(σy − 1)(
√
3
a
qˆ − 1)
]
, (6.48)
where (σx, σy) are Pauli operators for a local qubit. Using this procedure one could therefore
extract the full two-level entanglement shown in the dashed curves of Figure 6.1(a) provided
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the swap operation is successful.
6.7 Summary
The literature on entanglement in continuous-variable systems has so far concentrated almost
exclusively on Gaussian states. Such states can be prepared easily in quantum optics, but are
exceptional in other systems (such as solids and molecules). As far as we know this work
provides the first systematic approach to characterising aspects of the entanglement in such
arbitrary non-Gaussian states.
After preliminary measurements to localise the subsystems inside certain portions of con-
figuration space, it is simple to characterise the entanglement in a continuous-variable system.
In the case where the subsystem is localised to very small regions, each mode of the system is
isomorphic to a single qubit. We derive simple expressions for the local concurrence in pure
states and for the negativity in mixed states. Even though, we do not offer analytical expressions
for the local concurrence (except for rank-2 mixed states), a recipe to numerically compute it
for arbitrary two-mode states with ease is provided, and it is found that the local concurrence is
always proportional to the product of region sizes (ab). The local negativity in contrast depends
not only on the “area” (ab) but also on the “shape” (b/a), and can sometimes be proportional to
(ab)2 subject to the parameter C1 in equation 6.23. Provided C1 ≥ 0, we can define the max-
imised negativity, which is always proportional to (ab), and then go on to define the negativity
density, together with the concurrence density. However, the concurrence and negativity are not
extensive, in the sense that the sum of these quantities over all the sub-regions of configuration
space does not yield the full entanglement of the original system.
For Gaussian states, we find a closed-form formula for the local concurrence in terms
of elements of the density matrix of the state and show that in this case it is always equal to
two times the maximised negativity. However, this is not necessarily true for non-Gaussian
states. We show that as region sizes become larger, the local entanglement as quantified by the
von Neumann entropy saturates to the full global entanglement of the Gaussian ground state,
and also shows that by making the region sizes very small, the concurrence density converges
to the value given by equation 6.18. Thermal states are then considered, and this example
shows that the states which are entangled from the global point of view are also entangled by
our local measures, i.e. global entanglement of the initial state vanishes at the same point as
the entanglement remaining in the discarding ensemble after the preliminary measurements to
locate the system in a chosen subspace. However, this interesting behaviour is not a universal
phenomenon. Consequently, the absence of any local entanglement does not guarantee that the
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original state is unentangled.
The strength of our local approach lies on its application to non-Gaussian state, we demon-
strate this by analysing the entanglement of a non-Gaussian state. We map its local-negativity
distribution and show how it varies with the coordinates of the system, in comparison to the
local-entanglement distribution of Gaussian states, which is independent of position coordi-
nates.
One could generalise our results to multimode pure states by making multivariate Taylor
expansions of ρ so our focus in the next chapter will be turned to the local entanglement in
pure states of multidimensional continuous-variable systems. Our experience tells that it is not
straightforward to extend our results to multi-mode mixed states. However, local entanglements
of mixed states of higher-dimensional systems can still be easily computed numerically, pro-
vided the state is exactly known and the negativity (or logarithmic negativity) is the chosen
entanglement measure. It will be interesting to characterise further the relationship between the
local and global views of continuous-variable entanglement; in any case our results open a wide
range of non-Gaussian states to further study.
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Chapter 7
Local Entanglement of Multimode
Continuous-Variable Systems
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, we demonstrated that, by using our local approach (see Section 4.2) to quantify
quantum entanglement, simple formulae exist for the local entanglement of any (mixed) two-
mode continuous-variable states in the limit where the region to which the system is confined
after the preliminary measurement becomes very small (i.e. where the measurement becomes
more and more accurate). Here we will generalise these results to general smooth bipartite pure
states1, and in particular show that correspondingly simple closed-form formulae exist for the
entanglement in the multimode case. Our results therefore enable the local entanglement to
be computed directly and explicitly, without the time-consuming numerical evaluation of the
global entanglement in a high-dimensional system, once the state of the system is known.
We first re-derive the results for two-mode states in Section 7.2 in a way that makes it
easier to generalise to multi-mode states in Section 7.3. Finally in Section 7.4 we show exam-
ples of our approach applied to some systems (semiclassical WKB systems, multi-dimensional
harmonic oscillators, and a hydrogen atom as three examples) in which analytical expressions
for the energy eigenfunctions are easily obtained, before summarising in Section 7.5.
1Our choice of concentrating here only on pure states to demonstrate the power of our local approach for quan-
tifying general (non-Gaussian) multimode continuous variable states may be questionable since entanglement of a
pure state can be fully characterised by the von Neumann entropy no matter whether the given state is Gaussian or
not. This fact is indeed at the heart of our approach. However, the calculation of this entropy for a high-dimensional
system is in general an extremely difficult problem, since it involves computing the logarithm of the reduced den-
sity operator and tracing over all the degrees of freedom. The calculation will almost always have to be performed
numerically, and it is generally intractable.
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7.2 Two-Mode States
The case where only Alice makes a preliminary measurement is fully treated in Section 6.2.1.
Now suppose both parties restrict their measurements: Alice’s particle must lie in region A :=
{qA−a ≤ qA ≤ qA+a}, and Bob’s in region B := {qB− b ≤ qB ≤ qB+ b}. In Section 6.2.2
we attacked this problem by reducing it to an effective two-qubit one, for which exact results
are available. However this approach does not generalise so naturally to the multi-mode case,
so we give here an alternative approach by utilising the fact that the entropy of entanglement Sv
or negativity N can be computed directly via the density matrix. From the previous argument
we know we can compute the entanglement from Alice’s reduced density matrix ρA in the
coordinate representation. Our first task, therefore, is to evaluate this quantity once Bob has
made the measurement of his particle.
We do this by making a further Taylor expansion involving Bob’s variables. We define
ρn1n2n3n4 =
∂n1
∂qAn1
∂n2
∂q′A
n2
∂n3
∂qBn3
∂n4
∂q′B
n4 ρ(qA, qB ; q
′
A, q
′
B)
∣∣∣
qA=q
′
A=qA,qB=q
′
B=qB
. (7.1)
As we will see, to obtain the first nontrivial term in the solution we need all terms to first order
in Alice’s coordinates and to second order in Bob’s:
ρ(qA, qB ; q
′
A, q
′
B) = ρ(q¯A + xA, q¯B + xB; q¯A + x
′
A, q¯B + x
′
B)
= ρ0000 + ρ1000xA + ρ0100x
′
A + ρ0010xB + ρ0001x
′
B
+
1
2
(ρ0020xB
2 + ρ0002x
′
B
2
)
+ρ1100xAx
′
A + ρ1010xAxB + ρ1001xAx
′
B
+ρ0110x
′
AxB + ρ0101x
′
Ax
′
B + ρ0011xBx
′
B
+
1
2
(ρ1020xAxB
2 + 2ρ1011xAxBx
′
B + ρ1002xAx
′
B
2
+ρ0120x
′
AxB
2 + 2ρ0111xA′xBx
′
B + ρ0102x
′
Ax
′
B
2
)
+O(xA2, x′A2, xB3, x′B3). (7.2)
Alice’s reduced density matrix is then found by writing
ρA(xA;x
′
A) =
1
p
∫ b
−b
dxB ρ(xA, xB ;x
′
A, xB)
=
2b
p
[
ρ0000 + xAρ1000 + x
′
Aρ0100
]
+
b3
3
[
ρ0020 + 2ρ0011 + ρ0002
+(ρ1020 + 2ρ1011 + ρ1002)xA + (ρ0120 + 2ρ0111 + ρ0102)x
′
A
]
+O(b5, xA2, x′A2). (7.3)
where p is a normalisation constant. By comparison with equation 6.1 and equating powers
of xA and x′A we can immediately identify the terms which appear in the expression for ǫ (as
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defined in equation 6.7), and therefore determine the entanglement:
ρA00 =
2b
p
[
ρ0000 +
b2
6
(ρ0020 + 2ρ0011 + ρ0002)
]
+O(b5);
ρA10 =
2b
p
[
ρ1000 +
b2
6
(ρ1020 + 2ρ1011 + ρ1002)
]
+O(b5);
ρA01 =
2b
p
[
ρ0100 +
b2
6
(ρ0120 + 2ρ0111 + ρ0102)
]
+O(b5);
ρA11 =
2b
p
[
ρ1100 +
b2
6
(ρ1120 + 2ρ1111 + ρ1102)
]
+O(b5).
(7.4)
The leading order (b2) terms in the numerator of the expression for ǫ cancel—this is the
reason why we need the density matrix to quadratic order in Bob’s coordinates. The cancellation
occurs because Alice and Bob (by hypothesis) share a pure state, and so
ρ(qA, qB; q
′
A, q
′
B) = ψ(qA, qB)ψ
∗(q′A, q
′
B)
⇒ ρn1n2n3n4 =
∂n1
∂qAn1
∂n3
∂qBn3
ψ(qA, qB)
∣∣∣
qA=q¯A,qB=q¯B
∂n2
∂q′A
n2
∂n4
∂q′B
n4 ψ
∗(q′A, q
′
B)
∣∣∣
q′A=q¯A,q
′
B=q¯B
. (7.5)
We can thus re-arrange the indices in a product of two ρn1n2n3n4 terms as
ρabcdρefgh = ρebgdρafch, (7.6)
so in particular
ρ1100ρ0000 = ρ0100ρ1000. (7.7)
Hence the leading term in the numerator of ǫ is of order b4, and the overall expression
becomes
ǫ =
a2b2
18ρ20000
[
ρ1100(ρ0020 + 2ρ0011 + ρ0002) + ρ0000(ρ1120 + 2ρ1111 + ρ1102)
−ρ1000(ρ0120 + 2ρ0111 + ρ0102)− ρ0100(ρ1020 + 2ρ1011 + ρ1002)
]
. (7.8)
Using equation 7.6 we can simplify this to obtain
ǫ
a2b2
=
1
9ρ20000
[ρ1100ρ0011 + ρ0000ρ1111 − ρ1000ρ0111 − ρ0100ρ1011] (7.9)
=
1
18ρ20000
[2ρ1100ρ0011 + 2ρ0000ρ1111 − ρ1000ρ0111
−ρ0100ρ1011 − ρ0010ρ1101 − ρ0001ρ1110]. (7.10)
The first form (7.9) is slightly more compact, while the second form (7.10) makes it clear that
the coordinates of Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems are treated equivalently, as required. The von
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Neumann entropy, and hence the entanglement (since this is still a pure state), is then Sv = h(ǫ)
in equation 3.29 as before.
We know, from the arguments leading to equation 6.12, that the leading correction to this
result is O(a4), and we should expect from the symmetry between Alice’s and Bob’s systems
that it is alsoO(b4). We have explicitly computed the correction and this is indeed the case: the
result is given in Appendix E. The third eigenvalue λ3 measures the extent of the breakdown of
our approach. We note that it is of order a4b4, and therefore does not affect the expression for
ǫ, which is of order a2b2.
7.3 Multimode Systems
7.3.1 General approach
Consider first the case in which only Alice makes preliminary measurements. If Alice’s system
is two-dimensional (not to be mistaken for a qubit) and she localises the particle so−ai ≤ xi ≤
+ai, i ∈ {1, 2}, one can find the eigenvalues of ρA(qA,q′A), where qA = (qA,1, qA,2) and
similarly qB = (qB,1, qB,2), by a straightforward generalisation of the methods in Section 6.2.1.
Once again we find that there are only two non-zero eigenvalues to order a2i :
λ1 =
2∑
i
a2i
3(ρ¯A)2
(
ρ¯A
∂2ρA
∂qA,i∂q
′
A,i
− ∂ρ
A
∂qA,i
∂ρA
∂q′A,i
)
+H.T.
λ2 = 1− λ1 +H.T. (7.11)
where i goes over the two spatial dimensions of Alice’s subsystems, H.T. stands for higher-
order terms2 and both ρ and its derivatives are to be evaluated with both arguments set to the
reference coordinates q¯A = (q¯A,1, q¯A,2) (and similarly q¯B = (q¯B,1, q¯B,2)):
ρ¯A ≡ ρA(q¯A; q¯A). (7.12)
We now argue that this property, of effectively having only two non-zero eigenvalues in
the limit of very small measured regions, holds irrespective of the dimensionality of Alice’s
system, as follows. The entanglement must be invariant under exchange of the axis labels, and
under all transformations of the form ai → −ai. The only possibilities consistent with these
requirements are
λ1 = 1−
∑
i
tia
2
i ; λ2 =
∑
i
tia
2
i ; λ3, λ4 . . . = 0, (7.13)
or
λ1 = 1−
∑
i
tia
2
i ; λ2 = t1a
2
1; λ3 = t2a
2
2, . . . , (7.14)
2Typically different λ’s have different higher-order terms. The notation H.T does not imply that the higher-order
terms concerned are the same.
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where the ti are arbitrary constants. Furthermore the eigenvalues must reduce to the known
forms for one- and two-dimensional systems if all other ai are set to zero. If we keep a1 and a2
non-zero, sending all others to zero, only the first form 7.13 is consistent with equation 7.11.
Therefore, the form of the non-zero eigenvalues must be
λ1 =
∑
i
a2i
3(ρ¯A)2
(
ρ¯A
∂2ρA
∂qA,i∂q
′
A,i
− ∂ρ
A
∂qA,i
∂ρA
∂q′A,i
)
+H.T.
λ2 = 1− λ1 +H.T. (7.15)
λ3 = 0 + H.T.
where i now goes over all the dimensions of Alice’s subsystems.
Define
ρ(i,j;n1n2n3n4) =
∂n1
∂qA,in1
∂n2
∂q′A,i
n2
∂n3
∂qB,jn3
∂n4
∂q′B,j
n4
ρ(qA,q
′
A,qB ,q
′
B)
∣∣∣
qA=q
′
A=q¯A,qB=q
′
B=q¯B
. (7.16)
where i (j) represents one of available dimensions of Alice’s (Bob’s) subsystem. If the state
ρ(qA,q
′
A,qB ,q
′
B) is pure, by following the same reasoning, we can generalise equation (7.6)
to become
ρ(i,j;n1n2n3n4)ρ(i,j;n5n6n7n8) = ρ(i,j;n5n2n7n4)ρ(i,j;n1n6n3n8). (7.17)
From the previous analysis that led to equation 7.4 for a pure two-mode state, we know
we can extend equation 7.15 to a pure multi-dimensional bipartite state ρ(qA,q′A,qB ,q′B) for
the case where both parties make preliminary measurements on their particles by making the
following substitutions:
ρA(i;00) =
∑
j
(∏
j′ 2bj′
p
)[
ρ(ij;0000) +
b2j
6
(ρ(ij;0020) + 2ρ(ij;0011) + ρ(ij;0002))
]
+H.T.;
ρA(i;10) =
∑
j
(∏
j′ 2bj′
p
)[
ρ(ij;1000) +
b2j
6
(ρ(ij;1020) + 2ρ(ij;1011) + ρ(ij;1002))
]
+H.T.;
ρA(i;01) =
∑
j
(∏
j′ 2bj′
p
)[
ρ(ij;0100) +
b2j
6
(ρ(ij;0120) + 2ρ(ij;0111) + ρ(ij;0102))
]
+H.T.;
ρA(i;11) =
∑
j
(∏
j′ 2bj′
p
)[
ρ(ij;1100) +
b2j
6
(ρ(ij;1120) + 2ρ(ij;1111) + ρ(ij;1102))
]
+H.T.;
(7.18)
where j and j′ go over all the dimensions of Bob’s subsystem and p is an appropriate normali-
sation constant.
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Therefore, to the lowest order in a and b, λ1 in equation 7.15 becomes
λ1 =
∑
i,j
a2i b
2
j
18ρ(i,j;0000)2
{
ρ(i,j;1100)[ρ(i,j;0020) + 2ρ(i,j;0011) + ρ(i,j;0002)]
+ρ(i,j;0000)[ρ(i,j;1120) + 2ρ(i,j;1111) + ρ(i,j;1102)]
−ρ(i,j;1000)[ρ(i,j;0120) + 2ρ(i,j;0111) + ρ(i,j;0102)]
−ρ(i,j;0100)[ρ(i,j;1020) + 2ρ(i,j;1011) + ρ(i,j;1002)]
}
.
This can be further simplified by using equation 7.17 to obtain
λ1 =
∑
i,j
a2i b
2
j
9ρ(i,j;0000)2
[ρ(i,j;1100)ρ(i,j;0011) + ρ(i,j;0000)ρ(i,j;1111) − ρ(i,j;1000)ρ(i,j;0111)
−ρ(i,j;0100)ρ(i,j;1011)]. (7.19)
Again the entanglement is completely determined by Sv = h(ǫ), where ǫ = λ1 as before.
7.3.2 Concurrence and negativity for general bipartite multi-mode pure states
In a similar way, we can generalise our previous expressions (Section 6.2.2) for the concurrence
and negativity of the system after the preliminary measurement has been made.
For an Hn1 ⊗ Hn2 (n1 ≤ n2) bipartite system, where n1 and n2 are the Hilbert space
dimension for the two subsystems respectively, the generalised concurrence of a pure quantum
state ψ is defined by [CAF05]
C2(ψ) = 4
∑
m<n
λmλn, (7.20)
where
√
λm (m = 1, . . . , n1) are the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrices ρA and ρB .
Additionally, the trace norm of the partial transposed density matrix with respect to Alice’s
subsystem turns out to be
‖ρTA‖ = (
∑
m
√
λm)
2. (7.21)
From this we can determine the negativity, which is defined in equation 3.34.
As we argued earlier, the reduced density matrix in the discarding ensemble has only two
non-zero eigenvalues (λ1 and λ2) to the lowest order; even though in general the expressions
for negativity and concurrence are different, to order (a2i b2j) they are closely related because
4
∑
1<2
λ1λ2 = 4λ1λ2 + 4λ1λ3 + . . .
∼= 4λ1(1− λ1) ∼= 4λ1 (7.22)
and (
(
∑
m
√
λm)
2 − 1
)2
=
(
2
√
λ1λ2 + 2
√
λ1λ3 + . . .
)2
∼= 4λ1, (7.23)
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where we have used
∑
m λm = 1. Therefore, we have proved that in the limit of small ai and
bj , for any multi-mode bipartite pure state ψ,
C(ψ) = 2N (ψ) = 2√ǫ. (7.24)
Specifically, the squared concurrence is
C2 =
∑
ij
(
2aibj
3|ψ|2
)2 ∣∣∣∣ψ ∂2ψ∂qA,i∂qB,j −
∂ψ
∂qA,i
∂ψ
∂qB,j
∣∣∣∣
2
(7.25)
≡
∑
ij
C2ij,
where i goes over all dimensions of Alice’s subsystem and j of Bob’s subsystem. C2ij is the
squared concurrence associated with the degrees of freedom i and j.3 Note that Cij ∝ aibj ,
consistent with the existence of a well-defined local concurrence density for two-mode systems
(equation 6.18).
Note also that the concurrence is made particularly simple by writing
ψ = e−S , (7.26)
where normalisation can be ensured by adding a constant to S, in which case
C2 =
∑
ij
4a2i b
2
j
9
∣∣∣∣ ∂2S∂qA,i∂qB,j
∣∣∣∣
2
. (7.27)
From this, we see that if S is quadratic in the coordinates (i.e. the state is a Gaussian), the local
entanglement is constant; on the other hand whenever S is a linear function of the coordinates,
the local entanglement is zero.
7.3.3 “No-force no-entanglement” theorem
As long as there is no external force acting on the system, we can always find a solution of the
eigenstate of a quantum system with a potential V in the free-particle form:
ψ ∼ ei
P
i kixi , (7.28)
3One may think that it is natural, in some sense, to have linearly increased entanglement as the other mode of the
entangled state is taken into account, and hence mistake equation 7.25 for implying that concurrence for the multi-
dimensional bipartite systems is the simple addition of entanglement for each dimension of the systems. This is not
correct. Even though it is not surprising that the entanglement increases as further coordinates of the system are
considered. However, the effect is not linear because each of Alice’s coordinates is entangled with all of Bob’s, and
this is exactly why equation 7.25 is written out in terms of the squared concurrence so that each mode contributes
non-linearly to the total concurrence. This non-linear structure of the local concurrence and negativity is also the
main reason why it is difficult to extend our analytical analysis to multi-mode mixed states.
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where {ki} can be real or complex and
∑
i k
2
i /2 = E−V (E is energy), such that the boundary
conditions are also satisfied. Since in this case the terms in the exponential are a linear function
of the coordinates, equation 7.27 tells that there will be no local entanglement. However, if
the Schrödinger equation and the boundary conditions require that the eigenstate to be in a
superposition of linearly independent free-particle wavefunctions, the eigenstate can still be
written in terms of a single exponential but the terms in the exponential will no longer be linear
in coordinates, and the local entanglement is then not necessarily zero.
Consider a simple case, a superposition of the incident and reflected waves in one dimen-
sion:
Ψ = ξ1e
−i(kAqA+kBqB) + ξ2ei(kAqA+kBqB), (7.29)
where ξ1 and ξ2 are some constants. The local concurrence in this case will be
C = 8ξ1ξ2kAkB ab
3(ξ21 + ξ
2
2 + 2ξ1ξ2 cos[2kAqA + 2kBqB])
. (7.30)
Therefore, we conclude that by excluding the effects of the superposition of wavefunctions,
the non-superposed eigenstate for the force-free Schrödinger equation, such that the boundary
conditions are satisfied, can always be written in the form of equation 7.26 with S being a linear
function of coordinates so that there is no local entanglement.
7.3.4 Nodes in the wavefunction
Evidently S in equation 7.26 diverges near nodes of the wavefunction, so that for a fixed ai and
bj the concurrence given by equation 7.27 also diverges (like 1/|ψ|2 as |ψ| → 0). It is important
to realize that this diverging quantity refers to the entanglement in the discarding ensemble (i.e.,
in the sub-ensemble conditional on finding the particles in the chosen measurement region—see
equation 4.19), and that even in this ensemble our expression applies only in the limit of very
small measurement regions. We now show that the discarding entanglement always remains
finite provided we keep within the domain of validity of our approach.
The extent of the domain of validity follows inevitably from our Taylor-series approxima-
tions for the wavefunctions (or density operators—see equation 7.5), which are valid only close
to the chosen reference point (q¯A, q¯B). The requirement that the second term in this expansion
should be small compared with the first is
∂ψ
∂qA,i
∣∣∣∣
q¯A,q¯B
ai ≪ ψ(q¯A, q¯B) ⇒ ai ≪ ψ
∂ψ/∂qA,i
∣∣∣∣
q¯A,q¯B
(7.31)
and similarly for bj; therefore, the domain of validity shrinks to zero near a node in ψ. Equiv-
alently, if this condition is not satisfied it leads to the breakdown of the isomorphism of each
mode to one qubit described in Section 6.2.2.
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One way to understand the behaviour of the entanglement near points where the wavefunc-
tion vanishes is to satisfy equation 7.31 by writing the maximum valid region size as
aMAXi = σ
ψ
∂ψ/∂qA,i
∣∣∣∣
q¯A,q¯B
, (7.32)
where σ ≪ 1 is a small parameter, and similarly for bMAXj . (We assume here that the derivatives
are not also zero near the nodes.) We further define three quantities ki, kj , and kij by
∂2ψ
∂qA,i∂qB,j
∣∣∣∣
q¯A,q¯B
= kijψ(q¯A, q¯B);
∂ψ
∂qA,i
∣∣∣∣
q¯A,q¯B
= kiψ(q¯A, q¯B);
∂ψ
∂qB,j
∣∣∣∣
q¯A,q¯B
= kjψ(q¯A, q¯B), (7.33)
so aMAXi ki = b
MAX
j kj = σ. From equation 7.25, if we choose ai = aMAXi , bj = bMAXj near a
node where the condition kikj ≫ kij is met, the expression for ǫ reduces to
ǫMAX = NANB
σ4
9
, (7.34)
where NA and NB are the number of degrees of freedom in Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems
respectively. Therefore ǫ (and hence also the local concurrence and entanglement) is cut off
near the node at a finite value that depends on the choice of σ.
7.3.5 Transformation of coordinates
We now discuss the behaviour of our expressions for the local entanglement under various
coordinate transformations.
7.3.5.1 Invariance under local transformations
We would expect that the definitions of our local entanglement would remain unchanged if
we made a local redefinition of our coordinate axes (possibly accompanied by changes in the
measurement region). To see that this is the case, consider the following transformation of
Alice’s coordinates:
Qi
Ai
=
∑
j
Oij
qj
aj
(7.35)
where O is an orthogonal matrix (OOT = 1) and the sum goes only over the other coordinates
of Alice’s particle. Ai is to determine the length of the measurement region for new variable
Qi. Note that if aj = Ai = a ∀i, j (i.e. both measurement volumes are hypercubes with the
same dimensions)4 then equation 7.35 reduces to a simple orthogonal transformation of Alice’s
coordinates.
4Equation 7.35 does not assume aj = Ai = a ∀i, j; this condition is only introduced to explain that the
transformations considered are a generalisation of simple orthogonal transformations on the individual coordinates.
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Now
ai
∂
∂qi
=
∑
j
Aj
∂Qj
∂qi
∂
∂Qj
=
∑
j
OijAj
∂
∂Qj
. (7.36)
We then have
∑
i
a2i
∂2ρ
∂qi∂q′i
=
∑
ijk
OijOikAjAk
∂2ρ
∂Qj∂Q′k
=
∑
j
A2j
∂2ρ
∂Qj∂Q′j
(7.37)
and similarly
∑
i
a2i
∂ρ
∂qi
∂ρ
∂q′i
=
∑
i
A2i
∂ρ
∂Qi
∂ρ
∂Q′i
. (7.38)
Therefore, equation 7.15 is invariant under the generalised orthogonal transformation 7.35. It
follows that equation 7.19, and hence the local entanglement, are also invariant under these
local transformations.
7.3.5.2 Non-local transformations
We now consider some transformations which mix Alice’s and Bob’s coordinates—specifically,
those that make the system separable. That is to say we look for a new set of coordinates
Xk =
∑
i
Tikxi (7.39)
such that the wavefunction factors as
ψ =
∏
k
ψk(Xk). (7.40)
Note that the sum over i in equation 7.39 runs over all coordinates of the system (both Alice’s
and Bob’s). In this situation it does not make sense to consider any accompanying change in the
shape or size of the measurement region, which we continue to define in terms of the original
coordinates and to describe by {ai} and {bj}.
Therefore,
∂2ψ
∂xi∂xj
=
∑
kk′
TikTjk′
∂2ψ
∂Xk∂Xk′
(7.41)
=
∑
k
TikTjk
ψ
ψk
∂2ψk
∂X2k
+
∑
k 6=k′
TikTjk′
ψ
ψkψk′
∂ψk
∂Xk
∂ψk′
∂Xk′
and similarly
∂ψ
∂xi
∂ψ
∂xj
=
∑
kk′
TikTjk′
ψ2
ψkψk′
∂ψk
∂Xk
∂ψk′
∂Xk′
. (7.42)
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It follows from equation 7.25 that
ǫ =
∑
ij
(aibj)
2
9
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k
TikTjk
ψ
ψk
[
∂2ψk
∂X2k
− 1
ψk
(
∂ψk
∂Xk
)2]∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (7.43)
where the second term inside the modulus signs comes from the part of equation 7.42 having
k = k′. In terms of the logarithms of the separable wavefunctions Sk = − log[ψk(Xk)]), we
have
ǫ =
∑
ij
(aibj)
2
9
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k
TikTjk
∂2Sk
∂X2k
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (7.44)
One important special case of this result is the transformation to normal coordinates in a
harmonic system: if the potential can be quadratically expanded about an energy minimum, the
transformation to normal coordinates takes the form of equation 7.39 with
Tik =
√
miOik, (7.45)
where O is an orthogonal matrix.
7.3.5.3 Relative coordinates
A closely related example is the transformation to centre-of-mass and relative coordinates.
(Here we assume that the particles live in the same physical space, and hence that the di-
mensions NA and NB are equal.) If Alice’s particle and Bob’s particle have masses mA
and mB respectively, we define ri ≡ qAi − qBi and Ri ≡ (µ/mB)qAi + (µ/mA)qBi where
µ ≡ mAmB/(mA + mB) is the reduced mass and i goes over all dimensions of the system
({x, y, z} in three-dimensional system, for example).
ǫ =
∑
ij
(
aibj
3|ψ|2
)2 ∣∣∣∣−( µmB
∂ψ
∂Ri
+
∂ψ
∂ri
)(
µ
mA
∂ψ
∂Rj
− ∂ψ
∂rj
)
+ψ(
µ
mB
∂
∂Ri
+
∂
∂ri
)(
µ
mA
∂
∂Rj
− ∂
∂rj
)ψ
∣∣∣∣
2
, (7.46)
where i and j run over all the dimensions of the system.
In many cases, including most importantly the case where there is no external potential, the
wave function ψ(R, r) can be decoupled into a centre-of-mass part χ(R) and a relative-motion
part ϕ(r):
ψ(R, r) = χ(R)ϕ(r). (7.47)
If we write
ϕ(r) = e−Sϕ(r), χ(R) = e−Sχ(R) (7.48)
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(with normalisation once again enforced by appropriate additive constants in Sϕ and Sχ) then
the entanglement takes the particularly simple form
ǫ =
∑
ij
a2i b
2
j
9
∣∣∣∣∂2Sϕ(r)∂ri∂rj +
µ2
mAmB
∂2Sχ
∂Ri∂Rj
∣∣∣∣
2
. (7.49)
For example, if χ(R) is a free-particle plane wave χ(R) = eik0R, its contribution to the
entanglement ED is zero; if χ(R) is a Gaussian wave packet with wave number k0 and real-
space width R0:
ψ(R, r) = (
2
πR20
)1/4e−R
2/R2
0eik0Rϕ(r), (7.50)
the expression for ǫ becomes
ǫ =
∑
ij
a2i b
2
j
9
∣∣∣∣∂2Sϕ(r)∂ri∂rj −
2µ2
mAmBR20
δij
∣∣∣∣
2
. (7.51)
7.4 Examples
In this section we apply our method to some easily soluble examples: first to wavefunctions that
(while remaining pure states) are semiclassical in the sense that the potential varies slowly on
the scale of the de Broglie wavelength, so WKB methods are applicable, then to energy eigen-
states of harmonically-interacting particles in arbitrary dimensionality, and finally to bound
states of an electron and proton (i.e. to the hydrogen atom).
7.4.1 The semiclassical case: one-dimensional WKB wavefunctions
Consider two particles moving in one dimension with an interaction potential V (r) that depends
only on the relative coordinate. Neglecting centre-of-mass contributions, the entanglement can
then be calculated from the relative wavefunction ϕ(r) using equation 7.49. If V (r) is a slowly
varying function of r, we can use the WKB method to find ϕ(r).
We consider an interaction with a single potential well (shown schematically in Figure 7.1),
so the system moving in a bound state with energy E has just two classical turning points. For
the classically allowed region with E > V (region 2 of Figure 7.1), the classical momentum at
r is p(r) =
√
2m(E − V (r)) and the corresponding wavefunction of the nth bound state can
be expressed as either one of [Zet01]
ϕWKB2 (r) =
2(−1)nZ√
p(r)
sin
[
1
~
∫ r
r1
p(r′) dr′ +
π
4
]
, r1 < r < r2 (7.52)
=
2Z√
p(r)
sin
[
1
~
∫ r2
r
p(r′) dr′ +
π
4
]
, r1 < r < r2 (7.53)
where Z is a normalisation constant, so that the local concurrence is
C2 =
∣∣∣∣ ab3~2p(r)2
{
2 csc2
[
1
~
∫ r2
r
p(r′)dr′ +
π
4
]
p(r)4 + ~2p(r)
∂2p(r)
∂r2
}
− ~2
(
∂p(r)
∂r
)2
+2~ cot
[
1
~
∫ r2
r
p(r′)dr′ +
π
4
]
p(r)2
∂p(r)
∂r
∣∣∣∣. (7.54)
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Figure 7.1: Diagram of a potential well illustrating the different regions discussed in the text.
The oscillatory structure of the wavefunction, arising from the interference between right- and
left-moving travelling waves, produces nodes at which the entanglement in the discarding en-
semble for fixed a and b diverges (but remains finite provided we remain within the domain of
validity of equation 7.54—see Section 7.3.4).
Note also that the entanglement contribution from the first term in equation 7.54 is non-
zero even where V (r) (and hence p(r)) is constant.
For E < V (region 1 and region 3 of Figure 7.1), we express the wavefunction in terms
of the local momentum on the inverted potential surface p(r) =
√
2m(V (r)− E). The wave-
functions are respectively
ϕWKB1 (r) =
(−1)nA√|p(r)| exp
[
−1
~
∫ r1
r
|p(r′)|dr′
]
, r < r1;
(7.55)
ϕWKB3 (r) =
A√|p(r)| exp
[
−1
~
∫ r
r2
|p(r′)|dr′
]
, r > r2,
(7.56)
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where n is the number of nodes in Region 2. Correspondingly, the concurrences are
C1 =
∣∣∣∣ −ab3~ |p(r)|2
[
2 |p(r)|2 ∂ |p(r)|
∂r
+ ~
(
∂ |p(r)|
∂r
)2
− ~ |p(r)| ∂
2 |p(r)|
∂r2
]∣∣∣∣; (7.57)
C3 =
∣∣∣∣ ab3~ |p(r)|2
[
2 |p(r)|2 ∂ |p(r)|
∂r
− ~
(
∂ |p(r)|
∂r
)2
+ ~ |p(r)| ∂
2 |p(r)|
∂r2
]∣∣∣∣. (7.58)
Note that in this case (by contrast to the behaviour in region 2) if there is no force, p(r) is con-
stant, and hence there is no entanglement. This is a nice example of the “no-force, no entangle-
ment” theorem (Section 7.3.3). Furthermore, the first terms in equation 7.57 and equation 7.58
are simply proportional to the force on the particle (∂ |p(r)| /∂r). Later, we will show another
example which demonstrates this intriguing relationship between the local entanglement and
the force.
It is interesting that the boundaries between these different behaviours of the entanglement
correspond to the classical turning points—the WKB solutions themselves are no longer valid
close to these turning points, and must be joined according to a connection formula derived
from an exact solution to a linearised equation [Zet01].
7.4.2 Multi-dimensional harmonic oscillators
Consider first a system of two one-dimensional harmonic oscillators of masses mA and mB ,
having identical frequencies ω, and coupled by a spring constant K; the Hamiltonian is
Hˆ = HˆA + HˆB +
1
2
K(XˆA − XˆB)2. (7.59)
Transforming to centre-of-mass and relative coordinates, the eigenstates are simply
ψnR,nr(R, r) = ψnR(R)ψnr (r)
=
1√√
π2nR2nrnR!nr!R0r0
e−R
2/2R20
e−r
2/2r2
0HnR(
R
R0
)Hnr(
r
r0
), (7.60)
where nR and nr label the excitations of each coordinate, R0 =
√
~/(Mω), r0 =√
~/(µ
√
ω2 +K/µ), and Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial.
If Alice and Bob each possess an oscillator, the entanglement between their subsystems
given by h(ǫ) can be determined from equation 7.46; for example, for the ground state:
ǫ =
a2b2(mAmBr
2
0 −M2R20)2
9M4r40R
4
0
=
a2b2
9M2~2
(mAmBω −Mµ
√
K
µ
+ ω2)2, (7.61)
where M = mA +mB. Note that the ground state is Gaussian, so ǫ is constant, as expected.
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Figure 7.2: Probability density (left plot), local entanglement ED in the discarding ensemble
(centre plot) and local entanglement END in the nondiscarding ensemble (right plot) for three
pure states of the two-oscillator system: (A) nR = 0, nr = 0; (B) nR = 1, nr = 1; (C) nR = 1,
nr = 3. The characteristic lengths of the problem are r0 = 2 and R0 = 4 in all plots, and all
plots are for a = b = 0.1. The cut-off points for plots of ED and END are determined from
ǫMAX in equation 7.34 with σ = 0.1; specifically, EMAXND = pMAXAB h(ǫMAX), where h is defined
in equation 3.29.
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In Figure 7.2, we plot the probability distributions and entanglement E (in the discarding
ensemble—centre column, and nondiscarding ensemble—right column) for the ground state
and some excited states. Note that the ground state (a) is a Gaussian state so the discarding
entanglement is constant and the left and right plots are proportional to one another; this is no
longer true for the other (non-Gaussian) states, for which there are also nodes in the wavefunc-
tions. We therefore show the entanglement in both ensembles cut off at the maximum value
determined by equation 7.34.
For general multi-dimensional oscillators, the wavefunction becomes a product over the
normal modes Xk of one-dimensional harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. The entanglement
is determined by these normal-mode wavefunctions through equation 7.44. (Note that in the
one-dimensional example considered above, the normal coordinates are the same as the relative
and centre-of-mass coordinates.)
7.4.3 The hydrogen atom
We next consider the entanglement between the electron (‘Alice’s particle’) and the proton
(‘Bob’s particle’) in a hydrogen atom. For simplicity, the sizes of the measured regions are
assumed to be the same for all dimensions {x, y, z}, i.e. ai = a and bi = b. First, consider the
case where there is no centre-of-mass motion. Instead of directly applying equation 7.49, we
transform the coordinates and the equation into to spherical coordinates:
∂
∂rx
= sin θ cosφ
∂
∂r
+
cos θ cosφ
r
∂
∂θ
− csc θ sinφ
r
∂
∂φ
∂
∂ry
= sin θ sinφ
∂
∂r
+
cos θ sinφ
r
∂
∂θ
+
csc θ cosφ
r
∂
∂φ
∂
∂rz
= cos θ
∂
∂r
− sin θ
r
∂
∂θ
. (7.62)
By substituting the most general form of the relative wave function ϕnlm(r, θ, φ) of a hydrogen
atom into equation 7.49 after it has been transformed to spherical coordinates, we have ǫ in
terms of polar derivatives. The full expression is given in Appendix F.
The ground state is
ϕ100(r, θ, φ) = (
1
πa30
)1/2e−r/a0 , (7.63)
where a0 is the Bohr radius. In this case,
ǫ = 2(
ab
3a0r
)2. (7.64)
Interestingly, this expression indicates that the entanglement ED for the ground state of a hy-
drogen atom falls off with distance in exactly the same way as the electrostatic force between
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Figure 7.3: Probability density (left plot), local entanglement ED in the discarding ensemble
(centre plot) and local entanglement END in the nondiscarding ensemble (right plot) for the
relative wavefunction ϕ210(r, θ, φ) of a hydrogen atom. All plots are for a = b = 0.1. The cut-
off points for plots of ED and END are determined from ǫMAX in equation 7.34 with σ = 0.1;
specifically, EMAXND = pMAXAB h(ǫMAX), where h is defined in equation 3.29.
the electron and the nucleus. Again, this is an example of the “no-force, no entanglement” the-
orem, and note the similarity between this example and the previous WKB example. The WKB
approximation is valid in this limit, and it is not surprising then that in both cases, the dominant
terms in the local entanglements are proportional to the force.
If we include a centre-of-mass part to the wave function with a Gaussian form as in equa-
tion 7.50, we obtain
ǫ =
2a2b2
9R40a
2
0(mA +mB)
4r2
(
R40(mA +mB)
4 (7.65)
−4R20a0mAmB(mA +mB)2r + 6a20m2Am2Br2
)
.
The first term is the component noted previously, decaying in the same way as the atom’s
internal electrostatic force; in addition there are two new contributions from the localisation of
the free-particle wave function. Of these the third term corresponds to the spatially constant
entanglement of the gaussian centre-of-mass state.
Excited states of the atom can also be analysed, by substituting the appropriate energy
eigenfunction into the expression for ǫ in Appendix F. The excited states have nodes in the
wavefunction, which have to be treated as discussed earlier. We show the corresponding prob-
ability distribution, and entanglement E (in the discarding and nondiscarding ensembles) in
Figure 7.3.
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7.5 Summary
Our approach allows us to analyse the distribution of entanglement after imperfect local position
measurements in any smooth bipartite pure state. Equations 7.25 and 7.27 are the main results
in this chapter, allowing us to calculate the concurrence in terms of simple derivatives of the
wavefunction. Equation 7.43 allows us to express the entanglement in the same local region
in terms of an arbitrary linear transformation of the coordinates, and equation 7.49 treats the
important case where the motion separates into centre-of-mass and relative coordinates.
The three examples of exactly integrable systems that we have discussed show a number of
common features. First, there is generic behaviour near nodes in the wavefunction. There is an
apparent divergence in the entanglement in the discarding ensemble for a fixed region size, but
this does not mean that large amounts of entanglement can be extracted from the continuous-
variable wavefunction once the system has been localised in this region. Our expressions for
entanglement are always true only in the limit of small region sizes, and their domain of validity
shrinks as we approach a node; the discarding entanglement remains finite so long as we take
care always to remain within this domain. Furthermore, when we measure the locations of the
particles we are unlikely to find them near a node in the wavefunction, so the probability factor
in equation 4.19 further suppresses the nondiscarding entanglement relative to the discarding
entanglement.
As the size of the measurement regions increases, our approach starts to break down be-
cause more than two eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix become important. We have
explicitly computed the extent of this breakdown, giving the lowest-order corrections to our
main results in Appendix E.
As pointed out in Section 7.3.3 and Section 7.3.5.3, free-particle wavefunctions do not
give rise to any local entanglement, but there may be some local entanglement if the state is
in a superposition of linearly independent plain waves. We have shown how our entanglement
expressions are transformed when moving to other coordinates (e.g. centre-of-mass and rela-
tive coordinates); however, it is important to realize that the entanglement we quantify is still
between the original subsystems. The transformation is only done for the convenience of the
calculations.
Our results for the WKB wavefunctions and for the hydrogen atom suggest an intrigu-
ing link between the interaction force and the local entanglement, but the exact details of the
relationship and its generality need to be further explored.
For any bipartite multi-mode pure states, the local concurrence equals twice the corre-
sponding local negativity in the limit of very small sizes, ai and bj , of measurement regions.
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In addititon, each mode of the entangled state contributes non-linearly to the total concurrence,
C2 = ∑ij C2ij . It is therefore not straightforward to extend the previous results for two-mode
mixed states to multi-mode ones. Much more work is required in order to gain significant
insights in this direction.
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Chapter 8
Indistinguishable Particles
8.1 Introduction
So far we have ignored the problem of indistinguishability. In quantum systems, particles are
usually indistinguishable (for example, photons) and in many situations, the effects of their
quantum statistics will be too significant to be neglected. It is therefore important to extend
our analysis to take this into account. and we will apply our approach in this chapter to study
the local entanglement of identical particles. We will show that once the identical particles are
localised, the localised particles effectively behave as distinguishable particles, and the local
entanglement between them can then be analysed as before.
Our local approach described in Chapter 4 involves Alice and Bob each making prelimi-
nary measurements on their own interacting particles to localise the particles within region A
and region B respectively but the Hilbert space of each particle need not be the same, that is,
particles can be separately localised in different spatial dimensions. However, identical parti-
cles, by definition, cannot have distinct state spaces so now their spatial dimensions must be the
same and region A and region B have to be part of the same Hilbert space. This is an impor-
tant distinction from our previous formulation worth bearing in mind throughout the rest of the
analysis.
8.2 The Density Operator in the Discarding Ensemble ρD
Let Alice and Bob share a state of two identical particles moving in one-dimension. To ex-
tend our analysis to systems of indistinguishable particles, we first need to modify the previous
definition of the discarding ensemble. Alice makes a preliminary measurement on a region of
configuration space around q¯A to determine whether she can find any particle, and similarly
Bob makes a measurement to see whether he can find any particle in the region around q¯B.
This process only grants them knowledge of the number of particles in their possession after
measurements but nothing more. Any entanglement between Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems
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must come from the interaction or quantum statistics of the particles. For a given density of
particles, the probability of finding more than one in a chosen region can always be made neg-
ligibly small by choosing smaller regions so it is reasonable to consider only the entanglement
between Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems after each successfully finds exactly one particle in their
chosen non-overlapping regions. We therefore define the appropriate discarding ensemble to
consider in the case of indistinguishable particles to be the resulting subensemble after all the
other instances are discarded.
The projector corresponding to Alice’s measurement of finding exactly one particle (coor-
dinate q) in a chosen region A around q¯A with width 2a of configuration space is
EˆA = θA(q1)[1− θA(q2)] + θA(q2)[1 − θA(q1)], (8.1)
where
θA(q) =

 1 if q¯A − a < q < q¯A + a0 otherwise . (8.2)
The first part in equation (8.1) represents that Alice successfully finds only Particle 1 (coordinate
q1) in the measured region A whereas the second part represents that Particle 2 (coordinate q2)
is found; either one can be the outcome but she is unable to tell the identity of the found particle.
Similarly, the projector corresponding to Bob’s measurement of finding exactly one particle in
a chosen region B around q¯B with width 2b of configuration space is
EˆB = θB(q1)[1 − θB(q2)] + θB(q2)[1− θB(q1)]. (8.3)
It is essential that Alice’s measured region A is mutually exclusive to Bob’s B, otherwise
it becomes meaningless to talk about the entanglement between both parties’ subsystems. The
density matrix in the discarding ensemble is therefore
ρD =
EˆAEˆBρEˆBEˆA
p
=
1
p
[θA(q1)θB(q2) + θB(q1)θA(q2)] ρ [θA(q
′
1)θB(q
′
2) + θB(q
′
1)θA(q
′
2)] (8.4)
=⇒ ρD(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) =
1
p
ρ(q1 ∈ A, q2 ∈ B; q′1 ∈ A, q′2 ∈ B)
+
1
p
ρ(q1 ∈ A, q2 ∈ B; q′1 ∈ B, q′2 ∈ A)
+
1
p
ρ(q1 ∈ B, q2 ∈ A; q′1 ∈ A, q′2 ∈ B)
+
1
p
ρ(q1 ∈ B, q2 ∈ A; q′1 ∈ B, q′2 ∈ A), (8.5)
where p is the probability for Alice to find exactly one particle inA and Bob to find exactly one
particle in B. Now we need to consider quantum statistics of identical particles before we can
go on to deduce the final form of ρD.
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8.3 Effects of Quantum Particle Statistics
Quantum particle statistics between an indistinguishable particle and another indistinguishable
particle in another “remote” location does not give rise to any measurable consequences with
respect to local measurements, and hence there is no usable entanglement unless the particles
are also interacting in some other way [Per95]. The “remoteness” depends on the quantum mea-
surement concerned, and generally speaking is determined by the length scale of the measuring
equipment for that particular measurement. In this context, because the measured regionsA and
B are mutually exclusive, the localised states resulting from both Alice’s and Bob’s preliminary
measurements are “remote” with respect to each other.
However, it is worth noting that if localised indistinguishable particles’ wave functions are
allowed to overlap spatially, it is no longer necessary to have an interaction in order to pro-
duce entanglement. For example, two non-interacting electrons with an inter-electron distance
roughly below the inverse Fermi momentum in a Fermi sea are entangled in the spin degrees of
freedom simply due to the effects of the Pauli exclusion principle [Ved03, Git05].
Since there should be no spatial overlap between Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems in the
discarding ensemble, it is essential to ensure that our treatment does not make it possible for
these “non-interacting” correlations to give rise to any usable entanglement.
The symmetrisation postulate stipulates that the state of quantum systems containing N
identical particles are either totally symmetric or totally antisymmetric under the interchange of
any pairs of particles and that states with mixed symmetry do not exist:
ψ(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξi, . . . , ξj , . . . , ξN ) = ±ψ(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξj , . . . , ξi, . . . , ξN ). (8.6)
Furthermore, particles with integral spins (bosons) have symmetric states whereas particles with
half-odd-integer spins (fermions) have antisymmetric states so that the plus sign is for bosons
and the minus sign for fermions in equation 8.6. To satisfy the symmetrisation postulate, we
write the overall density matrix ρ(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) as
ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2) =
1
2
[̺(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2)± ̺(q2, q1; q′1, q′2)
+̺(q2, q1; q
′
2, q
′
1)± ̺(q1, q2; q′2, q′1)], (8.7)
where ̺ is an auxiliary asymmetric density matrix. Any local measurement that Alice (Bob)
can carry out on her (his) unidentified particle in the discarding ensemble is represented by an
arbitrary one-particle operator Aˆ (Bˆ):
Aˆ(1, 2) = aˆ(1) + aˆ(2) = aˆ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ aˆ; (8.8)
Bˆ(1, 2) = bˆ(1) + bˆ(2) = bˆ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ bˆ (8.9)
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such that
aˆ(1)θB(q1) = 0; (8.10)
aˆ(2)θB(q2) = 0; (8.11)
bˆ(1)θA(q1) = 0; (8.12)
bˆ(2)θA(q2) = 0, (8.13)
where aˆ(1) and bˆ(1) are for Particle 1 whereas aˆ(2) and bˆ(2) are for Particle 2.
The expectation value of Alice’s and Bob’s local operations on their respective subsystems
is therefore
Tr[AˆBˆρD] = Tr
[
aˆ(1)bˆ(2)
θA(q1)θB(q2)ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2)θA(q
′
1)θB(q
′
2)
p
+ aˆ(2)bˆ(1)
θB(q1)θA(q2)ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2)θB(q
′
1)θA(q
′
2)
p
]
= 2Tr
[
aˆ(1)bˆ(2)θA(q1)θB(q2)
ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2)
p
θA(q
′
1)θB(q
′
2)
]
. (8.14)
By substituting equation (8.7) into this, we obtain
Tr[AˆBˆρD] =
1
p
Tr
[
aˆ(1)bˆ(2)θA(q1)θB(q2){̺(q1, q2; q′1, q′2)± ̺(q2, q1; q′1, q′2)
+̺(q2, q1; q
′
2, q
′
1)± ̺(q1, q2; q′2, q′1)}θA(q′1)θB(q′2)
]
. (8.15)
Note that we can start from any asymmetric density matrix ̺(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) to con-
struct a (anti)symmetrised one ρ(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) so we can always choose a ̺(q1, q2; q′1, q′2)
such that it is nonzero only when q1 ∈ A, q2 ∈ B, q′1 ∈ A and q′2 ∈ B. For example,
suppose the particles are fermions, and hence the overall density matrix ρ(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) =
Ψ(q1, q2)Ψ
∗(q′1, q
′
2) is antisymmetric. It follows that ̺(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) = Φ(q1, q2)Φ∗(q′1, q′2) if
Ψ(q1, q2) = [Φ(q1, q2)−Φ(q2, q1)]/
√
2. By choosing the asymmetric wave function Φ(q1, q2)
to be
Φ(q1, q2) =
Ψ(q1, q2) + S(q1, q2)
2
(8.16)
where S(q1, q2) is an arbitrary symmetric function such that
S(q1, q2)

 = Ψ(q1, q2) if q1 ∈ A, q2 ∈ B= −Ψ(q1, q2) if q1 ∈ B, q2 ∈ A , (8.17)
we have the desired ̺(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) that is perfectly valid without any additional assumption
or restriction (apart from the symmetrisation postulate) on the form of the joint wave function
Ψ(q1, q2).
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It now becomes clear that we can write equation (8.15) as
Tr[AˆBˆρD] =
1
p
Tr[aˆ(1)bˆ(2)θA(q1)θB(q2)̺(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2)θA(q
′
1)θB(q
′
2)] (8.18)
without losing generality in ρ(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) so that in the discarding ensemble the expectation
value of both Alice’s observable Aˆ and Bob’s observable Bˆ is not affected by the fact that the
joint state of the two indistinguishable particles is (anti)symmetrised. It is now clear that once
localised, the density matrix in the discarding ensemble ρD can be written as
ρD =
1
p
ρ(q1 ∈ A, q2 ∈ B; q′1 ∈ A, q′2 ∈ B)
= ρD(qA, qB; q′A, q
′
B). (8.19)
8.4 Local Entanglement in the Discarding Ensemble ED
We have seen that despite the indistinguishability of particles, the localising measurements
make both Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems in the discarding ensemble behave exactly as distin-
guishable particles so that starting from ρD(qA, qB; q′A, q′B), our previous method, described in
Chapter 6, to quantify local entanglement in a system of two distinguishable interacting parti-
cles is again applicable here.
8.5 Generalisation to Many-Particle Systems
Now consider the system to have many identical particles, and Alice and Bob each try to localise
one particle in mutually exclusive regions so that we are only interested in the entanglement
between the localised particles. Again, the discarding ensemble will only consist of cases
where each party finds exactly one identical particle in his/her chosen region, and all the other
cases will be discarded. Therefore, we can start from the two-particle reduced density matrix
ρ(2) instead of the full one ρ(N):
ρ(2)(r1, r2; r
′
1, r
′
2) =
N(N − 1)
2
∫
d2r3 . . . d
2rN ρ
(N)(r1, r2, . . . , rN ; r
′
1, r
′
2, . . . , rN ).
(8.20)
Then, replace ρ(q1, q2; q′1, q′2) in equation 8.5, equation 8.7 and equation 8.14 by ρ(2)(r1, r2; r′1, r′2),
the rest of the argument proceeds exactly the same as the N = 2 case. Note that the sym-
metry properties of the two-particle reduced density matrix ρ(2) are the same as those of
ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2) in the N = 2 case, even though their traces will be different.
8.6 Summary
In contrast to the case of distinguishable particles, the Hilbert space of each identical particle
must be the same and entanglement between particles can arise from quantum particle statistics.
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By considering the discarding ensemble, where only the cases of Alice and Bob each localising
exactly one particle in non-overlapping regions are kept and all the others are thrown away,
we can overcome these problems and quantify the usable entanglement between the localised
particles. The localisation process effectively makes the localised identical particles “distin-
guishable” so once localised, the quantification of the entanglement between two localised par-
ticles, possibly in a many-particle system, are easily done by following the methods described
for the case of distinguishable particles. Consequently, our local approach is equally applicable
to systems of either identical or distinguishable particles.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
Quantum entanglement is not just a profound feature of quantum mechanics but it is also a valu-
able physical resource with massive potential for technological applications, such as quantum
computation. However, our understanding of entanglement is still far from complete despite
current intense research activities. Like other physical resources, for example, energy, the first
step towards exploiting them fully is to know how to quantify correctly. It is therefore not sur-
prising that there has been growing interest in the quantification of entanglement in quantum
systems.
There are many reasons to focus on the entanglement of continuous-variable states since
the underlying degrees of freedom of physical systems carrying quantum information are fre-
quently continuous, rather than discrete. Much of the effort has been concentrated on Gaussian
states, because these are common (especially in quantum optics) as the ground or thermal states
of optical modes. Within this framework, many interesting topics have been studied and some
significant progress made. However one should remember that non-Gaussian states are also ex-
tremely important; this is especially so in condensed-phase systems, where harmonic behaviour
in any degree of freedom is likely to be only an approximation. So far, there is little knowledge
about how to quantify entanglement in these non-Gaussian states.
This thesis aims to contribute to the active field of research in quantum entanglement by
opening up a new direction to study the entanglement of general states, especially continuous-
variable, and shows particularly that this leads to the first systematic quantification of the (local)
entanglement in arbitrary non-Gaussian states.
The local entanglements, the entanglement in the discarding ensemble ED and the (useful)
entanglement in the nondiscarding ensemble END, are simply related (equation 4.19) so the
attention is concentrated on ED. For any convex entanglement measure with an operational
definition, the entanglement in the nondiscarding ensemble is simply E¯D, the average of the
entanglement in the discarding ensemble over all possible partitions. E¯D can never exceed the
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original full entanglement of the system.
We first apply our local approach, whose formalism is described in Chapter 4, to the study
of quantum entanglement in the discrete-variable systems by using a simple spin system, where
Alice and Bob share two pairs of spin-1/2 particles, as an example. Both pure and mixed
states are analysed, and the results of our local approach in this case are examples of quantum
distillation and concentration.
An interesting question “where in continuous configuration space is the entanglement lo-
cated?” is tackled by applying our local approach to investigate the location dependence of
the ground-state entanglement between a pair of coupled harmonic oscillators, one oscillator
to each of the two communicating parties Alice and Bob. By studying the variations of the
entanglement properties with the size of the preliminary measurement region, we argue that the
shared entanglement remaining to Alice and Bob (the local entanglement ED) provides a natu-
ral measure of where in configuration space the entanglement is originally located. The local
entanglement saturates to the full (global) entanglement as the measured regions become large,
and tends to zero as the regions become small. For a fixed region size, the configuration-space
location can be varied in order to give a variable-resolution map of the entanglement distribu-
tion. It is shown that the distribution of the entanglement is qualitatively different from the
classical correlations between the oscillators, being considerably more extended in configura-
tion space than the joint probability and becoming more and more diffuse as the size of the
regions decreases.
In the limiting cases where the sizes of the preliminary measurement regions are extremely
small, our local approach provides a straightforward scheme that results in simple expressions
for quantification of the local entanglements in general continuous-variable states. Many in-
teresting systems can therefore be investigated and aspects of quantum entanglement charac-
terised. We have thoroughly studied general smooth (including non-Gaussian) bipartite two-
mode (mixed) continuous-variable states and multi-mode pure continuous-variable states. Sur-
prisingly, in this limit the description of each mode of a continuous-variable state becomes
isomorphic to a single qubit.
Our local approach is particularly simple to implement for pure states, since in this case
the state in the discarding ensemble is also a pure state, and hence its entanglement can be
simply characterised by the entropy of the reduced density matrices. For pure bipartite states,
the expressions for the entropy of entanglement and concurrence are explicitly derived, and the
local concurrence is simply twice the local negativity.
For two-mode mixed states, a recipe for numerically computing the local concurrence is
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given, and in addition we show that the exact expression for the concurrence can be analytically
derived for Gaussian states. We do not succeed in obtaining a closed-form expression for the
concurrence of general two-mode states (apart from pure states and rank-2 mixed states); how-
ever, the difficulty can be bypassed by using the negativity (or the logarithmic negativity) as the
measure of entanglement instead. The local negativity of any two-mode continuous-variable
states can be directly computed from equation 6.20; based on the sign of C1, the negativity can
be either proportional to (ab)2 or depends on the “area” (ab) and also on the “shape” (b/a). In
comparison, the concurrence is always proportional to (ab). Provided C1 ≥ 0, we can define
the maximised negativity, which is also always proportional to (ab). This naturally leads to the
definitions of the concurrence density and the negativity density. The two local-entanglement
densities are plotted as a function of temperature for thermal states of two harmonic oscillators
with different coupling strengths to show that for this set of states, those which are entangled
from the global point of view are also entangled by our local measures. This is a very interesting
feature, which unfortunately is not true in general.
Even though quantum entanglement of a pure state can be fully characterised via the von
Neumann entropy, the calculation of this entropy for a high-dimensional system is generally
very difficult and will almost always have to be performed numerically. Our results (equa-
tions 7.25 and 7.27) enable the local entanglement to be computed directly and explicitly, with-
out the time-consuming numerical evaluation of the global entanglement in a high-dimensional
system, once the state of the system is known. As the size of the measurement regions increases,
this approach will start to break down; the lowest-order corrections to our main results are given
in Appendix E.
Equation 7.43 allows us to express the entanglement in the same local region in terms of
an arbitrary linear transformation of the coordinates, and equation 7.49 treats the important case
where the motion separates into centre-of-mass and relative coordinates. The transformation of
the entanglement expressions to other coordinates can be done for the convenience of the cal-
culations; however, it is important to note that the local entanglement quantified is still between
the original subsystems.
The “no-force, no-entanglement“ theorem in Section 7.3.3 states that by excluding the
effects of the superposition of wavefunctions, the non-superposed eigenstate for the force-free
Schrödinger equation, such that the boundary conditions are satisfied, can always be written
in the form of equation 7.26 with S being a linear function of coordinates so that there is no
local entanglement. Consequently, a free-particle wavefunction does not give rise to any local
entanglement.
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Three examples of pure continuous-variable states are studied: semiclassical WKB sys-
tems, multi-dimensional harmonic oscillators, and a hydrogen atom. We find that generic be-
haviour occurs near nodes in the wavefunction. There is an apparent divergence in the entan-
glement in the discarding ensemble ED for a fixed region size, but this does not imply that large
amounts of entanglement can be extracted once the system has been localised in this region.
Our expressions for the local entanglement are always true only in the limit of small region
sizes, and their domain of validity shrinks as we approach a node; the entanglement in the dis-
carding ensemble ED remains finite within this domain of validity. In addition, the particles are
unlikely to be found near a node in the wavefunction, so the probability factor in equation 4.19
further suppresses the entanglement in the nondiscarding ensemble END relative to ED. The re-
sults for the WKB wavefunctions and for the hydrogen atom suggest an intriguing link between
the interaction force and the local entanglement, but the exact details of the relationship and its
generality need to be further explored.
Quantum particle statistics between an indistinguishable particle and another remote in-
distinguishable particle does not give rise to any measurable consequences with respect to lo-
cal measurements so there is no usable entanglement unless the particles are also interacting
in some other way. In the case of two interacting indistinguishable particles, by consider-
ing the case where Alice and Bob each successfully finds exactly one particle in their chosen
non-overlapping measurement regions and defining the discarding ensemble to be the resulting
subensemble after all the other possible measurement outcomes are discarded, we show that
once the particles are localised, the entanglement in the discarding ensemble can then be quan-
tified in the same way as for distinguishable particles. It is also possible to extend our local
approach to a system of many indistinguishable particles, provided that we only consider the
entanglement after the particles are localised and reside in non-overlapping regions.
Our local approach to quantum entanglement suffers from the disadvantage that there is no
sum rule on the entanglements in the discarding ensemble: the sum of the entanglements from
all the sub-regions defined by a given decomposition of configuration space does not yield the
full entanglement of the system. Instead, the entanglements from the sub-regions satisfy the
inequality in equation 4.25. Further studies will therefore be needed in order to understand in
more detail the relationship between the local entanglement and the global entanglement.
It is not straightforward to extend our results analytically to multi-mode mixed-states, not
least because the difficulty to derive the closed expression for two-mode mixed states. Despite
this failure, our approach should open up a new direction to investigate aspects of quantum en-
tanglement in general bipartite continuous-variable states, especially non-Gaussian ones. Local
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entanglement of systems with smooth wavefunctions are fully characterised by our expressions,
provided the wavefunction of the system is known. In any case our approach provides a scheme
that permits much simpler numerical computation for quantifying entanglement of mixed states
via the (logarithmic) negativity than is generally possible from directly computing the full en-
tanglement of the system. We hope our local approach to quantum entanglement will be adopted
and explored further by the research community, and hence contribute to the important field of
quantum entanglement and its applications.
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Appendix A
Entanglement of Formation of a Two-Mode
Gaussian Ground State
In the case of only two harmonic oscillators (N = 2), the V matrix for the ground state is
simply [AEPW02]
V =

 1 + 2α −2α
−2α 1 + 2α

 (A.1)
so that
V
1
2 =
1
2mω

 1 +√1 + 4α 1−√1 + 4α
1−√1 + 4α 1 +√1 + 4α

 (A.2)
and
V−
1
2 =
mω
2

 1 + 1√1+4α 1− 1√1+4α
1− 1√
1+4α
1 + 1√
1+4α

 . (A.3)
The covariance matrix of a thermal state with some temperature, T > 0, is
γ(β) =
1
2
(
γx(β)
mω
⊕mωγp(β)
)
, (A.4)
where β = 1/T and
γx(β) = V−1/2
{
12 + 2
(
eV
1/2
β − 12
)−1}
γp(β) = V1/2
{
12 + 2
(
eV
1/2
β − 12
)−1}
. (A.5)
We then have
γ(β) (A.6)
=
1
2


1
mω
[
coth(βω12 ) +
1√
1+4α
coth(βω22 )
]
1
mω
[
coth(βω12 )− 1√1+4α coth(
βω2
2 )
]
1
mω
[
coth(βω12 )− 1√1+4α coth(
βω2
2 )
]
1
mω
[
coth(βω12 ) +
1√
1+4α
coth(βω22 )
]
0 0
0 0
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0 0
0 0
mω
[
coth(βω12 ) +
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )
]
mω
[
coth(βω12 )−
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )
]
mω
[
coth(βω12 )−
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )
]
mω
[
coth(βω12 ) +
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )
]


,
where ωj = ω
√
ηj, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, and ηj are the eigenvalues of V. It follows from equation 5.4
that
L = 1
4
mω

 tanh(βω12 ) +√1 + 4α tanh(βω22 ) tanh(βω12 )−√1 + 4α tanh(βω22 )
tanh(βω12 )−
√
1 + 4α tanh(βω22 ) tanh(
βω1
2 ) +
√
1 + 4α tanh(βω22 )


(A.7)
and
M = 1
4
mω

 coth(βω12 ) +√1 + 4α coth(βω22 )− tanh(βω12 )−√1 + 4α tanh(βω22 )
coth(βω12 )−
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )− tanh(βω12 ) +
√
1 + 4α tanh(βω22 )
coth(βω12 )−
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )− tanh(βω12 ) +
√
1 + 4α tanh(βω22 )
coth(βω12 ) +
√
1 + 4α coth(βω22 )− tanh(βω12 )−
√
1 + 4α tanh(βω22 )

 . (A.8)
For the pure state, T = 0 so β → ∞. With tanh(∞) = 1 and coth(∞) = 1, the M matrix
becomes zero and the L matrix is therefore written as in equation 5.6.
From Section 5.2, the density matrix of this two-oscillator system can be expressed as
ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2) =
2
π
(detL)1/2exp
[
− (q1L11q1 + q1L12q2 + q2L21q1 + q2L22q2)
−(q′1L11q′1 + q′1L11q′2 + q′2L11q′1 + q′2L11q′2)
−1
2
(q1 − q′1)M11(q1 − q′1)−
1
2
(q1 − q′1)M12(q2 − q′2)
−1
2
(q2 − q′2)M21(q1 − q′1)−
1
2
(q2 − q′2)M22(q2 − q′2)
]
, (A.9)
normalised to unity. Since only the pure-state entanglement can be quantified by the von Neu-
mann entropy, we will ignore the M matrix (M = 0) from now on but note that the non-zero M
matrix is used to produce Figure 6.2. The one-particle reduced density matrix can be computed
easily; as an example, for Particle 1:
ρ1(q1; q
′
1) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq2 ρ(q1, q2; q
′
1, q2)
=
√
2υ1 − 2υ2
π
exp[−υ1(q21 + q′21 ) + 2υ2q1q′1], (A.10)
also normalised to unity and where
υ1 = L11 − (L12 + L21)
2
8L22
(A.11)
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and
υ2 =
(L12 + L21)
2
8L22
. (A.12)
In deriving equation A.10, we have used the technique of “completing the square” (with respect
to q2) so the first-line integration obtains the form of the error function, such that terms involving
q2 in the exponential are absorbed into the normalisation constant after integration. This is
possible because the error function is defined by
erf[x] =
2√
π
∫ x
0
e−u
2
du, (A.13)
and erf[∞] = 1.
We can diagonalise the one-particle reduced density matrix by utilising Mehler’s Hermite
polynomial formula,
∞∑
n=0
Hn(x)Hn(y)
n!
(
w
2
)nexp
[
− 1
2
(x2 + y2)
]
= exp
[2xyw − (x2 + y2)w2
1− w2 −
1
2
(x2 + y2)
]
(1− w2)− 12 (A.14)
∝ exp
[
− υ1(q2 + q′2) + 2υ2qq′
]
where Hn(x) is a Hermite polynomial. This is done by introducing a new parameter s so that
q1 = xs and q′1 = ys. Also
υ1s
2 =
w2
1− w2 +
1
2
(A.15)
and
υ2s
2 =
w
1− w2 . (A.16)
By solving for w (0 ≤ w ≤ 1):
w =
(υ1 −
√
υ21 − υ22)
υ2
(A.17)
as well as remembering that for diagonalisation we require
ρ1(q1; q
′
1) =
∑
n
λnφn(q)φ
∗
n(q
′) (A.18)
with ∫
|φn(q)|2 dq = 1 (A.19)
such that ∑
n
λn = 1, (A.20)
we thus obtain
φn(q)φ
∗
n(q
′) =
1
2n
√
πn!s
exp
[
− (q
2 + q′2)
2s2
]
Hn(
q
s
)Hn(
q′
s
) (A.21)
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and the n-th eigenvalue is
λn =
√
2υ1 − 2υ2wn(1− w2)1/2s. (A.22)
Note that
s
√
2υ1 − 2υ2 =
√
1− w
1 + w
(A.23)
from equation A.15 and equation A.16.
The ground state is a pure state so we can directly quantify the ground-state entanglement
between the two oscillators by the von Neumann entropy Sv. By substituting equation A.22
into equation 2.31, we obtain:
Sv(ρ1) = −log2(1− w)−
w log2 w
(1− w) . (A.24)
This expression is actually true for a harmonic ring consisting of any number of harmonic os-
cillators, provided that we only consider the ground-state entanglement between one oscillator
and the rest in the system 1.
Quantifying Entanglement between a Harmonic Oscillator and
other (N − 1) Oscillators
We can extend the previous argument to consider entanglement between a harmonic oscillator
and the other N − 1 harmonic oscillators in a harmonic ring. As before, we need to find the
one-particle reduced density matrix. This can be done by applying the technique of completing
the square to terms in the exponential of the full density matrix with respect to the other (N −
1) coordinates {q2,q3,. . . ,qN} all at once. That is, starting from equation 5.3, we have the
following equation:
N∑
j≥2
[(q1 + q
′
1)L1jqj + qjLj1(q1 + q
′
1)] +
N∑
j,k≥2
2qjLjkqk
=
N∑
j,k≥2
2(qj +Qj)Ljk(qk +Qk)− Ω(q1 + q′1)2. (A.25)
The vector Q is found to be
Q =


Q2
.
.
.
QN

 = 14L−1N−1(q1 + q′1)Λ (A.26)
1Alternatively, the von Neumann entropy can be evaluated for any Gaussian state of any number of modes by
computing the symplectic eigenvalues.
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where LN−1 is the appropriate part of the L matrix with (N − 1) × (N − 1) elements (i.e.
excluding the first row and the first column) and
Λ =


L12 + L21
L13 + L31
.
.
.
L1N + LN1


. (A.27)
The last term in equation A.25 must satisfy
Ω(q1 + q
′
1)
2 = 2
∑
j,k≥2
QjLjkQk (A.28)
so that
Ω =
1
8
ΛTL−1N−1Λ. (A.29)
Similar to equation A.10, the υ1 and υ2 in the one-particle reduced density matrix of a N -
oscillator system are then found to be
υ1 = L11 −Ω (A.30)
and
υ2 = Ω. (A.31)
By following the previous argument in the N = 2 case, w in equation A.14 and the correspond-
ing von Neumann entropy, as given in equation A.24, can thus be computed.
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Local Concurrence of Rank-2 Mixed States
For rank-2 mixed states, there are only two non-zero eigenvalues of ρρ˜ to order (ab)2. They are
µ4 =
(ab)2
9ρ00004
(
− ρ0111ρ1000(ρ0000)2 + ρ0110ρ1001(ρ0000)2 + ρ0101ρ1010(ρ0000)2 −
ρ0100ρ1011(ρ0000)
2 + ρ0011ρ1100(ρ0000)
2 − ρ0010ρ1101(ρ0000)2 −
ρ0001ρ1110(ρ0000)
2 + ρ1111(ρ0000)
3 +
√
2
∣∣∣∣(ρ00004(2ρ0011ρ0110ρ1001ρ1100 −
2ρ0010ρ0111ρ1001ρ1100 + ρ0001ρ0111ρ1010ρ1100 − 2ρ0001ρ0110ρ1011ρ1100 −
2ρ0011ρ0110ρ1000ρ1101 + 2ρ0010ρ0111ρ1000ρ1101 + ρ0001ρ0110ρ1010ρ1101 −
ρ0001ρ0111ρ1000ρ1110 − ρ0001ρ0010ρ1101ρ1110 + ρ0001ρ0110ρ1000ρ1111 +
ρ0001ρ0010ρ1100ρ1111 + ρ0100(ρ0111ρ1001ρ1010 − ρ0111ρ1000ρ1011 +
ρ0011ρ1010ρ1101 − ρ0010ρ1011ρ1101 − 2ρ0011ρ1001ρ1110 + 2ρ0001ρ1011ρ1110 +
ρ0011ρ1000ρ1111 + ρ0010ρ1001ρ1111 − 2ρ0001ρ1010ρ1111) + ρ0111ρ1011ρ1100ρ0000 −
2ρ0111ρ1010ρ1101ρ0000 + ρ0110ρ1011ρ1101ρ0000 + ρ0111ρ1001ρ1110ρ0000 +
ρ0011ρ1101ρ1110ρ0000 − ρ0110ρ1001ρ1111ρ0000 − ρ0011ρ1100ρ1111ρ0000 +
ρ0101(−ρ0110ρ1001ρ1010 + ρ0110ρ1000ρ1011 − ρ0011ρ1010ρ1100 + ρ0010ρ1011ρ1100 +
ρ0011ρ1000ρ1110 + ρ0010ρ1001ρ1110 − 2ρ0010ρ1000ρ1111 −
2ρ1011ρ1110ρ0000 + 2ρ1010ρ1111ρ0000))
)1/2∣∣∣∣
)
(B.1)
and
µ3 = − (ab)
2
9ρ00004
(
ρ0111ρ1000(ρ0000)
2 − ρ0110ρ1001(ρ0000)2 − ρ0101ρ1010(ρ0000)2 +
ρ0100ρ1011(ρ0000)
2 − ρ0011ρ1100(ρ0000)2 + ρ0010ρ1101(ρ0000)2 +
ρ0001ρ1110(ρ0000)
2 − ρ1111(ρ0000)3 +
√
2
∣∣∣∣(ρ00004(2ρ0011ρ0110ρ1001ρ1100 −
2ρ0010ρ0111ρ1001ρ1100 + ρ0001ρ0111ρ1010ρ1100 − 2ρ0001ρ0110ρ1011ρ1100 −
2ρ0011ρ0110ρ1000ρ1101 + 2ρ0010ρ0111ρ1000ρ1101 + ρ0001ρ0110ρ1010ρ1101 −
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ρ0001ρ0111ρ1000ρ1110 − ρ0001ρ0010ρ1101ρ1110 + ρ0001ρ0110ρ1000ρ1111 +
ρ0001ρ0010ρ1100ρ1111 + ρ0100(ρ0111ρ1001ρ1010 − ρ0111ρ1000ρ1011 +
ρ0011ρ1010ρ1101 − ρ0010ρ1011ρ1101 − 2ρ0011ρ1001ρ1110 + 2ρ0001ρ1011ρ1110 +
ρ0011ρ1000ρ1111 + ρ0010ρ1001ρ1111 − 2ρ0001ρ1010ρ1111) + ρ0111ρ1011ρ1100ρ0000 −
2ρ0111ρ1010ρ1101ρ0000 + ρ0110ρ1011ρ1101ρ0000 + ρ0111ρ1001ρ1110ρ0000 +
ρ0011ρ1101ρ1110ρ0000 − ρ0110ρ1001ρ1111ρ0000 − ρ0011ρ1100ρ1111ρ0000 +
ρ0101(−ρ0110ρ1001ρ1010 + ρ0110ρ1000ρ1011 − ρ0011ρ1010ρ1100 + ρ0010ρ1011ρ1100 +
ρ0011ρ1000ρ1110 + ρ0010ρ1001ρ1110 − 2ρ0010ρ1000ρ1111 −
2ρ1011ρ1110ρ0000 + 2ρ1010ρ1111ρ0000))
)1/2∣∣∣∣
)
. (B.2)
The local concurrence is then
C = max{0,√µ4 −√µ3}. (B.3)
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D1 and D2 in the Expression of the Local
Negativity
Here we want to prove that D1 in equation 6.21 and D2 in equation 6.22 are always positive.
Let ψ˜i be a sub-normalized state and suppose
∑
i ψ˜
i(ψ˜i)
∗ is a decomposition for the state ρ,
not necessarily an optimal one, equation 6.21 becomes:
D1 =
1
3ρ00002
(∑
i
ψ˜i01(ψ˜
i
01)
∗∑
j
ψ˜j00(ψ˜
j
00)
∗ −
∑
i
ψ˜i00(ψ˜
i
01)
∗∑
j
ψ˜j01(ψ˜
j
00)
∗)
=
1
3ρ00002
∑
ij
(ψ˜i01ψ˜
j
00 − ψ˜j01ψ˜i00)(ψ˜i01)
∗
(ψ˜j00)
∗
=
1
3ρ00002
∑
i>j
(ψ˜i01ψ˜
j
00 − ψ˜j01ψ˜i00)(ψ˜i01ψ˜j00 − ψ˜j01ψ˜i00)∗ (C.1)
but
(ψ˜i01ψ˜
j
00 − ψ˜j01ψ˜i00)(ψ˜i01ψ˜j00 − ψ˜j01ψ˜i00)∗ ≥ 0 (C.2)
so
D1 ≥ 0. (C.3)
Similarly,
D2 =
1
3ρ00002
∑
i>j
(ψ˜i10ψ˜
j
00 − ψ˜j10ψ˜i00)(ψ˜i10ψ˜j00 − ψ˜j10ψ˜i00)∗ (C.4)
≥ 0 (C.5)
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Appendix D
Pauli Operators for the Effective Two-Qubit
System
We wish to find appropriate Pauli operators for the effective two-qubit system in the represen-
tation:
φ0(x) =
√
1
2a
; φ1(x) =
√
3
2a3
x (−a ≤ x ≤ a). (D.1)
From Section 3.1.6, we know the Pauli X- and Y -matrices have elements
Xˆ =

 0 1
1 0

 ; Yˆ =

 0 i
−i 0

 (D.2)
Since these matrices need to connect the states φ0 and φ1, which have opposite parity, they must
be odd spatially. Natural choices will be the position operator xˆ and the momentum operator
pˆ, but it is essential to make sure that the operators are correctly represented by Hermitian
matrices.
First, define another function φ2(x), correctly normalized from −a to +a and Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalised to both φ0 and φ1:
φ2(x) =
√
45
8a5
(
x2 − a
2
3
)
. (D.3)
These basis functions {φ0, φ1, φ2} are implicitly assumed to vanish outside the region −a ≤
x ≤ a. It is useful to invert these definitions to obtain the first three powers of x in terms of the
orthonormal basis functions:
1 =
√
2aφ0; x =
√
2a3
3
φ1; x
2 =
√
8a5
45
φ2 +
√
2a5
3
φ0. (D.4)
Consider the action of the position operator xˆ on the basis states. We find
xˆ|0〉 =
√
1
2a
x =
a√
3
|1〉; (D.5)
xˆ|1〉 =
√
3
2a3
x2 =
√
3
2a3
(√
8a5
45
φ2 +
√
2a5
3
φ0
)
=
a√
3
φ0 +Oφ2. (D.6)
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Hence, the matrix representation of xˆ generated by the set {φ0, φ1} is
xˆ =

 0 a√3
a√
3
0

 , (D.7)
from which we deduce that the Pauli X-operator is represented by
Xˆ =
√
3
a
xˆ. (D.8)
Next, we turn our attention to the momentum operator pˆ. The basis functions vanish out-
side the measurement region, this leads to dicontinuities in the functions and hence the delta-
function contributions to their derivatives. The actions of the operator in the position represen-
tation are then
pˆ|0〉 = −i~ ∂
∂x
φ0 = i~
√
1
2a
[δ(x− a)− δ(x+ a)]; (D.9)
pˆ|1〉 = −i~ ∂
∂x
φ1 = −i~
√
3
2a3
+ i~
√
3
2a
[δ(x+ a) + δ(x− a)]. (D.10)
The matrix elements are found by integrating over the range from −a to +a, remembering that
the delta-functions contribute exactly one half each to the integral since they are centred at the
end points:
〈1|pˆ|0〉 = −i~
∫ a
−a
dxφ∗1
∂
∂x
φ0 = i~
√
1
2a
√
3
2a
= +i~
√
3
2a
; (D.11)
〈0|pˆ|1〉 = −i~
∫ a
−a
dxφ∗0
∂
∂x
φ1 = −i~
√
3
a
+ i~
√
3
2a
√
1
2a
= −i~
√
3
2a
, (D.12)
with 〈0|pˆ|0〉 = 〈1|pˆ|1〉 = 0 by symmetry. It follows the matrix representation is
pˆ = i~

 0 −
√
3
2a√
3
2a 0

 , (D.13)
and
Yˆ = − 2a√
3~
pˆ. (D.14)
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Appendix E
Corrections to the Local Entanglement after
Two-Party Preliminary Measurements
The third eigenvalue of Alice’s reduced density matrix in the discarding ensemble when both
parties make preliminary measurements can be found by making the following additional sub-
stitutions in equation 6.12:
ρ
(A)
20 =
b
p
[
ρ2000 +
b2
6
(ρ2020 + 2ρ2011 + ρ2002)
]
+O(b5);
ρ
(A)
02 =
b
p
[
ρ0200 +
b2
6
(ρ0220 + 2ρ0211 + ρ0202)
]
+O(b5);
ρ
(A)
21 =
b
p
[
ρ2100 +
b2
6
(ρ2120 + 2ρ2111 + ρ2102)
]
+O(b5);
ρ
(A)
12 =
b
p
[
ρ1200 +
b2
6
(ρ1220 + 2ρ1211 + ρ1202)
]
+O(b5);
ρ
(A)
22 =
b
2p
[
ρ2200 +
b2
6
(ρ2220 + 2ρ2211 + ρ2202)
]
+O(b5).
(E.1)
This gives
λ3 =
λnu3
λde3
(ab)4, (E.2)
where the denominator is
λde3 = 120(ρ0002ρ0100ρ1000 + 2ρ0011ρ0100ρ1000
+ρ0020ρ0100ρ1000 + ρ0000ρ0102ρ1000
+2ρ0000ρ0111ρ1000 + ρ0000ρ0120ρ1000
+ρ0000ρ0100ρ1002 + 2ρ0000ρ0100ρ1011
+ρ0000ρ0100ρ1020 − 2ρ0000ρ0002ρ1100
−4ρ0000ρ0011ρ1100 − 2ρ0000ρ0020ρ1100
−ρ0000ρ0000ρ1102 − 2ρ0000ρ0000ρ1111
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−ρ0000ρ0000ρ1120), (E.3)
and the numerator is
λnu3 =
1
54
(ρ0211ρ1120ρ2002 − ρ0120ρ1211ρ2002
−ρ0111ρ1220ρ2002 + ρ0220ρ1111ρ2002
+ρ0202ρ1120ρ2011 − ρ0120ρ1202ρ2011
−ρ0102ρ1220ρ2011 + ρ0220ρ1102ρ2011
−ρ0220ρ1011ρ2102 − ρ0211ρ1020ρ2102
+ρ0020ρ1211ρ2102 + ρ0011ρ1220ρ2102
−ρ0220ρ1002ρ2111 − ρ0202ρ1020ρ2111
+ρ0020ρ1202ρ2111 + ρ0002ρ1220ρ2111
−ρ0211ρ1002ρ2120 + ρ0002ρ1211ρ2120
+ρ0211ρ1000ρ2122 − ρ0000ρ1211ρ2122
+ρ0120ρ1011ρ2202 + ρ0111ρ1020ρ2202
−ρ0020ρ1111ρ2202 − ρ0011ρ1120ρ2202
+ρ0120ρ1002ρ2211 + ρ0102ρ1020ρ2211
−ρ0020ρ1102ρ2211 − ρ0002ρ1120ρ2211
+ρ0111ρ1002ρ2220 + ρ0102ρ1011ρ2220
−ρ0011ρ1102ρ2220 − ρ0002ρ1111ρ2220
−ρ0111ρ1000ρ2222 − ρ0100ρ1011ρ2222
+ρ0011ρ1100ρ2222 + ρ0000ρ1111ρ2222), (E.4)
where equation (7.6) is applied to obtain the final form.
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Appendix F
The Expression of ǫ in Terms of Polar
Derivatives
Define
Ψ(i,j,k)[r, θ, φ] =
∂i+j+k
∂ri∂θj∂φk
Ψ[r, θ, φ] (F.1)
for any three-dimensional complex wavefunction Ψ[rx, ry, rz] in relative coordinates (Sec-
tion 7.3.5.3), expressed in spherical coordinates as Ψ[r, θ, φ] (Section 7.4.3) with its complex
conjugate being Ψ∗[r, θ, φ]. Its local entanglement between Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems in
the limit of small region sizes is determined by the von Neumann entropy Sv = h(ǫ). Assume
the region sizes are the same for all dimensions, i.e. ai = a and bi = b for i ∈ {x, y, z}, ǫ is
simply: (the Mathematica output is given to avoid introducing typographical errors.)
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This can then be used for the analysis of the local entanglement in a hydrogen atom in
Section 7.4.3.
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